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EDITORIAL

Angola: Towards Nation
Building
The prospects for peace and national development in Angola are
real than ever, after some thirtv years of w ar and strife in

now more

that

community. But the (ieneral Election to be held at the end of
September 1992 w ill only be the beginning of a process that will need
extreme care and attention if the pitfalls of the past are to be avoided
in the future.

The Angolan tragedy has both external and internal roots.
Essentially it is born out of a vicious co/o;n'fl/history; to state the least,
a period that left Angola no mure than a rasaged and disorganised
social formation. Other colonial situations in Africa gave rise to the
now well-know n contradictions that included the birth of African
Nationalism, in the form of a substantive and articulate African
middle class, inspired with both the desire to inherit the state and the
national outlook with w hich to prepare for that eventuality. These
features were not completely absent in Angola; but to the extent that
these were either only embryonic or ill-defined by 1975, is borne out
by the nature of the civil war that enveloped the country ever since.
The Cold War
particularly the extent to which the ES-Soviet
competition in Angola became almost the raison d’etre of that civil
war
was an important factor; but it found fertile ground in a
country w herein African nationalism was so weak as to be unable to
project a national programme based on such national priorities as a
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Angola: Para a
Construgao da Na^ao
As

perspectivas de paz e desenvolvimento em Angola sao agora mats
depots tins trinla anos de guerra e conflito naquele
pais. Mas as Eleiqoes que terao lugar nos Jins de Setembro 1992, serao
somente o inicio de um processo que precisard inuito cuidado e atenqao
se no futuro Angola poderd evitar os perigos do passado.
A tragédia Angolana tent raizes externas e internas. Ela nasce
reals do que nunca,

essencialmente de

uma

histdria colonial cruel e violento; ao inenos, um

periodo que deixou a Angola conio nada mais de que uma formaqao
social estragada e desorganizada. Outras situaqoes colonials na Africa
resultaram nas contradiqoes bem conhecidas agora, que incluem a
nascida do Nacionalismo Africano, na forma duma classe media
Africana, que desejava herdar o estado e tamhem a visao nacional com
que podia preparar aquela eventualidade. Estas caracteristicas nao
eram completamente ausentes na Angola; mas a tal ponto que eram
somente emhrioes oii mau definidos até o ano 1975, é confirmado pelo
tipo de guerra civil que daienvolveu o pais. A Guerra Fria - sohretudo
até

o

ponto em que a concorrencia EUA-Uniao Soviética tornava-se

a

—

—

national

front. .More than that, it is because of these inherent
Angolan Liberation Movement that external forces
including the paternalism of European leftism and South African
intervention
were able to wreak havoc in Angola.
Hut have the Angolans learnt from the lessons of their ow n recent
history, or from the experiences of similar African nationalist
struggles that were able to overcome the pressures of the Cold War
by building "nationalist coalitions” in preparation for national
independence? Now the MPLA and UNITA have Just declared their
intention to form a " (Jovernment of National Unity" regardless of the

w

eaknesses in the

—

—

outcome of the election at the end of this month. We would welcome

this if it is not based

on political expediency, including the attempt to
preclude other parties and groups. Hut then there lingers the
temptation to ask why on earth the MPLA and UNITA did not ever
consider this option in 1975. What is it that was so fundamentally
different between the two organisations in 1975 that has now become
so superficial in 1992?
This is not the occasion to be cynical about
the political process in Angola; but simply to hope that the Angolan
leadership will heed the lessons of history, repent for the mistakes of
the past, and thereby make .strenuous efforts to establish at least the
bases for peace, nation-building and development in Angola.

Sapf.m Septembrr. 1992

raison d'etre

daquela

factor importante; mas
encontrava-se ao terreno fertil mint pais onde a Nacionalismo Africano
era tao fragil que nao conseguiu suportar uma programa nacional
baseada em tais prioridades nacionais como frente nacional. Ainda
mais, é por causa dessas fraquezas dentro do Movimento Nacional de
Eibertaqao Angolano que as forqas externas - incluindo o paternalismo
do esquerdismo Europeu e a intervenqao Sul Africana - podiam fazer
tanta destruiqao na Angola.
Mas é que os Angolanos aprenderam qualquer coisa das liqoes da sua
propria historia recente, ou das experiencias de lutas de lihertaqao
semelhantes que conseguiram superar as pressoes da Guerra Fria par
meio de construir alianqas nacionais em preparaqao para a
independencia nacional? Agora o MPLA e a UNITA declararam a sua
intenqao de formar um "Governo de Unidade Nacional" qualquer que
seja o resultado das eleiqoes no fun deste mes. Isto é de acolher se nao
forfeito para razoes de uma certa conveniencia politica, incluindo a de
excluir outros partidos e agrupamentos. Mas realmente, porque é que o
MPLA e UNITA nao consideraram esta opqao em 1975? O que é que
era taofundamentalmente diferente elitre as diias organizaqoes em 1975
que em 1992 é ape nas superficial? Isto nao é ocasiao para ser cinico
sobre o processo politico em Angola; mas simplesmente para esperar
que a lideranqa Angolana escuterd as liqoes da histdria, arrepender-se
os erros do passado, e entao fazer esforqos energéticos para estahelecer
pelo menos a base para a paz, a construqao da naqao e o desenvolvimento
na Angola.
guerra

civil

-

era um
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REGIONAL NEWS
Compiled By Maurice Mutowo and Sandy Kuwali
SOUTH AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

King William’s Town: Bantustan Troops Massacre ANC
Supporters

Bulawayo: The Sixth OAU Trade Fair

Up to 28 unarmed ANC protest marchers were slaughtered by Ciskei
bantustan troops on September 7 this year. Nearly 200 people were
wounded in the bloodbath. The ill-fated march started in the King
William’s Town cricket stadium and was set out with the aim of ousting
Brigadier Gqozo who seized power in Ciskei in a 1990 military coup.
Although the Ciskei defence chief. Brigadier Marius Oelschig said
his forces began shooting after being attacked by a group of marchers
armed with handguns and grenades, eyewitnesses confirmed that the
troops opened fire without provocation.

Fair in

On

September 8, the ANC leader. Nelson Mandela, called for the immediate ousting of the Ciskei bantustan leader, and indicated that the
massacre was a stumbling block to renewed democracy negotiations
with the government. The Ciskei leader however, refused to stand down
but agreed to a referendum to test his support among the bantustan’s one
million people.
The ANC blamed the South African goverment for the massacre
saying that it was perpetrated by a Black homeland puppet. The ANC
regards bantustans as illegitimate offsprings of apartheid and fears an alliance between de Klerk’s National Party and the bantustans for the
country’s first democratic election.

Pretoria

rejected the aforementioned accusation saying that the ANC
was at fault by breaching conditions set by a Ciskei magistrate for the
demonstration and proceeded with the march on Bisho, which they knew
could lead to bloodshed.
The South Africa Chamber of Business said that the Ciskei
had dealt

a

tragedy
damaging blow to economic prospects by forfeiting
of the international community.

further

the confidence

Zimbabwe hosted the 6th

Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Trade
Bulawayo from September 2 to 10, 1992, aimed at promoting
intra-African economic co-operation and integration.
Some 26 African countries out of the OAU’s 51 members, par-

ticipated in the trade fair, exhibiting various African products and showcasing the continent’s potential for expanding intra-African trade. Exhibits ranged from agricultural and farming equipment, industrial
products, pharmaceuticals, textiles and clothing, furniture to food
products.
A
was

major exhibitor was South Africa with 35 companies at the fair. It
apartheid-ruled South Africa to attended an OAU

the first time for

trade fair.
As a shop window for Africa’s products, the fair was judged as fairly successful. It also revealed weaknesses, especially in organisation,
planning and co-ordination. Clearance by customs of the guest nations’
exhibits, allocation of foreign exchange for buying and selling exhibits
and other

formalities, had to be co-ordinated well in advance.

Salim Ahmed Salim, the OAU

Secretary-General bemoaned the lack
technologically-advanced items on display that African countries
were capable of manufacturing.

of

Three events

running concurrently with the OAU trade fair were
participants. Zimbabwe put up a regional export fair
which exposed to other African countries, its manufacturing power and
potential. A "Techmart Africa ‘92" seminar to promote contracts between
technology seekers and suppliers in food products proved popular. So,
beneficial to the

too, was

the Round Table of Africa Investment Promotion Centres’ semi¬

nar.

Addressing participants from several African countries involved with
OAU Assistant Secretary-General, Brownson Dede,
said, "Investment in the industrial sector in Africa, particularly foreign
direct investment, has been declining and, in many cases, has become
investment centres,

ANGOLA
Luanda: Diamond

Smuggling in Angola

About 30,000 clandestine miners, known as

"garimpeiros" have entered
province of Lunda Norte, near the northern border of
Zaire in search of diamonds. This could be costing the nation up to US$5
million a week. It is also feared that a flood of illegal diamonds onto the
market will seriously undercut international diamond prices.
Angola is the seventh largest producer of diamonds in the world and
diamonds account for about 11 percentofAngola’sexports.The freedom
of movement following the end of the 16-year civil war between the
government and the UNITA rebel movement has contributed to a rise in
illicit diamond mining and traffic. In this connection, 380 Zaireans were
expelled from Angola on July 28 and 20 other foreigners, who included
two South Africans, eight Mali citizens, three Gambians and citizens of
Namibia and Cameroon, were arrested for involvement in illegal
diamond digging in the Lunda Norte province in Angola.
the diamond-rich

UNITA

mines during the war and UNITA leader,
that his movement is exporting diamonds
clandestinely to finance its campaign for Angola’s first free elections this
month. Diamond smuggling is also seen as a quick escape from poverty, with the economy in tatters after the war.
operated its

own

Jonas Savimbi, denies reports

4

negative for a variety of reasons".
Mounting external debt, implementation of stmctural adjustment
programmes and policy reforms are among those reasons.
Both seminars were sponsored by the United Nations Industrial
Development Organisation (UNIDO).

MOZAMBIQUE

Maputo: The Peace Process in Mozambique
A

major stumbling block has been removed in moves towards signing a
on October 1 to end the 16-year-old civil war in Mozambique
with the Mozambican government and Rename reaching agreement on

ceasefire

the size of

a

future national army.

They agreed on a 28,500-strong national army in the ongoing peace
Italy, on Friday, September 11, after protracted bargaining. The Mozambican government started with a 33,000-strong army
while Rename was in agreement with the figure of 24,000 proposed by
talks in Rome,

the Italian mediators.

The size of the army was one
resolve before

of the final issues the two sides had to
they could sit down to sign a formal ceasefire on October
SAPEM SEPTEMBER, 1992
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in the wake of Renamo leader
August, where he hinted
on extending the October I deadline in his talks with South African
government leaders.
Meanwhile, the Mozambican government has accepted an international plan to establish corridors through civil war battle lines to let
through drought relief convoys. Renamo was still studying the plan.
A team of United Nations experts w'ho will help superv'ise an eventual ceasefire in the country is in Maputo. Its presence was a reaffinnation that the October 1 deadline for signing the peace accord as outlined
in a provisional declaration signed in Rome on August 7 by Mozambican president, Joaquim Chissano, and Renamo leader. Dhlakama. will
1. 1992.

Agreement

on

the

army come.s

Alfonso Dhlakama's visit to South Africa in late

Around 6.1 million Malawians
the

severe

are

facing acute food shortages due to

drought which has ravaged the whole of Southern Africa.

Mass starvation is

looming in September and October as national
depleted and the bulk of donor supplies are expected in November at the earliest.
maize stocks

are

almost

Although all the 24 districts of Malawi, with its total popidation of 9
people have been affected, the situation is worse in the southern
part of the country, especially the Lower Shire River districts of Chikwawa and Nsanje. Others are Karonga and Nkhata Bay in the north.

million

Nkhotakota and Salima in the centre.
A report

be met.
The dawn of peace

country's

MALAWI

Blantyre: Drought in Malawi

economy,

in Mozambique could be a major boost to the
which has been ravaged by the civil war and also

the economies of landlocked Malawi. Zambia and Zimbabw-e.

presented by the Commissioner for Disaster Preparetlness.
Winga, to
the donor community and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in
early September in Lilongwe, said that relief maize requirements for
September 1992 to March 199.'^ are estimated at .S88.6.S4 metric tonnes.
Relief and Rehabilitation in the President's Office. Mr Stuart

Donors have

TANZANIA

pledged 284..S.S6 tonnes ;ind

a

shortfall of 104,298

Dares Salaam: Kambona's Ketiini

metric tonnes still stands. Some .74.000 metric tonnes of maize

Tanzania's

from the

look on September .7 w'ith
politician. Oscar Kambona, from
24 years of .self-imposed exile in Britain.
Mr Kambona. a former minister of foreign affairs, home affairs and
defence at different times, and leading nationalist in Tanzania's independence struggle, fell out with his mentor, fomier President Julius
Nyerere. because of his opposition to the Arusha Declaration — the
country's blueprint for scK'ialist transformation introduced in 1967.
political landscape took

on a new

the arrival in Dares Salaam of veteran

A

flamboyant and controversial political figure in the early 196()'s.
his arrival throws the political sweepstakes in Tanzania wide open as the
country inches towards multi-party politics. At a press conference later
in the day. Mr Kambona, trying to calm the political jitters in some
circles, said he had not returned to Tanzania to
Mr Kambona said he had

cause

chaos.

The government

announced earlier that it would allow Mr Kambona
for an initial three months during which he should clear
matters concerning his citizenship. As he went through customs and immigration checks, some of his documents were impounded by the
into the country

authorities.
undeterred. He walked out of the airport tenninal
welcome from hundreds of his supporters as he was
waiting car by his wife. Flora, and a Dar es Salaam
Mr Lifa Chipaka.

Mr Kambona

was

building to

a wann

escoted to

a

businessman.

programme to

loan

feed the drought victims in the past
donor-pledged maize start

months will have to be refunded when the

coming.
Malawi,

of the poorest countries in the world, has L.7 million
refugees running away from the civil war in that country.
These refugees have put a strain on social services ijt Malawi. Ironically. they are now better fed than the locals in some districts of the country.
one

Mozambican

In his report.

their

Mr Winga appealed to the donor community to extend
pledges to 27.()()() metric tonnes of salt and 40.680 metric tonnes

of edible oil.
He said the countiy

also needs donor support estimated at US$27.8
US$27..‘' million for health and nutrition
USSl 1.11 million for water supplies.

million for internal transport.
and

back to

help in national reconstruction and help bring peace, prosperity and development to Tanzania. His
presence has already caused controversy: his citizenship is being questioned. He arrived at Dar aiqrort on a United Nations document.
come

refugee

on

Monthly maize needs for the 6.1 million drought victims stands at
tonnes. But only 26.700 metric tonnes were distributed in
August. The World Food Programme (WFP), one of the co-ordinators
among the donors, has told the Malawi government that donor pledges
will be arriving in Malawi from late October and early in November.
.‘i.6.,‘i,‘i2 metric

Victims will have

virtually nothing in September and October. At a
meeting in Paris on May 11-1.7. Western donors
pledged maize imports totalling 6.76.000 metric tonnes for the 1992/9.7
marketing .season. This food aid was not tied to any conditionalities. But
new development aid was frozen until Malawi cleans its poor human
rights record and moves towards the democratisation of its political sys-

consultative donor

tem.4

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the

writer but

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full name and address of the
pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters should be about three hundred words. Letters should

be sent to; The Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare,
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ANGOLA: A GOVERNMENT OE NATIONAL UNITY TO SAFEGUARD

SAVIMBUS AMBITIONS
Fernando
THE PROCESS ot'transition to full

multi-party
democracy in Angola has now reached its most
crucial phase, with the approach of the date for
the first parliamentary and presidential elections. appointed for September 29 and .^0.

Although
ment

one cannot entirely dismiss the eleof surprise, in Angolan and regional politi-

cal circles, it is believed that

presidential candidates have
ning the elections.

only two of the
hope of win-

any

This is the cuirent President Jose Eduardo dos

Tliese civilians

signing of
the peace agreement in May 1991. had been
waging a guerilla war with the aim of overthrowing the government.
The Elections
As for the

parliamentary elections, it is hoped
that the votes will be distributed among the 16
parties which will be competing, although it is
believed, here also, that the greatest number of
votes will go to the MPLA and UNITA.
More than 1.000 candidates are competing
for 223 seats in the future parliament, and 13 individuals are competing for the presidency of the
republic.
Even though it is difficult to calculate the size
and base of the various minority parties, since
many of them were formed only after the peace
accords, it is necessary to remember that it is the
MPUA and UNITA parties wdiich have
dominated the political scene for the pa.st 16
years.
Even

though the two parties have had equal
opportunities to campaign for votes, accusations
recently raised against UNITA, linking the party
to a vast campaign of intimidation against
MPLA supporters, place Jonas Savimbi and his
party in an apparent position of disadvantage in

apparently being held in

Jamba in order to force them

to vote

for UNITA

and its leader.

The

alleged campaign of intimidation can ied
by Savimbi's party lay at the root of the
decision by the government of president Jose
Eduardo dos Santos to create a riot police unit,
which gave rise to much debate, and which
enabled UNITA in its anti-goveniment campaign to say that the latter is not interested in restoring democracy to the country.
out

Other Parties

Santos of the MPLA. and Jonas Savimbi. leader

of UNITA. which from 1975 until the

are

Gonsalves

Other

opposition leaders, such as the chairAngolan Democratic Party (PDA).
Alberto Neto. have defended the presence of a
United Nations peace-keeping force as a means
of preventing acts of disobedience on the part of
armed elements of the government and UNITA
forces at the polling stations.
Savimbi's position with regard to the Angolan electorate received a major blow at the
beginning of the year, when three important
figures in the UNITA hierarchy rejected his
leadership, accusing Savimbi of excessive
authoritarianism, and of having physically
eliminated potential rivals from the UNITA
leadership.
A survey carried out at the end of the month
of August put the pre.sent leader of the country
at gaining 67.8% of the vote, against 15.2% for
man

of the

Savimbi.

Given the present state

of affairs, and despite
impeccably well organised campaign, the
possibility cannot be excluded that UNITA's
potential supporters will be diverted to one of
an

Pic: Min. of Into.. Zimbabwe

President Jose Eduardo dos Santos is
to

the other

political groupings which, although
identifying themselves with the objectives of the
party, do not see Savimbi as the best leader.
These formations include the Democratic
Forum of

made

up

of

leaders who left the party in February, namely
Tony da Costa Fernandes. Paulo Tchipilika and
Miguel Nzau Puna.
After 16 years of struggle for power, the last
thing that Savimbi is likely to accept is to lo.se
the elections, a scenario which for many observers could well lead to yet more spilling of
blood in Angola.
Only that this time, so the Angolans fear, the
war will not be taking place in the bush, but right
A (iovernnient of National

Luanda, fears

predominate regarding
Jonas Savimbi's genuine commitment to
democratic principles. The former rebel leader
is seen as being interested only in gaining power,
at whatever cost, but not particularly attached to
the democratic principles which he always
claimed to be defending, and which gained him
the continued support of successive North

Unity

Evidently taking this possible chaos into acthe observ'ers of the peace process have
been pushing the two principal rivals— MPLA
and UNITA— into accepting a government of
national unity, which includes elements from all
parties, independently of the results of the elections. Perhaps in this way some legitimate
aspirations may be accommodated and the
spectre of violence will be neutralised in a
country where 16 years of war have decimated
more than 350.0(K) people, almost completely
paralysing an economy w hich has only managed
to survive, thanks to the large reserves of oil and

count,

American administrations.

6

a party

in the cities.

.lonas .Savimbi and Democracy

Savimbi is also being accused of keeping
prisonertens of thousands of civilians in Jamba,
the former headquarters of UNITA. and of
preventing the present government officials
from gaining access to the area.

Angola (FDA),

young dissidents from UNITA. and which has
received the public support of the three UNITA

relation to their traditional rival.

In

expected

get at least 67,8% of the total rotes

f^c: GlobalfotaAlbaWoss

Jonas Saviinhi, U^JITA leader: Is he genuinely
committed to democratic

principles?

diamonds which the country' possesses.

Sapem September. 1992
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ANGOLA: GOVERNO DE UNIDADE NACIONAL PARA

SALVAGUARDAR

AMBigOES DE SAVIMBI

Fernando
() PROCESSO de

transigao

plena
pluripartidaria em Angola atingiu,
agora, a sua fa.se mais crucial, com o aproximar
da data para as primeiras eleigoes legislativas e
presidenciais multipartiddrias, marcadas para 29
para uma

democracia

e

.50 de Setembro.
Embora

as surpresas nao tenham que completamente serem postas de lado, cre-se nos
meos politicos angolanos e regionais que
apenas
dois dos candidatos its presidenciais tetn as melbores hipoteses de virem a ganhar as eleigoes.

Trata-.se do actual

presidente Jose Eduardo
dos Santos, pelo MPLA, e de Jonas Savimbi.
lider da UNITA, que de 1975 até a assinatura dos
acordos de paz de Maio de 1991 vinlia desenvolvendo utna guerra de guerrilha para derrubar
o

govemo.

a .ser

distribuidos

pelos 16 partidos

que

irao concorrer, embora acredite-se tambem que
o

maior

numero

pelo MPLA

e

de votos venha

a ser

partilliado

pela UNITA.

Mais de I,()()() candidatos

concorrem

para os

225 assentos do futuro
sonalidades
da

estao na

parlamento, e 15 percorrida para a presidencia

republica.
Enquanto

e

se toma

minoritarios

no

partidos ä priori

seio da sociedade angolana, uma

muitos deles somente nasceram depois
dos acordos de paz. é necessario tomar em conta
que o MPLA e a UNITA foram os partidos que
nos

que

ultimos 16

anos

dominaram

o

cenario

politico do pais.
Embora

.seu

dois

partidos tenham ä partida
oportunidades iguais de virem a anecadar o
eleitorado. acusagoes recentemente levantadas
contra a UNITA, ligando-a a uma vasta campanha de intimidagao contra apoiantes do MPLA.
colocam Jonas Savimbi e o seu partido numa
os

tradicional rival.

Etn Luanda,

prevalecem receios quanto ao
genuine empenho de Jonas Savimbi aos principios democraticos. O antigo lider rebelde é
visto como estando apenas interessado pelo
poder, seja a que custo for, mas proclamou-se
defender, e que Ihe valeram oapoiocontinuo das
sucessivas administragoes norte-americanas.
Savimbi é ainda acusado de

estar a manter na

Jamba,

ex-quartel general de UNITA, presos
e de impedir que a
administragao territorial do actual governo
tenha acesso aquela regiao.
dezenas de milhar de civis.

A manutengao

daqueles civis

na

Jamba tern,

aparentemente. o objectivo de mante-los cativos

forga-los

a votar na

UNITA

e no .seu

lider.

A

alegada campanha intimidatoria do partido
na origem da decisao do
govemo do presidente Jose Eduardo Dos Santos
para a criagao da politica anti-motim, a qual tern
levantado muita polemica. toniando-se num
pretexto para a UNITA fazer a sua campanha
contra o governo, exibindo-o como nao estando
interessado pla implementagao da democracia
no pais.
de Savimbi esteve

diftcil calcular a dimensao

insercao dos varios

vez

aparente posigao de desvantagem em relagao ao

e

Quanto as legislativas, espera-se que os votos
venham

Gonc^alves

Outros lideres da

Angolano (PDA),

Alberto Neto, tein estado a defender
uma

forga de manutengao da

Unidas

como

paz

a

presenga

das Nagoes

meio de evitar desmandos por

parte de elementos annados do govemo e da
UNITA

nos

de Savimbi perante o eleitorado angolano conheceu o seu maior reves nos principios do ano. quando tres grandes figuras da
hierarquia da UNITA afastaram-se da sua
lideranga, acusando Savimbi de autoritarianisde ter eliminado fisicamente

rivais da

por cento

Dado

lideranga da UNITA.

atribuidos

a

Savimbi.

estado das coisas, e apesar

de uma
campanha impecavclmente organizada. nao é de
excluir a hipotese do potencial voto da LINITA
vir

a set'

o

desviado

politicas

que

a

favor de

algumas fonuagoes

cnibora identificando-se

corn os

object! VOS daquele partido, nao veem eni Savimbi a figura ceila para a lideranga do partido.
Tais

formagoes incluem o Forum
Angolano (FDA), utn partido formado por jovens dissidentes da UNITA, o qual
Ja recebeu o apoio publico dos ties dirigentes da
Democratico

UNITA que

abandonaram

o partido em
Tony da Costa Fernandes. Paulo Tchipilika, e Miguel Nzau Puna.
Depois de 16 anos de luta pelo poder, a ultima
circunstancia a ser aceite por Savimbi seria perder as eleigoes, um cenario que para tnuitos observadores podera provocar o derramento de
mais sangue em Angola.
So que desta vez, receiam os angolanos. a

Fevereiro. iiomeadamente

guerra nao sera

mais

na mata, mas

sim

ao

nivel

das cidades.

Certamente que

deve ter sido tomando em
possivel caos, que os observadores no
de paz empurraram os dois principais

conta este

processo

rivais
no

-

MPLA

e

UNITA

-

a

aceitaram

de unidade nacional. que

todos

um

gover-

inclua elementos de

partidos, independcntemente do resulpoder-se-a
acomodar algumas legitimas ambigoes e
neutralizar o espectro da violencia naquele pais,
onde 16 anos de guerra dizimaram mais de
.55().0()0 pessoas, paralizando quase por completo uma economia que so nao colapsou gragas
os

tado eleitoral. E talvez assim,

postos de votagao.

A posigao

mo, e

sondagem feita nos finais do nies de
Agosto colocava o actual presidente angolano a
arrecadar 67.8 por cento de votos, contra os 15.2

oposigao. tais como o presi-

dente do Partido Democratico

de

Uma

potenciais

as

elevadas

que o

reservas

petroli'feras e diamantiferas

pais possui.*

Fernando Goncalves is
SAPEM based in
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PEACE, DEMOCRACY AND ELECTIONS IN ANGOLA
Horace
ON THE

May 1st

square at

Deodinda Rodri-

quez in Luanda, the capital city of Angola, a
name bums. This tlame is an expression of the
desire for peace

by the people of Angola after 30
of war and destabilisation. The flame buming on a street named after one of the first female
freedom fighters to die in the struggle fornational
independence against Portuguese
colonialism, symbolises the desire for peace and
democracy by the working people of Angola.
This tlame of peace was lit by President Jose
years

Lduardo dos Santos after the Bicesse Accords
between the government

of the ruling Peoples
Angola
(MPLA) party and the guerilla political organisation called National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola (UNITA). UNITA.
with the military and financial support of the
United States and South Africa, had been fighting against the government since 1973.
Movement Lor the Liberation of

Paving the Way for Elections
The treaty for peace signed in Lisbon in May
1991 laid the basis for a ceasefire between the

government and UNITA; the unification of the
two amied forces. LAPLA of the MPLA and
LALA of UNITA; the confinement of troops to

assembly areas; the demobilisation of the other
armed elements, and the formation of a Joint

Campbell

Verification and

Monitoring Commission to
implementation. Under the
United Nations Security Council Resolution
698 of May 1991, there was the establishment
of the United Nations Angola Verification Mismonitor ceasefire

of Portugue.se colonialism along with the
legacies of authoritarianism and antidemocratic forms of political arbitration still
dominate the society.
years

J’rospects for Peace in Angola

sion (UNAVEM) with the mandate to monitor
and

verify the implementation of the Accord.

The mandate of the UN also included the observation and verification of the electoral process,

along with the monitoring of the registration
process for the free and fair elections which are
to be held on September 29 and 30. 1992.
The fundamental principles for the establishment of peace, a new army and elections
have no provisions for democratic participation
and expression by the Angolan people. In 1991.
the ruling party laid the legal basis for Angola to
become a multi-party society and to end the
leading role of the MPLA. At the Third Party
Congress of the MPLA. the constitution of the
party was amended to allow opposition parties
to organise to allow for other forms of association, for press freedom and for the process of the
legalisation of political parties. Subsequent legal
instruments fonnally guaranteed freedom of expression. the opening up of private news media
with constitutional changes leading ultimately
to the adoption of a new constitution for Angola.
Despite these legal changes, the traditions of .300

Peace-making must be the antithesis of w arwar-making. In Angola today the
decisive forces calling for peace are the soldiers
and ordinary working poor w ho demand an end
to the militarisation of the society. The road to
both the peace treaty leading to the w ithdrawal
fare and

of the South Africans from Namibia in 1989 and
the peace
tween
one

Accords leading to the ceasefire be-

UNITA and the MPLA.

now

constitutes

of the definitive issues of the election

cam-

paign in Angola. The contending interpretation
of the issues of the underlying causes of the wars
are as varied as the 18 parties participating in the
elections.
On the part

the

war

of the ruling MPLA. the

which lasted

over

cause of
16 years was the

policies of destabilisation and war in Southern
Africa waged by the South Africans. The actual
hostilities in Angola were part of a wider war
against the African majority in South Africa. It
included the illegal occupation of Namibia, the
support of low intensity warfare in Mozambique
and the conventional war in Southern Angola.
Unita was an ally of South Africa. According to
the official history of Lapla. "South Africa iinplemented a particularly dreadful scorched earth
strategy against our glorious fatherland. By
spreading terror killing, thousands of men.
women and children, infrastructure, the enemy's
objective was to force the Angolan people into
accepting the sharing of its sovereignty with the
traitors and puppets greedy for power and
devoted to international capitalism."
On the part of UNITA. the MPLA government had come to power by force in 197.3. This
Marxist government brought in the Soviet
Union and Cuba and for 16 years UNITA was
fighting to liberate Angola fi om foreign domination by the forces of communism. But whatever
the interpretation, it is clear that the issues which
divided the Angolan people had become enmeshed in the tensions of the cold

war.

Tliis

much is clear from the historical record which
has been
Pic: Globaltoto Albatross

UNITA has been

8

fighting against the MPIA government sinee 1975

presented by United States personnel
Intelligence Agency such as

from the Central

John Stock well who recorded (in the book In
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The militarism and commandism of the

leader of UNITA. This fear is most evident

society also guarantees that while there was a
yearning for peace by the povo, the process will

among those urban elements (the civil servants
and the middle ranking elements of the state

time than the official mandate of UN-

bureaucracy). They cringe when UNITA

Search

of Enemies), the United States involveAngola. The full extent of the support
for UNITA by the CIA and the history of US invol vement since the repeal of the Clark Amendment

in

await further disclosures on the role

ment must

of the CIA in Africa.
The New

Army

If the Clauteswitzian dictum

—

War is the

continuation of

means

valid, then

can

— is
be a continuation of war. This is most evident by the inability of the two main parties to demobilise

politics by other
the elections in Angola

their forces of
under

anus

over

2(X).0(M)

men

and

take

promises

process.

sion and terrorism.

The Crisis of the

and the failure of the United Nations

One of the mandates of the United Nations

complete the exercise of creating a new anny from the ranks of
FAPLA. the army of the MPLA, and FALA the
army of UNITA. (UNAVEM I was the name
given to the team which had overseen the
withdrawal of the Cuban forces from Angola
after the Accords which led to the independence
of Namibia and the disengagement of the South
Africans from Southern Angola). According to
team

(UNAVEM II)

was to

the 1991 Accords the demobilisation of the sol-

diers would lead to the formation of an army

of

5(),(KK).

By the end of August 1992, 16 months after
French, Portuguese and British
personnel who were responsible for this pn.x;ess
of integration, had been able to integrate 7868
men in the new unified armed forces of Angola
(FAA). Tills represented 15 percent of the new
army. The UN personnel expected to unify the

the accord, the

other 85 percent

of the new anny in 25 days (by
September 25) in time for the elections. All the
elements necessary for the creation of warlordism are present in Angola. Hungry soldiers,
large caches of weapons left by the African National Congress (ANC of South Africa), the
government and UNITA and unemployed obese
generals who only know the trade of warfare.
In the interim there

were

three armies in An-

gola, the disintegrating remnants of FAPLA. the
conventional-cum-guerilla forces of FALA and
the new anny. The armies were supposed to be
assembled in 45 centers across the country to be
demobilised but there were charges that both armies were keeping reserve forces and armies to
be able to continue with contention for territory.
There were several newspaper articles which
claimed that the forces of UNITA were seeking
to militarily occupy towns and strategic locations in Malanje, Huambo, Benguala and
Lobito.

Sapem September. 1992

of the civil service. Moreover,

organisational structure of UNITA. After being organised for
more than 20 years as a guerilla organisation
there were many who questioned whether
UNITA could be transformed from a military
structure to a civilian political party. By defmition a guerilla organisation isbasedon aclandestine and anti-democratic decision-making

a purge

because of the anti-communist stance of

UNITA, it is unclear whose

It is this fear of

war

The

Working Class

which makes the urban

working poor wary of both the leading parties in
the electoral contest. The ruling MPLA is vulnerable as a ruling party, plagued with the corruption of the bureaucracy and the absence of
social services. The workers who have suffered
the most from the economic refonn (tnmslated
to

mean

structural

adjustment policies) have

gone on strike all across the country. The strikes
between November 1991 and January 1992, all
across the country, defied the imagery presented
by those analysts who continue to insist that the
primary loyalty of Angolans was to their ethnic
group. The demand for better pay, for water, for
medical services and for housing, dictate that the
interest of the working people are different from
all the political aspirants.
The crisis for the working people is compounded by the fact that there is no organisation
to fonnally represent their interests. The area of
representation for workers is one of the areas of
democratic openings most urgently needed in
Angola. Since independence there has been no
effective .system for collective bargaining and
industrial arbitration. During the period of the
one-party government, it was compulsory for
the workers to belong to the trade Union Centre
called the National Union of Angolan Workers
(UNTA). With the collapse of one-partyism,
there is no clarity on the future of UNTA.
Formerly, there was one percent surcharge

which

was

deducted from the workers’ pay to

this state-dominated trade union. The payment

of this

surcharge is now optional. And while the
leadership of the MPLA, UNITA and the
FNLA speak of the tribal balance, they have not
yet sought to in.spire any form of representation
for the large working class in Angola. In the absence of open discussion of racial and ethnic dif-

party

ferentation, these issues have festered in

an un-

healthy fonn and affect the consciousness of the
Angolan worker.
Yet many workers support the government
because they fear the militarist approach of the

names

have been

compiled on the security roster of UNITA for
purging. The more perceptive of the Angolan
society compare the security organ of UNITA
(BRINDE) to the Korean Central Intelligence
Agency which was trained by theCIAforrepresmore

sophisticated elements of UNITA
of this fear. A fear intensified

are not unaware

Verification and
more

more

AVEM. This is also clear from the

women

Monitoring team to collect the
than one million weapons in private hands.

♦

with the revelations of the murder of top

of UNITA such

as

leaders

Wilson dos Santos and Tito

Chingunji, the fomier secretary for foreign affairs. In order to

reassure

some

elements,

UNITA has disarmed the

foreign press by
declaring that the human rights abuses were
aspects of the "civil war". After admitting to the
murders, there is

no assurance

that there will be

only suggestions that this purge will
be against communists. This line pleases the far
right in Europe and the United States.
no

purge,

completely reassured many civil
forced by circumstances to
work in a one-party state. This tradition of
militarism weighs heavily against democratic
practices and this is very evident in the election
campaign. But the major propaganda campaign
by the supporters of UNITA inside and outside
of Angola is meant to obliterate the history of
human rights abuses in the organisation. The
same forces which made the Hollywoixl film
This has not

servants

who

were

“Red

the

Scorpion”, celebrating the anti-cornbravery of Savimbi, are now at work in
election campaign and this is evident from

the

resources

munist

available to UNITA.

The Election

Campaign in Angola

18 registered political parAngola competing for seats in the national assembly on the basis of proportional representation. There were more than 13 presidential
candidates. Many of the parties were not taken
seriously and it was claimed by many that some
were started to get the US$50.000 and car, along
with local currency which was being handed out
for the elections by the government. In one case,
there were two presidential candidates in one
family. The only female candidate for the
presidency was Honorato NIando of the PDLA.
Her party had offices in a compound of
cooperantes from Portugal and the offices were
inaccessible to ordinary African Angolans.
There

were over

ties in

9
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Tlie party

of her brother, Analia Pereira, who
presidential candidate of the PLD was
in this same guarded compound. Parties such as
these, while registered with programmes were
not taken seriously by the African majority.
The parties in Angola could be grouped in
three categories;
1.
The historic parties which claim a heritage
from the period of the struggle for national independence. These were MPLA,
UNITA and the FNLA. The respective
presidential candidates were Jose Eduardo
was

the

Dos Santos, Jonas Savimbi and Holden
Roberto.
2.

Parties with leaders with national and international

a)

standing.

These

were the Party for the Renewal
Democracy (PRD) led by Luis Dos
Pasos. (This party claims the mantle
of Nito Alves of the 1977 coup). The
leaders were underground after the
abortive coup attempt in 1977.
The National Democratic Party of Angola (PNDA) led by Daniel Chipen-

of

b)

da. Until the start of the election

cam-

paign, Chipenda had been the chief
election organiser for the MPLA. He
was one

of the leaders involved in the

Pic: Globalfoto Albatross

Anti-communist UNITA youths

wearing Chinese-style

caps

Eastern Revolt of the MPLA in the

1970s.

c)

The Democratic Party of Angola led

by Antonio Alberto Neto. Neto was
of the organisers of the Angolan
youths in the anti-colonial period.
Neto was on the panel of African
jurists and one of the only parties to
speak openly of a Pan African orien-

There

are

other parties

worth mentioning, but

1993-1995 and the

long temi privatisation and
a state-run system 1995-

they

are poorly organised without clear positions. These are the Eorum for Democratic An-

transfomiation from

gola (FDA) and the Party for the .Alliance of the
Youth and Workers and Peasants of Angola

that there

(PAJOCA).

stencils

1999. It

was

clear from the brochures of UNITA

one

tation.
3.

Parties with leaders who
or more

a)

of the

aligned to
major parties.
are

one

The Convention for National

Democracy in Angola (CNDA) is led
by Pinto Joao, a fomier Minister and

In the

Economic Issues

Director-General of Information of
the MPLA. This party

b)

is committed to
supporting Jonas Savimbi for the
presidential campaign.
The Social Democratic Party of Angola (PSDA) led by Andre Klandamoko. This party is committed to
supporting the presidency of Jonas
Savimbi.

c)

The Democratic Party for Progress
and the National Alliance of

Angola
(PDP-ANA). This party is led by Prof.
Nfulumpinga Nlando and is committed to supporting the presidential
campaign of Jonas Savimbi.
10

of the FDA, this is a party

of
campaigning against the human rights abuses of the party
and the strong ethnic prrlitics promoted by the
leadership. Pajoca is a party which is committed
to supporting Jose Eduardo Dos Santos in the
presidential campaign.
case

former members of UNITA which is

The

striking fact of the campaign was
unity of interests between the main candidates. By the time of the start of the campaign,
there was nothing to separate the economic
policies of the MPLA from UNITA or the FNLA.
All spoke of the need for foreign investment and
for the liberalisation and privatisation of the
economy. The initiatives taken by the MPL.A in
alliance with the International Monetary Fund is
criticised by UNITA as being too slow.
UNITA's glossy brochures spell out an
economic program of short term emergency
most

the

economic

measures

1992-1993, medium term,

liberalisation and stabilisation of the economy

For

was no

while

absence of financial

resources.

other parties

struggling with
stapling
programmes, the documents of UNITA were
prepared for the boardroom of the potential ina

,

one saw

gestetner machines and

vestors.

The MPLA

on

the other hand has not been

able to

produce a coherent strategy to move form
the command economy. Without clearly stating
what will be the content of the privatisation exercise. the MPL.A has entered into agreements
with diverse foreign companies without spelling
this out to the

cial

people. One has to read the spesupplement of international business papers

such

as

the Financial Times to understand the

of the deals made with

foreign oil companics, with South African mining and commer-

extent

cial interests and the unsuccessful efforts of the
MPLA

to out-lobby UNITA in the corridors of
Washington.

The

Registration of Voters

By the time the registration of voters had been
August 1991, there were over 4.5 million voters registered out of a population es-

closed in

timated

at

10 million. This in itself

was

a
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remarkable exercise in

a

country larger than

France,

Germany and Italy combined. The final
registration of voters by Province was as follows:

Province

Registered Voters
91,921

Bengo
Benguela

556,616

Bie

330,687

The problem however, is that the main
parties have been organised for war and the elections are seen as the vindication of the position
of one of the two main positions. The number
of weapons in the society, the reserve amied forces and the number of generals dictate that there
will be violence and insecurity in Angola long
after the elections. The prospects of warlordism

peace.

looms because of the amount of wealth imd

foreign interests involved in the
change in Angola.

Cabinda

15,443

Cunene

148,528

Huambo

442,080

Huila

501,595

tions will be the interest of

K.

133,162

United States has

Kubango

K. Norte

137,962

K. Sul

350,615

Luanda

852,745

Lunda Norte

154,909

Lunda Nul

88,451

332,462

Malanje
Mexico

92,619

Namibe

84,918

Uige

274,725

Zaire

76,044

Total

4,655,462

In the short

assembly

aliocated on the basis of five for each province
regardless of population and the rest divided according to the population. There are to be 230
seats in the national assembly. The number of
registered voters ensure that the election will be
decided in eight of the 18 provinces of Angola.
are

Tile scenario

planners are busy not only with
the manipulation of information to support one
party, but at the same time supporting elements
in both parties so that whichever party w'ins the
election, international capital will be in a
stronger position to influence the direction of
economic change in Angola. One scenario
favoured by those who speak of national reconciliation would be for Jose Dos Santos

to

be-

the

president and for Jonas Savimbi to become tbe prime minister and leader of the national assembly.
The average Angolan shudders at the implications of unifying the anti-demcKratic traditions
of the.se two parties.
come

The Kleclions and the African
Tlie most

People.

important question for the Angokin
people at the present moment is the issue of

of

the clear winners in the elec-

would be tied to the French Franc. The

com-

petition between the French. Italians, Belgians
and the American oil companies to dominate the
oil industry, increased the level of foreign participation in the elections. Below the oil Companics, the manufacturing concerns and the import/export houses, are the Portuguese commercial elements inside and outside of Angola.
These elements, especially those who live in
South Africa, claim that their property must

be

returned.

Already in order to solve the unemployment problem in Portugal, one can see
Portuguese construction workers all over Angola. At a time wben there is overcrowding in
the urban dwellings, these expatriate workers
doing menial jobs suggest that there are others
waiting to return.
UNITA

campaigned on the basis that the
aligned to the Soviet Union, Cuba.
Portugal and Brazil and that they will Africanise
the government. This rhetoric is supported by
slogans of African nationalism and the rhetoric
against the mestizo domination of the civil serMPLA

precipitate

a

flocxi of

Portuguese settlers back to Angola.

Despite these factors. UNITA enjoys the posibeing the opposition party. The arguments against corruption, mismanagement and
tion of

the absence of social services

are

blamed

on

the

government. On the other hand, the government
puts the blame on the w;u'.
What is clear however, is that the
workers and ptxir peasants w

ill not

Angolan

of
with any more democratic
openings in the society. The form of the MPLA
with mass organisations representing the youth,
workers, peasants, cultural workers and women
have been adopted by the parties which hope to
replace the MPLA. Those with an eye on the
NGO’s in Europe have added an environmental
arm to their mass organisations. But these are
mass organisations in name only.
come out

this election process

foreign capital. The
positioned itself in the Joint
Military-Political Commission to be the spoilers
in Angola regardless of who becomes president.
The overt support for UNITA was tempered after
the reports of violations of human rights but after
the collapse of the Zairean governmental
coherence, it is important that the United States
have a base in Southern Africa. And Angola is a
rich prize.
Tlie president of UNITA is aware of the stakes
and tempts the Europeans to increase support by
promising that the Angolan currency, the kwaiiza

Tlic seats for the national

run

process

South Africa. UNITA will

♦

was

The United Nations and the international

agencies want to see elections but none of these
forces speak of democracy or democratic participation. At this Juncture in the history of Angola it is possible to query: Do the conditions
exist for democracy? Who or what are the forces capable of establisbing democracy ?
What
are the fundamental changes which would be required to maintain democratic relations in the
society ? These issues which are central to the
future of the dignity of the African workers and
peasants are not raised by the three principal parties.

Defensively in the face of the refonn packof the goveniment, the workers took spontaneous actions by strikes. Demobilised soldiers
have also registered their own dissatisfaction.
But in the absence of a party speaking to popular
representation and participatory demcK-racy, the
working poor of Angola will have to await the
next period to develop their own leaders. This is
ironical because, of tbe 18 parties, at least 10 of
them carry a democratic label. Tbe purges, shifting alliances and resignations dictate that the
people of Angola will not see the emergence of
democracy from the.se new parties. In the short
run the present
process will be decided by who
is the more organised of the militari.sts in Angola. ♦
ages

vice. However, there

are those who argue that
because of the alliance between UNITA and

Horace

Campbell is a Professor of African
History at the Syracuse University. USA
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UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS TO STOP "BIPOLARISATION" IN
ANGOLAN POLITICS
Arlindo Chilundo
POLITICS IN

of this year

of

MPLA. but

Angola, during the first 16 years
independence, have been chiefly dominated
by two major political and military forces, the
MPLA government and the UNIT.A anned opposition. These two competing political and
military forces represented, at that time, different philosophical and political concepts. One
cannot forget the international context in which
this conflict was taking place. The East-West
confrontation, known

as

the cold

war, was soon

brought into the Angolan soil. With the indirect
involvement of the superpowers. USA and
USSR, the strife was literally transfomied into a
"hot war".
Both

belligerents found their ideological al-

and attended by 26 parties including
excluding UNITA for having
refused to take part, the newly established political parties attacked the Bicesse accords. These
peace agreements were vehemently blamed for
the government having recognised only the
armed opposition rather than the peaceful one.
In that meeting opposition parties demanded a
status that could give them a legislative authority
concerning the issue of how the process of institutional openness should be led. The idea was
to

"circumvent Bicesse" However, attempts to

undennine the Bicesse accords

has been

ties

The role of Cubans,

tivities.

was

though

very

often unfairly

New Political Parties
The ceasefire and the Bicesse accords which

led up to the emergence of a plural
marked the beginning of a new era in

society

the Angolan society. A new political atmosphere was
introduced. However, at the beginning it seemed
that the political life will still be dominated by
the two historical parties, the subscribers of the
Bicesse accords. The government opposition
was still looking at UNITA as a potential political alternative. However, most of the MPLA op-

dissidents soon realised that
perfonnance, still a heavily guerilla organisation with some difficulties to adapt itself
to a urban political environment and rhetoric,
ponents and
UNlTA’s

did

not meet

their anxieties.

political parties were therefore estabSubsequently, attempts by Angola’s new
opposition political parties to set up a third nonbelligerent force were put forward. For instance,
in the first multi-party meeting, held in January
New

lished.

12

so

of creatlead
Tliis

far the

to create

critical in the defence of the An-

golan territorial integrity against South African
regional imperialist ambitions.
The universalisation of the Angolan national
conflict has a very damaging effect on the interest of the Angolan people. The Alvor accords,
the primary motivation for the civil war, were
outstripped by the East-West ideological rivalry. The end of the cold war. however, brought
into the forefront the concerns of the Angolan
people: peace and political plurality.

way

a new supra-state institution that could
the demcK'ratisation of the country failed.

lies within and without the African continent.

contested,

by

ing

major effort by the new parenough room for their political acPolitical Alliances

The failure to create one single front of nonbelligerent parties did not hamper efforts for a
search of new political alliances. Depending on

the motivations and social basis of each party,
several paths have been followed, but seeming-

ly with very little success. For example, the Co;ivencao

Nat ional Detnocratita

Angolana

(CNDA) lead by Dr Paulino Pinto Joao. an
MPLA dissident and

a

bitter critic of what he

calls

"luso-tropicalism", claims having tried to
set up a coalition that could fight against political ‘bipolarisation'. According to him, the
CNDA has been all along stmggling for a coalition that could represent an alternative to both
the MPLA and UNITA. "At the beginning everything seemed to be working, but at a certain point
the Frente Nat ional de Lihertaeao tie Angola
(FNLA) advocating historical reasons quitted
the alliance. And later Partido Renovador

Democratico (PRD) did the same.
The CNDA desire for

change at any political
and ideological price led its leadership to do w ith
difficulty what could have happened six months
earlier:

an

alliance with UNITA. The agreement

signed on August 14, 1992, and binds
CNDA to help Dr Savimbi's UNITA campaigning. "If he will win, then we may participate in
the government," the CNDA president justified.
And he explained the position of his party:
We are doing everything to prevent MPLA
from winning the elections. There is a need for

change. Because of the lack of a third powerful
force, we think it is better to support UNITA
regardless of having violated human rights...
With the agreement with UNITA we succeeded
to stop the isolation of UNITA. The isolation
was very dangerous because it gave an impression that UNITA had lost the

stopped

isolation,

our own

war.

as

The agreement

well, because

our

party was seen by MPLA as the second most

dangerous party. We succeeded to convey a mes.sage to MPLA that it is not possible to use the
same strategy it used in 1975 to seize power by
force.
Another attempt to set up a

coalition, with
expression in
Angolan politics, is represented by the Angolan
Democratica-CoUgacao. The coalition is made
up of five leftist parties: Frenie para a
Deniocraci a {FPD). Unificacao Democratica Je
Angola (UDA). Movinienlo dc Dcfesa dos Interesses de Angolanos-Parlido de Consclencia
some success

but without

a

real

National (MDIA-PCN), Partido National

Efologlsta de Angola (PNEA), and Partido
Deniot ratifo Paeifieo tie Angola (PDPA).
The coalition defends the need of

a

"real

change, not just a change" in order to built a new
country, open and pluralist. The AD presidential
candidate. Eng. Simao Cacete, aged 36 years,
the youngest presidential candidate, in a recent
TV show, stressed the need of

a new

"suite",

a

"modem

presidency" and of a true dennKracy,
but not the "Jamba democracy" The FPD (one
of the coalition parties) secretary-general in an
interview to Renovador. a PRD newspaper,
defends the coalition in these temis:
The coalition

was

intended to create

an

alter-

native to

military force, to create the "zone of
consciousness, impenetrable to shooting, to
blackmail, and misinformation". The coalition
is intended to be

a weapon of the majority, an
of creating confidence in the citizens.
Many .small parties will compete individually. This will create difficulties or even hinder the

ideal way

success

of the idea of Democratic Union. This

was

will, therefore, allow the

scattering of votes, and
ultimately benefit MPLA and UNITA.
Many other parties were less enthusiastic to
the idea of a coalition. This is particularly true
of Partido Deniotratico Angolano (PDA),
which seems to be best organised among the
will
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newly establislied panics. The PDA leader. Dr

and believes that MPLA will not win, "becau.se

Alberto Nelo.

they are comtnunists". the FNLA is tnore
pathetic to the MPLA than to UNITA.

a

Ibniier MPl.A member and later

political prisoner, claims his "is an independent
which is not tied to any other pany. He is

pans

confident that his party

is the only

one

in the

position to beat both the MPLA and IINITA.
However, he was quoted by Correio da .Semana,
as having announced in Jonuil de An;^()la that
he would, though with some reservations, support Jose Eduardo dos .Santos, the MPl.A presidetit.

FNLA cannot

campaign because of military
only go where the MPLA is. but
where the UNITA is, FNLA cannot campaign.
fiNITA. eveti after Bicesse accords, is willitig to
take over the power by force. UNITA always
wanted to exclude other parties from the electotal process. But MPLA opetied the doors for
other parties.
situation

Dcmocratico dc

parlies like Panido Social
An};ola (PSDA) lead by Dr

.Andre

Kilandamoko, and Panido

Milton

Dcmocratico Para

dc Aliaiica
Nacional Anpoiana (PDPANA), lead by Eng.
M'fulupinga Landu Victor, after an attempt to
run an independent presidential and legislative
campaign, decided to support Dr Savimbi's
presidential candidacy. These two parties claim
to be of radical opixisition. As Eng. Landu Victor explained his move, "my party has been,
since its establishment, identifying itself with
UNI TA." The move of these two parties and of
CNDAare just a proof of the beginning of a new
pre-electoral strategy aiming al rallying a strong
coalition around UNITA, the only hope of
deleating the governmental party. MPLA. which
seems to be
recovering from the criticisms of
corruption and mismanagemenl.
Few options are left for the remaining small
parties. It will not be surprising to leani before
the elections that more parties decided to
strengthen the "political bipolarisalion" initially
contested. Despite a widespread desire for
change in the Angolan society, some parties are
still reluctant to support the Savimbi^s ticket.
The Panido da Aliaiica Jiivcnlndc Operaria c
Camponcscs (PMOCf<) has ;ilre;idy announced
its support for Jose Eduardo dos Santos
presiilential cand idacy.
o

-

it

can

From this discourse, if any

Existing Options
Other small

sym-

proftesso

Tlie Panido Social Democrats (PSD),

a

of the
more

alliance with one
belligerent parties is about to happen is

likely to be with MPLA.

On the other hand, the Paiiido Renovador

Democratico (PRD),
so-called
ment.

is

a

w

ith its historic roots in the

May 27 (1977) Nitista Popular

move-

bitter critic of the MPLA human

rights

violations. It did

not

yet

publicly

announce an

alliance with any of the two principal parties.
There is a .speculation that this party in search
for

powerful ally to defeat the MPLA, may tactically make a collusion with UNITA. It would
not be sur|rrising, because in a recetit visit to
South Africa, the PRD leadership held
meetings
with Inkhata representatives and deliberately
excluded any contact with ANC allegedly for its
political coojieration with MPLA. This might
not have happened by chance, but a
prelude of
well thought political alliances.
Angolati detnocracy may be the unique in all
a

sub-Saharati Africa

w

ith

two

198.7. This is a centrist party led by Analia
Sitneao. the only w'oman in the presidential race.
Another is Portido Rcfornuidor Democralk o dc

Angola (PRDA). led by Eng. Rui Victoria
Pereira, and founded

on

November 14. 1970) in

Portugal, "with the objective to fight again.st the
MPLA methodology and ideology of that titne".
Its social basis is

composed of Whites and
Angola but now living in South
Africa. Brazil atid Portugal. The PRDA leader
admitted in Journal dc Antfola the hypothesis
of a coalition of his pttrty with the MPLA, because he utiderstatids that "The tcxlay MPLA is
tnore democratic and open to other sensibilities". However, he later cautioned that by
saying that MPLA is tnore democratic "1 am tiot
pretending to say that 1 am against UNITA, because if it (LINITA) will agree with
punctual alliances in order to strengthen itself. I do not see
any reason why I would refuse to do so"
mulattos born in

Other

parties that may still stretigthen the
bipolarisat ion ” are Forum

■■political

Dcmocralico

An}>olano (FDA) and Tcndem ia
Kcflc.xuo Dcmocralica. This latter has been
established by UNITA dissidents. These two
parties arc bitter critics of the UNITA poor
record of human rights, hi a recent interview to
Journal de Angola, Assis Malaquias, the FDA
vice-president, declared that "UNITA is not
prepared to lead the country, because it is not yet
dc

detnocratised.

mulatto brothers

leading two differetit parties and both in the
presidential race. One is the Panido Lihend
Deinocratico (PLD), established in Portugal in

♦

The Elections
On the
it is

of the first

multi-party elections,
quite inevitable that even the remaining uneve

left-

ist party,

is still running an independent campaign. Its conservative economic policy might
not attract many voters. "Politicians should
decide w'hal will be produced and for whom",
they argue "hut it will not decide how it will lxproduced". In their economic philosophy there
is no difference with centrally planned
economies, strongly contested even in Angola.
The Frcnic Nacional dc Lihcrtacao dc An-

go/a (FNLA), one of the historic parties,
tioned alxive, refused

an

alliance

w

as menith CNDA. It

ia a |i;irty w hich, in the words of its secretary for
mobilisation. Miguel Daniel, "distrusts both parlies
time

—

MPLA and UNITA".

Ix’ing the FNLA dtx's

.S,\i>i;m Septtmbkr. 1992

Although for the

not have alliances.

Pic: Howard Burditt

Cuban soldiers defended Angolan territorial integrity
against South African

regional imperialism

1.7
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*

^

committed

parties like Partkh dc Rcnmucao
by Antonio Joao Muachicunstrongly nationalist party, which clearly

Social (PRS). led

go. a
defends the utilisation of national (vernacular)

languages

by

Angolans,

Dcntocratico Liberal

the

Parlido

deAni^ola (PDLA). led by

have failed. The failure

of Savimbi) nine candidates. Political programmes of most of these candidates, independent

of the idea of democratic union,

and

timately benefit MPLA and UNITA.*

presidential

being enticed by the two giants, the MPLA and
From the above, it is

quite clear that attempts

up a national non-belligerent front that
could be an alternative to MPLA and UNITA
to set

concenied about

(after the drop out of Andre
Kilandamoko and Mfulupinga Victor in favour

Santos and Jonas Savimbi. there

UNITA.

peasants and workers. Almost all of them are

notion of free-market
without presenting the way
they will use it to address the real problems of
the Angolan [leople. Summing up, one can only
say that these elections are Just for power, not
for a real change. One may only agree with the
FPD general secretary who wisely assessed the

Manzaila Antonio, and Parlido Naeional
up

problem of the majority of this country; the

can only be explained
by lack of a credible leadership and by all political opposition parties accepted. .Another likely
reason of the failure is the political ambitions of
the leaders of these small opposition parties. It
suffices to state that apart from Jose Eduardo dos

Deniocratieo de

Aiifiola (PNDA) will end

-4,; a-

are now

in the

race

lack of

party-afTiliated,

are very much alike. None
example address adequately the

of them for

a

vague

oriented economy,

a

united national third force

Arllitdo ChUundo is
,

a

w

as a

defeat

hich will ul-

Mozambican scholar

Eduardo Mondlane University cnrrently doliii’ a Ph D in African Economic

at the

j History at the University ofMinnesota. USA.

ANGOLA: WILL THE NEW GOVERNMENT
PROTECT HUMAN RIGHTS?
Amnesty International

knowledge be used constructively to formulate
adequate guarantees to ensure that these violations do not recur. Amnesty International is
therefore calling on all parties to include a commitment to undertake specific measures to
protect human rights in their election manifestos
not for the sake of scoring political points
—

but in order to raise the level of debate about the
ANfJOI.A'S FIRST

multi-party elections are
to be held on September 29 to 30. 1992. The new
government will face the enormous task of healing the wounds of 16 years of civil war and
promoting economic and social development,
none of which will be possible unless it ensures
respect for fundamental civil and political rights
and freedoms. It is

a

matter

of vital importance

that the two main

political parties, the MovimenPopular para a Liberta^ao de Angola
(MPLA). People's Movement for the Liberation
of Angola, in power since independence in 1975.
and the former aimed opposition movement
Uniao Naeional para a Independencia Total de
Aniiola (UNITA). National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola, as well as other parties
entering candidates for election in September,

to

propose and promote a programme
for effective guarantees to protect human rights
both now and in the future.

act now to

On

May 6 1992. almost a year after the

UNITA signed the Peace AcAngola on May .21 1991. to end their
16-year conflict. Amnesty International
published a report entitled Angola; an Appeal for
Prompt Action to Protect Human Rights (A1
Index; AFR 12/02/92). The report showed how
the human rights provisions of the Peace Acgovernment and
cords for

cords had been violated and documented scores

14

of

politically-motivated killings. The present
report updates this and details further human
rights abuses by both sides. It also outlines steps
required to prevent further human rights violations in Angola.
The Peace Accords have still not been fully
implemented, and human rights abuses are still
occurring with apparent impunity. Further
releases of political prisoners took place between May and July but many others w ho ought
to have been released a year ago in accordance
with the peace agreement remain unaccounted
for; prisoners are said to have been deliberately
killed or tortured by the police, and both the
government and UNITA have complained that
their supporters have been arrested and beaten
by their political opponents. Amnesty International is now renewing its appeal for prompt actions to protect human rights both immediately
and after the elections in September 1992. Since
the Peace Accords were signed, human rights issues have been the subject of intense debate in
Angola, but. sadly, human rights principles have
been distorted into weapons in a political war of
words.
It is

important that the truth about the serious

violations

w

hich occurred both before and after

the Peace Accords
known

—

but it is

came

into force should be

even more

important that this

ways in which
in the future.

human rights

may

be protected

Implementing the Peace .Accords
The

implementation of the accords is the
responsibility of the Comisso Conjimto PoliticoMilitar

(CCPM). Joint Political-Military Com-

mission, which is

composed of equal numbers
and UNITA representatives, as
members, and of representatives of the governinents of Portugal, the Russian Federation and
of government

the United States of America

as

observers. A

United Nations (UN)

representative also participates in CCPM meetings.
Tlie UN Angola Verification Mission (UNAVEN), which had monitored the withdrawal of
the Cuban troops

who had been assisting the
this mandate extended, as UNAVEN 11. to monitor the implementation of the
accords. Another body, the Comis.sao Mista de
\'eriftza(;ao (CMVF). Joint Verification and
Monitoring Commission, was established with
the .same composition and UN involvement as
the CCPM. to which it reports. It has groups of
monitors in each province and its responsibilities include preventing, verifying and investigating possible violations of the cea.setlre.
■A major factor in the precarious security
situation in Angola lies in the Peace Accords
government, had

themselves. CCPM decisions

are

made

on

the
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and

UNITA

representatives on the CCI’M and eaeh
party is therefore able to forestall any deeision
whieh it believes might damage its immediate
politieal interests. As a result, the CCPM has
failed to investigate violations of the human
rights provisions of the aeeords and politieallymotivated crimes have escaped the course of justice. This has generated a sense of impunity
among those responsible for the violations.
Secondly, although the government poliee
were made responsible for maintaining law and
order under the Peace Accords, the police have
insufficient resources to eope with an unprecedented rise in violent crime, including political
violence, and they have had little training in
protecting human rights. Police neutrality was
to be guaranteed by police monitoring groups
consisting of equal numbers of government and
UNITA representatives and assisted by 4(K)
police experts. However, police monitoring
groups were not fully in place until June 1992,
Political Violence
Tire

following calendar of incidents since
April 1992 illustrates the way in which human
rights abuses, which should be the sub ject of impartial and independent inve.stigation, have be-

é

amnesty

international

in a continuing battle for the
in Angola. Although the CCPM and the
ceasefire monitoring groups have investigated
some of the incidents,
they have not ensured that
those suspected of peipetrating violations of the
accords are brought to justice.
come

weapons

power

On

May l.J, 1992, the police organised a
conference at which two prisoners said that
they had killed seven people, including six Portuguese nationals, who had been camping on a
beach 100 kilometres south of Luanda, the capital, in late April 1992. The two suspects said a
member of UNlTA's security service had given
them a large sum of money and ordered them to
kill Portuguese aid workers because UNITA was
fed up" with the Portuguese government.
press

■

UNITA denied these claims. A third suspect was
arrested in July and the police are apparently

continuing their investigations.
The policy of organising carefully staged
press conferences at which journalists question

SAPbM SEl>TKMBf-:R, 1992
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The

new

government faces the enormous task of healing the wounds of 16 years of civil

war

suspects before they have been charged or tried

municipality when the major and

is

of his relatives and associates arrived and

practice in Angola and is of concern
to the extent that it may undennine the principle
that people should be presumed innocent until
they have been proved guilty and violate their
right to a fair trial. The particular case was
reminiscent of an incident in January 1992 when
four tourists were killed in Huila province,
UNITA subsequently arrested a man named
Celestino Sapalo and held a press conference at
common

w'hich he claimed that he

was

a

government

security agent and that a local government official had paid him to carry out murders to foment
political unrest,
LINITA initially refused to hand Celestino
.Sapalo over to the police but eventually, at the
end of April 1992, they delivered him and
another person suspected of committing the
same crime into police
custody. The two have
not yet been charged and there have been reports
that they are only being held in custody for their
own protection.
A police sergeant. .Vugiisto Krnesto. was
reportedly killed by an off-duty major in the
government army on June 7. 1992. Sergeant
Allgusto Krnesto was on duty at an electoral
registration post in the Icolo e Bengo

over a

dozen

pushed their way to the front of the queue of
people waiting to register. When Aiigiisto
Krnesto remonstrated with him. the major and
his companions reportedly arrested the sergeant,
took him back to the major's home in the Calumbo district, beat him and shot him dead. No in-

quiry into the killing appears to have been conducted by the police or judicial authorities or by
the monitoring groups set up under the Peace
Accords, but the major is said to have been
demoted. Other similar ineidents have been

reported in the past and the failure to investigate
bring those responsible to justice has
encouraged a contempt for the police and the
them and

rule of law.

The
UNITA has

Papal Visit

complained

that UNITA members
tacked

or

on several occasions
officials have been at-

imprisoned for political reasons. In
during the visit of Pope John-Paul II to

or

Luanda,

Angola in June 1992,
rounded up in security
of illegal possession

over 40 people were
operations and accused
of arms. Seven were

government soldiers, but most were UNITA

15
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members

or supporters. On Sunday
June 7,
police arrested two UNITA journalists and their
driver at Praia do Bispo (Bishop's Beach) in suburban Luanda where a papal mass was due to be
held. Constan^-a Olinda Culanda. who worked

for UNlTA's radio station, and Jofre Jiistino.

reporter

for UNlTA’s

newspaper.

were
were

amnesty

international

a

Terra An-

accused of

illegal possession of

which had been found in the
travelled in.

Tliey

quitted. The

owner

tried on
of the car. a

were

weapons

they had
June 9 and acsenior UNITA
car

official, confirmed thiil he had lent them the
and that the

ficials

amts were

his

—

car

senior UNITA of-

pennitted to carry w eapons for their
protection. UNITA complained that the
journalists and other UNITA members, including 12 of its soldiers, had been arrested for purely political reasons. All those arrested were subsequently released uncharged.
are

own

rension
In addition to the arrests

hich took

place in
Luanda. UNITA complained that a numberof its
officials in various provinces, including two
Brigadiers and two of its provincial secretaries,
had been attacked by government police and by
soldiers outside the

restricted under the

which

they had been
ceasefire provisions of the

areas

to

Peace Accords.

The

guela province. In reprisal, about 40 armed
UNITA soldiers left their

assembly area in
Quileugues, Huila province, attacked the police
station and other buildings and abducted the
local government administrator and several
policemen. The abducted officials were released
a few days later and the policeman accused of
killing the UNITA .soldier was arrested. He has
not yet been tried.
Arrest at

.Malanje Incident

a

Funeral

had suffered temporary

paralysis of one ann as
being tightly handcuffed, while
Augusto Kapekula had received a hea\ y blow in
the face with the butt of a gun. Goveinment sources while admitting that some force may have
been used in arresting the suspects, denied that
they had been tortured and said that a UNITA
representative had confinned publicly that they
a

arrested

the

evening of Sunday July 26
1992. Some had been on their way to a funeral
and others were arrested at the place where the
funeral was being held. According to government sources, soldiers atttiched to the presidential barracks at Futungo de Belas in Luanda had
chased and stopped the vehicle in which some
of the detainees had been travelling after it
entered a security area near the presidential complex which is out of bounds to unauthorised
vehicles. They said that some of the cKcupants
on

result of

had not been ill-treated in detention. The
detainees

were

released

uncharged

on

July 29.

The Enclave of Cabinda

Manuel Matias. Augusto kapelula. eight
other foniier UNITA soldiers and three civilians
were

w

night and transferred to a police station the next
day. A UNITA representative alleged that the
detainees had been tortured and postponed a
scheduled Joint Political-Military Commission
visit to Huila and Huambo provinces because of
the incident. UNITA said that Manuel Matias

golana, and their driver. Domingos Cachio.
were

carry ing light weapons. Those airested
held in the presidential barracks for the

Political violence has continued in Cabinda,
an

oil-rich

.Angolan enclave between the

Republics of Zaire and the Congo, where
separatist groups are fighting for independence.
Two armed factions of the Frente da

Libertayao

do Enclave de Cabinda (FLEC). Enclave of

Cabinda Liberation Front abducted
and

foreigners
Angolans in July and hekl them for several

days before releasing them. Some FLEC representatives have threatened to expel non-Cabindans and called

on

Cabindans not to vote in the

elections at the end of

September 1992.

Political tension increased in

July 1992.
people were killed and 10 others wounded
the provincial capital of Malan je between July

Three

in

12 and 13. Accounts of the incidents differ

ac-

cording to political perspective, but it appears
that there was an exchange of gun and mortarfire between UNITA soldiers and government

after UNITA activists who were trying to
gather support in a suburb who.se inhabitants
were mainly MPLA supporters were attacked by
members of the public. The Joint PoliticalMilitary Commission visited the area and ordered the soldiers to return to their assembly
areas and arranged for the confiscation of unauthorised weapons. The Joint PoliticalMilitary Commission noted that the Police
Neutrality Monitoring Groups had not acted correctly and ordered that they should be
troops

"revitalised" and that the soldiers should return
to the areas to

which

they had been restricted

under the Peace Accords. However, another
clash betw'een the two sides in

early August
brought the death toll to at least nine. This
was the second major violation of the ceasefire
agreement. The first occurred in April 1992 after
1992

policeman killed a UNITA soldier
disputed circumstances in Chongoroi, Ben-

Pic:

agoveniment
in
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patrols deliberately harass oil company employees in Cabinda
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During the weekend of July 26 and 27. 1992
[vople were killed ;ind several others were
injured in a wave of political violence in Cabinda city. On July 29. police in Cabinda are
reported to have shot dead an oil company
employee, .loan Kvangelista Mbathi was said
to have been deliberately shot and killed by a
police patrol as he waited at a bus stop for an oil
company bus at 4..50 p.m. on Wednesday July
29. in the Fourth of February suburb of Cabinda city. Pro-independence sources have claimed
that he was delibemtely targeted because police
habitually sus|xcted oil company employees of
supporting FLEC. The Policia Judiciaria.
Criminal Inve.stigation Police, who assisted the
procuracy in investigating crimes, are reported
to have undertaken an inquiry into the killing but
the results have not been published.
three

Political Prisoners

in March 1992. Some of those who did return to

their

places of origin after their release and
others w ho escaped from UNITA custody have
spoken of many other prisoners still being held
or
being coerced or intimidated into declaring
that they wished to remain in UNITA-eontrolled
areas.

In

May 1992 the ICRC supervised the release
a government solwho was captured by UNITA in 1988 and

of Afonso Mateus Catumbo,

dier

under the Peace Accords. UNITA released

a

deadline,

the release of all

July II 1992, was set for
remaining prisoners.

Under the Peace Accords, all
detaiiK'd in the context of the conflict

releaseil and the releases

were to

prisoners
were to

be

be verilled

by

the International Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC). Soon after the accords

were signed, the
Political-Military Commission decided
that the releases should be completed by July 11
1991. However, by that date, amidst mutual
recriminations, a total of only 500 had been
relea.sed by both sides.
By the end of 1991 the ICRC had monitored
the release of a total of 904 prisoners held by the
government. The ICRC had also inspected
government prisons in all 18 provinces to check
that no other prisoners who qualified for release
were being held.
They said that they found none,
although they h;id notetl that the cases of some
criminal sus|X'cts contained political elements.
In April 1992, the government released three
other prisoners who it had initially claimed did
not qualify for release under the Peace Accords,
The three had been convicted of espionage in

Joint

1989: the death sentences of two of them had

amnesty
international
Catumbo showed
which he said

controlled

areas.

It released 10
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more

prisoners

a

Sao

ho had been

captured
in 1979 and had subsequently w orked in Jamba,
was allowed to leave Jamba in May 1992 and is
now
living freely w ith his family. Amnesty Intern;ition;il

w

concerix'd that he was being
against his will.
On July 11 1992. for the first time sinee the
Peace Accords were signed, the list of 20
prisoners whom UNITA was about to release
was published in a newspaper.
Previously the
names of only a few of the prisoners were
published — those w ho had sprrken to Journalists after their release. Of the 20. eight were
was

held in Jamba

said to have chosen
rest

remain in Jamba and the

to

arrived in Luanda

were

a

July 12. Among them
pilot, Francisco .Manuel Caspar

"Kito". and
Jamba in

remain in UNITA-

caused

.Adeliiio Manassas da .Silva Neto.

servijig a 21-year prison tenn.
By February 1992. UNITA said that it had
released a total of over 1.000 people but that
to

were

Tomean medical dtxtor

been commuted in 1991 and the third had been

of these had chosen

journalists

scars on his
by being tied
up very tightly for 18 days after he had been
returned into UNITA custody. He mentioned the
names of other captured government soldiers
imprisoix'd w ith him w ho had not been released.
arms

Two other

most

early July 1992, the Joint Military-Politiremaining
prisoners should be released b) the end of the
month. However, there were no reports of further releases by mid August. LINITA had a list
of 450 prisoners which it claimed were recently
seen in goveniment prisons. Previously UNITA
for. but

of 20 prisoners, including government
military |X'rsonnel and civilians, of whom 12
retunied to Luantla. As on previous occasions
when prisoners were reletised, they had been
preceded by political tlisputes between the parnew

In

eal Commission decided that all

had said that thousands

group

ties. A

Thousands I naccounicd For

Afonso
C at umbo said that he had escaped from a UNITA
prison in March 1992 and presented himself to a
UN monitoring team in the southern town of
Mavinga. Apparently the monitoring team had
returned him to UNITA custody on the understanding that he was on a list of prisoners due to
be released in late April 1992.

July 11.1992. almost a year after the July
1991 deadline for the release of prisoners

fellow

a

soldier,

on

('aptain Luis Bernardo.

prisoners who had escaped from

February 1992 said that some of their
prisoners, including Francisco (iaspar.

Luis Bernardo and .Artur .lose David,

civilian, had

not

been

a

presented to the ICRC

when it visited Jamba to list

prisoners held there.

of the

eight released
prisoners who remained in Jamba.
was one

who had been held in Jamba. UNITA's head-

quarters in south-eastern Angola.

On

.11

Artur José David

♦

were

still lutaeeounted

recognised that some may have been
among several thousand released intder government amnesties prior to the May 1992 Peace Accords. For its part, the government has said that
thousands of people who had been arrested or
captured by UNITA had not yet been released.
The names of prisoners not yet released have not
been made public by either side.
Amnesty International is concerned that
many prisoners arrested on account of their I inks
w ith UNITA
"disapix'ared" in government custody, particularly in the late 197()s and early
1980s. A number were reported to have been
killed in 1977 and 1978 when many hundreds of
prisoners were extrajudicially executed following a coup attempt by the former Interior MiniJoao Bernardo Alves, "Nito Alves",

ster.

on

May 27. 1977.
(Joverninent Prisoners
Thousands of political prisoners were
released in amnesties in 1989 and 1990. in addi-

tion

to over

900 released under the

Peace Accords. Those who

are

held

May 1991
at

present

include several

people who are alleged to have
committed politically motivated crimes since
May 1991. They include, for example, UNITA
members accused of killing four government
airforce officers in the southern city of l.ubango
on

March 15. 1992. Goveniment

sources

stated

that UNITA has insisted that

they should not lxtried until new military courts are set up under
the .Angolan Amied Forces, a single aniiy composed of government and UNITA troops which
is still being created. The cases of other people
sen ing sentences forcriminal offences, but with
political elements, include several people imprisoned for embezzling funds from state companics are reported to have been convicted on
false evidence provided by their corrupt superiors.
Another

prisoner, .lose Alberto Ferreira

Pinto”Zeca .Siberia", who

w'as

tried in 1984on

charges of diamond smuggling and complicity
in a plot to undemiine the government, remained
in cusKxly in Namibe province until August
1992. He

was

sentenced, in

an

unfair trial, to 16

17

J

♦

MAIN FEATURES

Amnesty International was infonned that FranQueirds, aged 21. v\ as arrested
at his home in Luanda on May 27 I dd2 by three
cisco dos Santo

men

in civilian clothes who

were

described

as

police inl'onners and w ho accused him of being
a member ofa gang of car thieves. The three men
took him to the lOth Squadron, a police station
in Bairro Cazenga. a suburb of Luanda, where
he died the next day. An autopsy is said to have
revealed that he had been subjected to severe
beating to the head, that his genitals had been
mutilated, and that he

was

shot.

Prisoners Still Held

by IM 1A

Among those still being held by UNITA
against their will are dozens of UNITA dissidents
UNITA members who are suspected of
opposing UNlTA's policies or leadership. The
—

Peace Accords called for the extension of the

administration to areas controlled
by UNITA. but Jamba and the area suiTounding

government

it remains under UNlTA's full control. As

a

result, the
Pic: GlobalfotaAlbatross

Jamba and the surrounding area still remain under VNITA's full control

monitoring groups set up under the
Peace Accords could play no role in preventing
or investigating the deliberate and politicallymotivated killing of Pedro “Tito" Chingunji
and his brother-in-law Fernando Wilson dos

serving 16-year sentences,
were all released before May 1991. Government
officials infonned Amnesty International that

renewable to a
is inconsistent
with Article 28 of the Angolan Constitution,
which guarantees the right to defence. If the
detainees had access to legal advice they could
challenge the legality of their detention under

José Alberto Ferreira Pinto hud not been released

Article .JO of the Constitution

because he had not

the

years' imprisonment which he had been serving
in Bentiaba prison camp in Namibe province.
The other defendants in the

same

trial,

some

of

whom hud also been

periods of five

years which are
maximum of 1,6 years. The law

w

hich guarantees

required medical treatment that could not be
locally for head and .spine injuries. He
apparently sustained these as a result of .severe
beatings he received while undergoing interrogation after his airest in 198.J. On August 7
1992, he was granted a conditional release from
prison and returned to Luanda to undergo a

right to appeal to a court against acts which
violate provisions of the Constitution.
Special police in the diamond mining areas in
the north-eastern province of Luanda Norte are
reported in recent months to have tortured or illtreated prisoners suspected of stealing
diamonds. Prisoners in Lucapa, the provincial
capital, were reportedly badly beaten during interrogation, tightly hand-cuffed for long periods

medical examination.

and held in cells with

paid

In December 1991

a

a

fine.

doctor had certified that

he

obtained

Two

prisoners in Bentiaba prison camp, .lose
Domingos Neto "Dolizi”, a fomier soldier, and
Fmilio Diogo de Carvalho "Dilson”. are
reported to have been badly beaten by guards in
late May 1992. They are among a group of about
40 people suspected of violent criminal offences. Although they have been tried, they are
serving prison terms imposed under a law allowing sentences to be imposed through strictly administrative procedures, which denied the internationally recognised right to a fair trial.
Law Number ,J/88 of April 9 1988. w hich was
introduced at

a

time

w

hen violent crime

was

in-

creasing, allows the detention w ithout trial or the
right to defence of suspected criminals for
18

woman

was

among
have been beaten.
One
1992

no

windows. A pregnant

the prisoners reported to

was arrested in March
said to have been beaten and then shut

prisoner who

was

in an old industrial refrigerator. These
prisoners were held in a prison known by the
acronym SIV/SPE. In Lunda Norte, diamonds
are exploited by the state company. ENDl.AMA,
which works closely with a Portuguese company. Sociedade Portuguesa de Empreendimentos (SPE). SIV stands
Seguran<^a Industrial
e V (g/'/d/K /rt (Industrial Security and Protection).
There have been several reports in recent
months of deaths in police custody. One prisoner
w'as reported to have been tortured and then shot.
up

Santos, fomier senior UNITA officials who had
been arrested in Jamba in 1988 and 1986 respec-

tively and accused of plotting to overthrow
Jonas Savimbi. UNlTA's leader. UNITA ad-

mitted in late March 1992 that
bers of their families had been

they and memsummarily ex-

ecuted in November 1991.
The

of the

killings increased fears for
according to
various independent sources, have been
prevented from leaving Jamba. In May 1992
another name was added to the list of those being
held in Jamba against their will. Bela Malaquias. a .J.J-year-old journalist working for
UNlTA's radio station, was ordered to go to Benguela to report on a public meeting addressed by
news

other UNITA dissidents who.

UNlTA's leader. Jonas Savimbi. After the meet-

ing. Bela Malaquias entered a UNITA aeroplane
evidently thought was to take her
back to Luanda, but the pilot was ordered to go
which she

to

Jamba.
Bela

until

Malaquias had been living in Jamba
early 1992 when she and her husband were

sent to

Luanda to work at the offices which

UNITA set up there after the May 1991 Peace
Accords. In Luanda, she contacted members of
her

brother who defected
In doing so. she
apparently defied implicit or explicit UNITA instructions not to have private contacts with
family including

from UNITA

some

a

years ago.

members of their families who

are

not

UNITA

members.
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July 1992 Jorge Valentim, UNITA’s InSecretary, told journalists that he had
sent Bela Malaquias to Jamba in her professional
capacity. When journalists asked why she had
not contacted her family. Jorge Valentim replied
by asking the journalists whether they informed
their families every time they travelled. Journalists who visited Jamba on July 12. said that
they had asked to see Bela Malaquias but were
In

formation

told that she

Two of Bela

Malaquias’ relatives, her sister

Germana. known
son. a

available.

was not

as

“Tita”. and her father. Nel-

mathematics teacher,

are

also restricted to

Jamba. Members of the

Malaquias family in
Luanda appealed for "Tita” and Nelson Malaquias to be allowed to travel to Luanda, but a
UNITA official is reported to have replied that
Nelson Malaquias could not be released from
his duties. “Tita" Malaquias narrowly escaped
being killed in I98.J. She and other women
suspected of opposing UNITA’s policies or
leadership were accused of being witches. Most
of these
children

women

and

some

among at

w'hich UNITA set

on

March 11 1992. Tire

mission of

inquiry found that the killings

carried out

on

com-

were
the instructions of the fonner In-

terior Minister

Miguel N’zau Puna on NovemMiguel N'zua Puna, in condenied this and cited the killings as one of

her 12 and 1 .J 1991.
trast,

the

rea.sons

for his disaffection from UNITA and

its leader. Jonas Savimbi. He said that the kill-

ings had taken place in late J uly or early August
1991.
The commission, which

was

chaired

by

Jeremias Chitunda. Vice President of UNITA.

repoiled that it heard testimony from 20 witnesses and enjoyed full access to all records and
files held by UNITA. However, the report gives
no details of the commission’s working
methods. In contrast, a properly established
commission of inquiry would be composed of
members whoare independent ofthe institutions
or agencies under investigation and their personal safety wouki be guaranteed. In addition,
the means for protecting the safety of witnesses
would be publicly announced in advance and
witnes.ses would have the right to legal counsel

Saukm Septkmbkk, 1992

and other

legal rights. Among other fundamenrequirements, the commissions's methods
would be made public in advance of its priKeedings as well as in its final report which would

tal

also contain the infonnation

its

on

SILK

which it based

findings.
Jeremias Chitunda. the chainnan of the

mission,

ROAD

com-

reported to have been tried with
Pedro “Tito" Chingunji. Fernando Wilson dos
Santos and others in Februar)' 1989 and found
guilty, on the basis of tenuous evidence and
without the right to defence, of complicity in a
plot against Jonas Savimbi. Jeremias Chitunda
was among those who were subsequently
released, but this experience compromised his
ability to conduct an investigation impartially,
and without fear for his own .safety. In this and
in other ways. UNITA's commission of inquiry
did not fulfil the fundamental requirements of
independence and impartiality and its findings
must therefore be regarded, at most, as inconwas
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Conclusion
In its previous report. Angola: An Appeal for
Prompt Action to Protect Human Rights. Amnesty International called on the government
and UNITA to reaffinn. publicly, their commitment to the human rights provisions ofthe May
1991

of the violations and abuses of these
rights and freedoms will be investigated and
punished. However, as this report has shown,
human rights violations are continuing.
Now that the elections provided for under the
Peace Accords are at hand. Amnesty Inteniational is extending its appeal to all those who will be
contesting the elections and urging them to put
forward detailed programmes spelling out conCrete, effective steps for the protection of human
rights in the future so that these can be
scrutinised and debated by the electorate. In this
way. those who are elected to govern Angola
may be challenged by the public and by opposition parties if they fail to keep the promises they
made as candidates. Only by ensuring the fundamental civil and political rights are protected
can the new government hope to reconcile
fomierenemies and provide a framework forsocial and economic development.
Amnesty International is also appealing to
Angolan organisations which are concerned
about human rights to demand of those .seeking
legislative and presidential office, a comprehensive programme for the effective protection of
human rights.
The communications media
and

available in both Arabic and

English

Peace Accords and to declare that all

reports

—

newspapers

magazines, radio and television — have a
special duty to monitor and report on human
rights abuses, but also to inform people about
their rights and how they can complain and seek
redress when their rights are violated. ♦

Publishers of books &

magazines, also national
distributors of magazines &

of their young

least 12 people publicly burned alive on the parade ground in Jamba
on September 7 I98.J. “Tita" Malaquias was
reprieved at the last minute, but imprisoned for
over a year instead.
After publishing some details about the killing of Pedro “Tito" Chingunji and others in its
May 1992 report. Angola; an Appeal for Prompt
Action to Protect Human Rights. Amnesty International obtained a copy of the Summary of
Findings by the Commission of Inquiry into the
Deaths of Chingunji and dos Santos families
were

♦
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COMMUNAL AGRICULTURE IN ATROPHY
Guy Mlione
THK l5ELKA(iL RKI) and

and

a

the communal household sector is not

and

equity.

depressed status of
only
symptomatic of the failure of past development
policies in Africa but also indicative of the unaccomplished development task remaining.

Policy Rationulisutions

policy realm, the communal sector has
trepidation. At times, and for
some governments, reliance has been placed in
a blind optimism and belief that the situation will
improve, irrespective of the mounting evidence
as to the worsening status of the households in
been viewed with

Africa ekes

out a living in this sector under the
dire of circumstances, it is not surprising

that every development strategy, plan or initiative. has been enunciated with the basic aim of

this sector. At other times there has been

uplifting the welfare

status of the communal
household. In Southern Africa for instance, the

Malawi smallholder strategy, the Tanzanian
ujcimaa ideology, the Zambian humanism, and
the Zimbabwean socialist strategies were ostensibly proclaimed to enhance the economic welfare of the peasantry in communal agriculture.
communal

agricultural sector has continued to
be marginalised while simultaneously being disrupted such that the vulnerability of the majority
in this sector has actually increased rather than
diminished. Indeed without any exception, in
Southern African countries, this sector has
remained depressed in both times of economic
growth and economic stagnation. It is our contention that the communal sector in Southern
Africa is

caught in a low-income equilibrium vicions circle and trap that is continuously and

simultaneously being disrupted and reproduced
in confonnity w ith the dictates of the enclave
modern formal sector; in many ways, the
atrophy of the communal sector is a reflection
of the predicament of dependence in the formal
sector. Further, we contend that this process of
simultaneous disrupting and reproduction continues to fundamentally underpin the underdevelopment of our countries in the sub-region.
A glaring inadequacy in past and present
development strategies in the sub-region has
been the absence of an articulated agrarian and
20

a ten-

dency to blame the victim, or to treat the sector
with benign neglect. And. more commonly, the
tendency has been to romanticise or idealise the
sector

industrialisation

policy aimed at formalising
agriculture and enhancing the

communal
economic

entitlements

of

communal

the

households. More

explicitly, no African country
squarely and critically address the
questions regarding whether the past and present
has yet to

roles of the communal sector

are

desirable,

com-

patible or facilitative of overall economic
development and whether past and present
development strategies, .structural adjustment
programmes included, are indeed capable of
dynamically transfonning the communal sector
on to a self-sustaining growth
path. Ourcontention is to answer both those sets of questions in
the negative and to suggest that the task of
promoting economic development, of necessity,
requires the drastic transformation of the role
and status of the communal sector, and that
fundamental
tion has

to

a

requirement for such transforma-

be communal land refonn aimed at

formalising and commoditising communal land
and labour entitlements in

a manner

that makes

them
tors

dynamically responsive to economic facand that guarantees equitable growth. In the

absence of a formalisation and commtxlitisation
of land tenure, land and labour
munal

sector

use,

will continue to be both

the
a

com-

burden

in the belief that it continues

to

remain

as

original birthplace and resting place of the

African

"kumusha'. 'ekhaya'. 'kumudzi'.etc:
though its viability and sustainability is
being destroyed and the idea of the iiome'continuously recedes into a fiction, an abstraction,
a mere
yearning for an uprtxited elite.
The foregoing policy stances, in both
'capitalist' and 'socialist' oriented governments
has been reinforced by welfarist and
'missionary' policy initiatives such as basic
needs and food security strategies which, while

—

The stark undeniable fact, however, is that the

growth

In the

Given that about 75% of the labour force in

most

constraint on sustainable economic

—

even

ameliorative, have

not

been able to transform the

communal sector, and which, if

anything, have
merely reinforced its marginal and peripheral
disadvantaged status vis-a-vis the rest of the
economy, especially given that the preoccupation w ith ameliorative strategies has far outdistanced the concern with real change.
The

all-embracing dominant strategy seems
hereby policy makers place emphasis
on the fonnal industrial, seiwice.
mining and
agricultural sectors as the engines of economic
growth. The belief here is that economic growth
in the modern sector will have a pull effect on
the communal sector or w ill have salutaiy spread
to

be

or

trickle-dow

one w

n

effects

on

the communal

sector.
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Such benefits

expected to arise from the expansion of export and domestic markets for
primary products produced by smallholder
farmers, the inereased employment opporare

tunities in the fomtal sector which result in the

absorption of surplus labour from communal
areas and higher ineomes and remittances that
ean

be reinvested in communal

areas

and the

availability of modem agricultural inputs and
consumer goods. On the basis of such expectations, policy makers have seen it fit to overwhelmingly concentrate their attention on the
fomial

or

‘success’ stories of Malawi and Zimbabwe have
been viewed

along these same lines. While these
strategies have been heralded as successes in
political and international circles, the reality on
the ground is not much to celebrate. As Griffin
has observed in Altcnialivc SlraU-f’ics for
Economic Development (1989) the weakness of
such strategies is that they try to "substitute technical change and agricultural expansion for institutiofial refonn and direct

measures

to

im-

the distribution of income and productive
assets in rural areas". Tlie problem has been that
rural public investment and recurrent expenditure strategies have, in Southern Africa,
mostly
prove

sector.

As will be shown below, in Southern Africa,
such trickle-down

independence agricultural ‘miracles’

spread effects resulting
from fomial sector growth have been quite
limited in their impact, and more often, have
or

resulted in and reinforced the increased

con-

resulted in the differentiation of the communal

centration of

minority of households is productively absorbed into the ambit of the fomial sector
while the majority are marginalised into a vulnerable status. Interestingly, in spite of all
evidence to the contrary. African govemments

within

prtxlutive assets and entitlements
minority households, while impoverish-

ing the

many.

sector as a

continue to believe in the automatic transform-

ing force of the modern formal sector as a soluplight of the communal sector. Tliis
belief has. in recent years, been reinforced by the
ideology of structural adjustment, its ameliorating social dimensions measures notwithstanding.
The fundamental question of the precise manner in which the trickle-down, spread or pull effects are to be manifested on the ground is rarely addressed. More specifically, African governments and their donor agencies seemingly refuse
tion to the

to

address issues related

to

the constraints

by existing communal land and labour

posed

use pat-

the realisation of the

anticipated
salutary ancillary consequences of formal sector
growth on rural differentiation and household
sustainability, and the anticipated future course
of lantl and labour use in the dynamic context of
fonnal sector growth and increasetl formalisation of the economy. In short, in Africa, the
agrarian question remains unposed and the
agrarian strategy unfornuilated.
terns

on

More

positively perhaps, the above policy
supplemented by a second set of
strategics aimed at increasing public investment
in agriculture and social and economic instance has been

frastructure aimed

at

benefiting communal

households. Such investments have entailed increases

in extension services,

facilities, subsidised

marketing
inputs, transportation,

Now. while it is to be admitted that internal

policies such as controlled cash crop prices, inadequate public expenditures on agriculture,
overvalued exchange rates and declining temis
of trade have stifled agricultural growth, it is
nonetheless true that the adoption of structural
adjustment measures is unlikely to resolve the
issues at stake. Structural adjustment programmes are
conspicuously silent regarding the fundamental issue of existing inequitable land use
and ownership entitlement in communal areas
and the eonsequenees of unbridled market forces on their future pattern of evolution.
Again, it
is quite obvious given present trends, that
liberalisation and privatisation, in the absence of
institutional and structural interventions; aimed

safeguarding the entitlement of the rural
majority and aimed at enhancing their market
participation and income realisation, are likely
to reinforce the present trend of inequitable and
marginalised peripheral growth in the comat

munal sector.

The Macro Problem
The atrophy of the communal sector and its
peripheral and marginal relationship to the
modern formal economy is a necessary
symptom of the dependent, enclave and disartitillated

nature

of the modem

sector

and its in-

ability to initiate auto-centred development. The
problem is best appreciated by considering what
auto-centred economic development would entail for a medium-sized country such as Zimbabwe. Malawi or Zambia, or an integrated
economic grouping such as SADC or PTA. The
economic development prixess is expected to

health and education facilities, all aimed at in-

entail increased industrialisation

creasing communal household productivity and
participation in the niixlern economy. The post¬

economy as a whole and increased productivity
in agriculture. The interaction of the industrial

.SaiM'M Sei’tkmuer. 1992

for the

♦

and

agricultural sectors is expected to be mutually reinforcing, resulting in the release of labour
from the agricultural sector to the burgeoning industrial and service sectors. Initially, much of
this labour is absorbed in industrial activities

directly related to agricidture, such as in agroprocessing industries, agricultural capital goods
industries, and final gorxls industries relying on
agricultural inputs. Simultaneously, the increased productivity and increased incomes
realised by direct labour in agriculture and the
labour absorbed in industry, expands the market
for industrial, manufactured goods and services.
Tlius the economic
tails

a

development

prtx'ess en-

diversified and articulated economic

dovetailing agricultural and industrial
a mutually reinforcing manner to ensure sustainable and equitable
growth. Such a
process first and foremost requires a coherent instructure

activities in

dustrialisation strategy

for the

economy as a

whole, and

secondly, the commodification and
fonnalisation of agricultural activities either on

the basis of collectivisation, cooperativisation.
privatisation, or some combination of the
foregoing. The industrial strategy is necessary
not only to absorb labour released from
agriculture but also to revolutionise agricultural
pnxluction based on modern techniques. I'lie
latter development is necessary as a basis for
rationalising land and labour use in a manner
that makes the agricultural sector responsive to
eeonomie forces emanating from the rest of the

economy.
In

largely dependent on
adequate land resources, such as
Zambia for instance, it is quite conceivable that
increased productivity in agriculture would also
entail increased direct employment in agrieuiture. Further, in such a situation, privatisation
dixis not have to entail increasing concentration
of land ownership and land use. More generally. however, the economic development process
w ill have to entail, in the
long tenn, a reduction
in the proportion of the labour force
directly
engaged in agriculture, and. by the same token,
an increase in the scale of
agricultural farm units.
Now. Africa’s predicament has been its inability to initiate a developmentalist strategy of
economic growth. More specifically. African
an

open eeonomy

trade and with

countries have failed to initiate

an

auto-centered

industrial strategy

that can revolutionise agriculture and simultaneously absorb suiplus labour
from agriculture. Thus the imperative for the
transfonnation of communal agriculture has
been missing, hence its atrophy. Further, the
communal

sector

itself has continued

to

be

plagued by adverse weather and environmental
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conditions, risk aversion hehaviour aimed at

security rather than maximising retunis. low
division ot'labourand lack of specialisation, impeifections in land use patterns, inability to use
land as collateral, and increasing |x>piilation.

majority of the peasants. Under such cirtherefore, not only will anticipated
trickle-down or spread effects fail to reach the
majority but so will unbridled market forces
reinforce past trends.

cumstances

It should be noted that from the

The

marginal roleot’communal agriculture in
whole is easily deduced frotn
the I'ollovving statistics: a country like Malawi
with its agricultural 'miracle' still has S.^'/r of its
labour force in communal agriculture and the per
capita income at l;S,SI6() per year is among the
lowest in Africa; a country like Botswana has a
per capita income of over Ll.SS I ()(K) per year and
yet 70Vr of its labour force is in communal
agriculture and agriculture's contribution to
(iDP is only .Wi: Zambia with 7Mi of its labour
force in agriculture only generates l2'/f of (iDP
the economy as a

point of view

Zimbabwe; in countries

an

viable economic grow th rates such as Botsw ana
and Swa/iland: and both in countries that have

enhance accumulation,

been

appropriate industrialisation strategy, may
growth and development. since the accompanying proletarianisation releases and cheapens labour for industry
and agriculture w hile simultaneously transforming hitherto subsistence needs into demand for
fonnal sector industrial and agricultural goods
and services. What has been transpiring in
.Southern .Africa, however, has been the in-

laixtur force in

agriculture generates 11% of
agriculture. Similar situations obtain
elsew here in Southern and other parts of Africa.
The economic development process generally
entails a situation whereby not only does

tiot

The

question of course arises

munal sector land and labour

hy com-

patterns re-

quire transfonnation through formalisation and
commodification assuming an auto-centred
development strategy were in place. In other
words, w hy is it not possible to rely on automatic
forces through trickle-down and spread effects
to

initiate the transformation commensurate
auto-centred industrial

strategy'.’ The
foregoing is that the de facto impact of economic chtinges so I ar has been to mar-

with

an

answer to

the

ginalise and disenfranchise the majority of the
area (X'asants in much of Southern
Africa. Economic developments so far have not
only increased the concentration of de facto land
ownership and land access but have also adversely affected the exchange entitlement of the
communal

I-)

the households' inability to execute key
agricultural tasks on time, inadequate returns,
defaults in production, resort to wage labour for
as

better endowed rural households, increased

ex-

ertion of adult and child labour, the increased
iV/idl is the future

of communal agriculture?

presence of female-headed households, increased resort to rural non-farm activ ities such
as

beer brew

areas,

as to w
use

undertaking structural adjustment and
Obviously under such circumstances. w hen economic grow th takes place
while the ma jority of the populace is being impoverished and made vulnerable, economic'
development cannot be said to be taking place.
There is currently little debate as to the
economic rationality of peasant households.
They do indeed attempt to allocate their meagre
resources to maximise returns and they are indeed responsive to various incentives including
favourable price changes. However their attempts to act rationally and to optimise
economic returns are increasingly thwarted by
those that have not.

battle for survival rellected in such eventualities

creased de facto concentration of land owner-

The Micro Problem

en-

Increasingly,
themselves
beleaguered and accordingly adapt their behavioLir towards averting risk and maintaining
bare surv ival. The majority of the peasants have
been pushed to the wall and what seems to be
their immense resiliency is in reality a losing

follows; first, the communal sector cannot

disastrous.

ith sustained and

process becomes self-defeating.
the majority of peasants find

be transfonned to result in increased

if

w

external factors to the household such that the

agriculture's contribution to(iDP decline but so
propotlion of the labour force engaged
in agriculture. More significantly, the growth in
agricultural output in Africa has not kept pace
with the growth in population. The problem then
tioes the

productivity and incomes to its residents in the absence
of an auto-centred industrial strategy directed at
diversifying the economy and increasing the
linkages Ix'tween primary prcKluction in agricultine and industrial expansion. Second, an attempt to transform communal land and labour
use patterns in the absence of a larger allembracing macro-economic strategy directed at
auto-centred development would be foolhardy

.

land

growth, increased concentration of
ow nership and access, if accompanied by

(IDP from

as

minority of households while the majority are
relatively and in may cases, absolutely disentitled, has been taking place during times of
economic boom and stagtiation as in Malaw i and

of economic

from this sector; and Zimbabwe with 7.^9f of its

is

process of differentiation based on the concentration of wealth and entitlement to a

ship, access and use. while the vent for the
surplus labour released has been blocked by the
stagnation in the formal sector.
The micro-economic problem in communal
areas primarily relates to the increasing tendency towards the evolution of unequal access to
asset and exchange entitlements related to land.
lalxHir. agricidtural returns, w ages, and supportive serv ices. This tendency has resulted in an
increasing number of communal area
households Ix'ing made v ulnerable to economic
and environmental factors while

households continue to reap

a

few

benefits. The result-

ing problem is not only of concern on grounds
equity alone but also of concern on grounds
related to the promotion of economic develop-

of

ment on a
tunate

macro-economic level. The unfor-

eventuality

so

far has been that this

and

ing and fishing, migration to urban
generally the deterioration in the

more

as exemplified by the disproportionate incidence of infant mortalities, nutrition-

quality of life

al defieiencies. and shorter life expectancies
compared to urban and formal sector
households.

major factors underpinning the vul-

The

nerable and

impiwerished status of the majority

of communal
are

I.

the

area

residents in .Southern Africa

following:

The iticreased de facto concentration of
land among a
the

majority

few better-off peasants w hile
left w ith smaller parcels of

are

land and often in

mentally

areas

that

are

environ-

and removed from inand major markets;

poor

frastructure

The fact that the |X)orer
tend to hav

e

households also
inadequate labour resources as
S.M'itNt Si;iTi;xtBt;R. IW2
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demonstrated

engaged in snbsistenee agrieullnre and relying

household size to be

on

by the tendency for
directly correlated
xvith fartn size among communal farmers
that is. the larger well-to-do farming
Intuseholds not only have more land but
larger households as well;
The fact that supportive extension services
are tttore oftett targeted at. attd ttikeit advaittage of by the few better-off fttritters;
The fact that population pressure is ittcreasittgly undermitting the carrying capacity of
the laitd controlled by the impoverished
-

.T

4.

households;
.“i.

In Botswana in 1980. 20'< of the households

controlled about T.s'.i

of the land, and

owned .sO't of the cattle

w

I2'(

hile the bottotn 40'i

of the households controlled

only b'h of the

land.

.Similarly, in Lesotho, in 1980. 20'/r of the
of the land xvhile the

households control led

lowest 409( controlled 6V< of the land; and in

Swaziland, in 1984.41' < of the hotnesteads had
one hectare of land |X'r household and
together only occupied 12'. of the alhxttted
holdings. .And as a general rule, rural homes-

le.ss than

I'lte pressure on vulnerable rural
households to diversify their inconte sour-

teads in Botsxxana. Lesotho attd Sxvaziland

ces

by dispersing itteittbers of the
over a wide range of activities
including migration to mines, and urban
areas offering casual wage hibour. squatting, orengaging in setiii-feudal tenancy ar-

away

househokl

wage

rangements on

better-off fanits. engaging

in rural noii-famt tictivities of low

produc-

so on. The foregoing pressure
results in a division of labour by sex and

tivity. and

age that adversely disadvantages females
iind children in a given household, and
6.

remittances.

The lact that the communal

areas ttre over-

burdened

by the task of cheapening xvage
laixtur through leverse subsidies to urban
ttreas anti by accommodatitig spent labour
from tlx- formal sector.
The foregoing factors have Ix'cn exacerbtited
by various government policies of omission and
commission but most glaringly by the blind eye
turned to the plight of the majority of the
peasatits by governments and donors alike. In
Malaxvi it is only within the last five years that
the government

and the World Bank have openly admitted that the agricultural strategy pursued
over the previous two decades or so has grossly
disettfranchised the lattd and lalxiurentitlements
of the

majority of the cotnmunal lands. Not only

have communal residents in Malawi been

progressively dispossessed of hind but they have
also been forced into w age labour on farms anil
in industry while real wages have progressively
deelined. In Zimbabwe, the Land Bill has recentlx been
name

passed amidst a lively debate and in the
ameliorating the plight of the peasants.

of

Hoxvever

now

here in this bill and in the debate

envisaged
‘good’ peasant farmers and the

is the connection made between the

resetiletnent of

plight of the beleaguered majority in cotnmunal
lands. If anythitig this bill will only reinforce the
'kulakisalion'of some peasant households while
the tiiajority continue to wallow in poverty.
In Zambia it has been estimated that .‘xO'T to

HV/( of the households in each

province are
among the most vulnerable groups plagued by
shortages of land and labour and are primarily
SaI'1:M .SEPTIiMBbR. 1992

are

domintited

b_x xvomen atid children with meti
as migrant xvorkers in South .Africa anil as
etirtiers iti urban areas.

The

are merely illustrathe dimension of communal

foregoing examples

tive. The data

on

are available
from the household and labour force sutwex s un-

area

inequities and vulnerability

dertaketi in almost all the countries in Southeni
Africa in the niid-l98()s and from various
baseline surveys such as those in Malaxvi.
Botswana and Sxvaziland. The ex idence attest-

ing to the plight of the communal residents xxho
indeed constitute the majority of the labour force
is overxvhehning. What is astonishing is the
silence over their plight and indeed the belief
that tuarket forces suppletiietUed by aniehorative social dinietisioti programmes xxill sotnehow resolve their plight.
Coneliision

♦

will recinire activegovernnienl pmniolionot key
activities through appropriate targeted ineenlives and other supporlixe measures, even if.
without resorting to dislortive mitero-eeononiie
fiscal and tnonetary tneasures. In getieral. such
key activities need to be promoted to facililtite
the

developtnent of easy inipon substiuition itiexploit agriculhtral oulpitt; mtn-

dusiries that

agricuintral atid itidttsirial
goods with high incotne ehtsticities and
atnenttble to stnall-scale production; and for
tnetiiittn or large coutitries attd regiotial groupings the produclioti oiCiipihilyootl.s midthiruhlc
coiisiiiiicr goods based oti ttdaplaliotis of imported technologies. It is the tninimutn thresholil
econotnic etivirotimenl arisitig frotn the foregoitig tnacro-econottiic strategy th;tt will tiot only
necessitate the tratisfonnatioti of the agricultitral
sector btit also facilitate its dytiatnic transfonnairailitioiuil export

tion and articulatioti with the rest of the
CL'onoinx.

At the tnicro-econotnic level, the

tnacro-

econotnic strategy

reqttires. for its sitccess.
poliev ititerventiotis atid structural or itistitittiottal refortns directerl at cottttnotlifyitig tttid fortnalisitig land and labour use patients iti comtmtttal agriculture to etihance the asset attd exchange entitletnents of the labour force ettgaged
in it. The particular reforttts tteeded tttay differ
frottt country tocoittttry.

but

tttore

generally the

refontt will have to entail the fonttalisation of

rights through lattd redistributioti attd
apportiotitncnt as a starting point, attd itistituproperly

tiotial refoniis

to ensure

that

retunts

from land,

who constitute the

lix estock. attd wage labour are adeqitately retiiitnerative itt the context of the market. In

in all coutitries in Southern Africa underscores

additiott there will lx; need

the failure of countries of the

to

The

plight of communal area households,
majority of the labour force
sub-region to

economic development. On the one
hand their plight cannot be resoixed separately
through the operation of market forces or the infusion of money into the sector— the inability
of a eountry like Botsxxana to resolve this
problem \x ith its record groxxth rates and high
per capita income should underscore this
probletii adequately. On the other hand, there
cannot be the promotton or attaittment of
economic development xvhen the majority of the
labour force is marginalised in the traditional
promote

sector

in the

manner

that it has been in .Africa.

The resolution of the

plight afflicting communal
household agriculture is inextricably related to
the formulation of a viable economic developtnent

strategy.

•At the macro-ecotiomic lexel. such

a

strategy

requires active government promotion of industrialisation. increased dix'ersification and increased

linkages in the

and labour

resources

economy so that the land
in agriculture are dynanii-

cally absorbed into a mutually reinforcing
dynamic growth process. The market cannot be
left alone to accomplish this task. The strategy

crops,

to ettsure

that

access

supportive public serx ices and infrastructure
is open to all groups.
Thus it will only be as a con.seciuetice of an
interrelated development and reform strategy at
both the macro-economic and micro-economic
levels aittied

at

fostering auto-centred economic

groxx th and development that the atrophy of the
communal sector can be reversed and that the
be dynamically transformed to play a
productix e role within the context of the formal
sector can

.sector.

Meanxvhile. it is about time self-deceiv-

ing ideology posturing in the name of the
peasants xvere stopped and that the romanticist
self-delusion in praise or worship of the eommunal 'kumusha'. 'kimiud/i'. 'ekhaya' xvere
discarded and the plight of this sector were admitted squarely and faced so that it can Ix'
redeemed and its populace requited for the burden it has home over the pttst decailes. The required task, hoxvever. cannot Ix’ left to market
forces alone, but tlemttnds the active itivolxement

of the state

w ith the active participtttion of
population in the iletermination of
options. ♦

the rural
reform
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DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS
THIRTY YEARS OF

CRITIQUE OF THE SOVIET SYSTEM
Samir Amin

WITH THE

exception ofthose individuals who
prophets by disposition, no one can pretend
that he or she was not a little suiprised by the
sudden and total collapse of the systems of
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Nonethe-

All

less,

now

enterprises of this sort collapse like

house of cards

are

as soon as

a
their pronouncements

longer have the

power of the state behind
disposed to risk life or limb
to defend them. This is why struggles to control
such parties always take the fomi of palace
no

them, for

that the immediate effects of the

no one

is

surprise have passed, it is time to reflect on the
systems that the various countries produced over
the past thirty years. At the risk of seeming to
lack the modesty. 1 venture to say that I have
been, since I960, part of a quite small current of
the left that foresaw, in its general outlines, w hat
finally and brutally took place between 1989 and

unfailingly accept the outcome. I was
surprised, therefore, by the immediate conversion of the "Soviet Union" in Egypt from Nasserism to Sadatism. or the spontaneous disappearance of other parties of the same stamp in

1991.

then, be
Fall of the Soviet

revolutions, with

no

intervention from

a

base

that

numerous

countries of the Third world. 1 cannot,

suiprised by the passivity that millions

of Soviet Communists have demonstrated since

System

1989.

To be

the

collapse that I considered to
be quite probable was not the only possible outcome of the crisis of the Soviet System. I do not
believe in any sort of infallible linear detemiination in history. The contradictions that peiwade
every society find their resolution in diverse
responses according to their class content. That
is to .say, there was always the possibility that the
Soviet regime would fall to the right (which happened) or the left. This last possibility, which is
now impossible in the near future, remains nonetheless the order of the day for history, not only
because history is endless, but especially because it is doubtful that the solution of the right
can

sure,

stabilise the societies of the East,

intermediate temi.The

even

in the

struggle for another solu-

tion to tribulations will therefore continue.

Since 19601 have believed that Soviet society
could not be called .socialist, and that the power
of the workers w'as “deformed by the

bureaucracy.” to use the celebrated Trotskyist
phrase. From the first. I have called the ruling
and exploiting class (and I mean class!) a hourgeoisie. By this I mean that the nomenklatura
saw itself in the miiTor of a West that it aspired
to emulate. Mao understood this perfectly in
reference to China when he addressed the cadres
of the Chinese Communist

Party in 196,8: "You
have constructed a bourgeoisie. Never forget
that a bourgeoisie does not want socialism, it
wants capitalism".
I have drawn the logical conclusion from
Mao's analysis of the party and the attitude of
the popular classes toward the party's power. To
me it is evident that the popular classes could not
recognise themselves in this power — even
though it continually proclaimed itself srxtialist
and that on the contrary they considered the

The Russian and Chinese Revolutions
I

Mao Tse

Tung: “Never forget that a bourgeoise

does not want socialism"

party to be the representative of their class

Under these conditions the party

enemy.

—

"corpse that had been rotting for a long time."
in fact

instrument of

ruling class control over
popular classes. Complementing the w ork of
the KGB. the party organised a network of
patronage through its control overall sorts of social advantages, even the most petty, thereby
forestalling the emergence of organised resisan

the

tance to

its rule.

In this respect

the Communist Party was no
different from numerous parties of the Third
world which, having opted for capitalism, exercised the

same

functions under the banner of

radical nationalism. It raises the

question, there-

fore, of the coirect formulation for situations in
which
has

a

not

In such

bourgeoisie in the

piwess

of formation

yet established its ideological hegemony.
cases,

it does

not seem to

be

exercising

its power legitimately; this would require consensual allegiance to the ideology of the
dominant class. Such

form of exercising
the popular classes by
means of clientilism. has a depoliticising effect
whose ravages must not be underestimated. The
facts demonstrate that depoliticisation in the
USSR is so pervasive that the popular classes
believe that the regime they have lately overpower,

thrown

which

was

a

enerv ates

socialist, and

—

24

was a

not one of those who have always
regretted the 1917 revolution, ("It did not have
to happen, because the objective conditions for
constructing socialism did not exist; it was
necessaiy' to wait for the bourgeois revolution").
In my view the world expansion of capitalism is
necessarily polarising, and by that fact it is inevitable that the people w ho are its principal vietims
those who live at the periphery of the
system — will revolt against it. One can only
stand with these people in their revolt. To stop
at a bourgeois revolution is to betray them, since
the periphery capitalism that results from hourgeois revolution does not permit acceptable
responses to the problems that motivate the
revolts of the periphery.
am

capitalism is better.

by this fact accept that

The Russian and Chinese revolutions have

long transition in the periphery, whose
evolutionary dynamic
could lead to capitalism —central or peripheral.
It could initiate, whether merely inside these
opened

a

outcome

is uncertain. The

countries

or

on

a

world scale,

a

movement

toward socialism. What is

important in this
framework is to analyse the direction in which
advance is possible. The two theses that appear
to me important in the analysis of Soviet evolution are the following: (I) that the collectivisation started by Stalin in the 19.80.s h;id destrttyed
the alliance of workers and peasants that grew
out of 1917 and opened the way for the fonnation of a "new class" that developed out of the
apparatus of state autocracy and became a Soviet
state bourgeoisie; and (2) that Leninism had. becau.se

'

of certain historical limitations, involun-

tarily laid the groundwork for the fatal choice
that was made. I mean by this, among other
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things, that Leninism did not break radieally
with the eeononiism ol'the Second International and the workers'

movenietit

of the West. Its

doctrine ol'the social
an

tienirality of technology is
example oi'what I have in mind.
KhnishclifV, Stalinism and Maoism

Khrushchev put
Stalitiism from the

I'orward a critii.|ue of
right, just as Mao had from

depoliticised popular classes (and even the local
bourgeoisies) are ill-prepared. Having underestiniated this depoliticisation and its disastrous
effects. I had exixtcted the peoples and ruling
classes of the East to develop a capitalism that
would evolve in the direction of political
democnicv’. I had further thought th;tt under
these conditions, the popular classes would be
able to divert this evolution in

socialism: with

a

direction

the left. Khrushchev claimed that the Soviet

favourable

Union had not made

between the aspirations of the workers and the
exigencies of the market. I felt that the debate

enough eoncessions to take
on the economy (the
technological and scientific revolution,
globalisation) and (heir political implications
(giving more power to (he directors of the
enterprises, (hat is. to (he bourgeoisie). Mao said
that it is necessary at each stage of development
to keep (he final objective in sight. This is the
real sense of ''putting polities in cotntnand."
which has nothing to do with any facile
"voluntarism". And in order not to lose sight of
the final objective. Maoism insisted on equality
of all sorts, but particularly between workers and
peasants — as essential in China as it was in the
.Soviet Union of the Ih.fOs
to preserve their
into

account

constraints

♦

to

socialism

over

on

a

a

better balance

world scale would be

reopened.
I

tny readers a self-eriticism on this point,
today this evolution is impossible and all
movement is in the direction of a capitalism that
is savage and irresistible. But was I wrong for
the longer term, when the results of this
peripherisation will become evident, when the
ow e

since

workers realise that the drastic

cuts

in their

living standards are not momentary sacrifices
imposed by the necessities of transition'.'
.S()\ iel Reformers

Pic: Tass

Gorbachev, the
reform process

man

who

gave

hirih to the

—

alliance.
Mao

persuaded, and rightly as the evolution of the USSR and China proved, that (he
t|uestion had to be raised at the level of power
to challenge the monopoly of the Comniimist
Pally, the crucible of the new bourgeoisie. Thus
was

—

his order to unleash (he Cultural Revolution,
''the bombardment of the General

Head-

quailers." 1 le thought that (his w as the only w ay
to increase (he power of the workers and lessen
that of the bureaueraey — and was he not right'.'
He did

not

think (hat concessions

to

the tnarket.

followed by enipowering the enterprises tind
eompetition among (hem would then lead toenipowernient of (he |X'ople — and w as he not right
in (his also'.' I do not mean to say that he did not
make eoncessions
this

to

(he market. The NEP did

sueeessfully in its time. It

do it. But it

was necessary to

this
political deniocratisation. to strengthen the
real power of the workers relative to that of the
bourgeois technoerats. to circumseribe the
market with a state policy firmly grounded on
was

necessary to accompany

with

the law of value in (he socialist transition.
The Yugoslavs tried to do (his. but much too
timidly and poorly: a door too open to the outside, too nitieh inequality among the republics
in (he name of conipetition. excessive eompetition among the self-governing collectives.
Nothing was done in these directions in the
U.SSR. and not much in China, despite (he inten(ions of (he Maoist period, which were abandotted afterward.
But (he

opening of the capitalist option anorder of the day for the USSR
Eastern Europe — the peripherisation of

noimces a new

and

their econotnies and societies

.Sai’hm .SEti’TttMnttR. 1992

—

for which the

1 have been critical from the

beginning — that
of the
from the middle of the 196()s
propositions put forward by the Soviet
is

to

say.

refomiers. I foresaw then that the attenipt to
overcome the impasses of Stalinism would
from the right and not from the left. Its
propositions illustrate w hat I call "the utopia of
constructing a capitalism w ithout capitalists."
come

The school of Novosibirsk, from

w

hich most

of those who

inspired Gorbachev emerged,
pushed the Walrasian logic to its limit. They imagined ;i pure and perfect self-regulating tnarket
which required — Walras had understood this
and [farone had expressed it by 1908 — not
widely dispersed private propeily by a totally
centralised means of production and the bidding
for access to it on the part of all the [X’oplc. w ho
would lx; free to designate themselves as sellers
of labour power or ;is entre|ireneurs. This old
Saint Simonian dream of scientifically managed
society (Engels was the first to have seen it as
nothing but eapitalisni without capitalists),
w hen pushed to its furthest limits,
expressed the
eeonomistic alienation of all bourgeois ideology. whose unreal tinil utopian character was
demonstrated by historical materialism.
But (his philosophy is the key to the refonnist
conceptions of Khrushche\ and Gorbachev.
History has shown that these conceptions are untenable and that the turn to the right will reach
its goal as the .Soviet bourgeoisie is transformed
into a real bourgeoisie, a class of private
proprietors.
riiese speculations denionstrate that the
"revolution of 1989-1991 " has been made from
above,
below,

by the rttling class itself, and not frotn
by the people. I made un analogous ob-

servation

at

one

time about the "Sadatian

counterrevolution" of 1971. in which I said (hat
it

was not a

counterrevolution but the aecelera-

tion of

a

left and

so are

process latent in (he epoch of
The Western media wish to present the

Nasser.
revolutionsofthe East as liberating, guarding themselves from having to analyse how vulnerable this
democrat i sat ion really is. It may only be a bridge
on (he route to a capitalism both savage and
despotic. These revolutions do not have to be so
qualified, however, if they are carried out by the
accelerations of the natural evolu-

tion of the system.
The fact retnains that Gorbachev meant to

give birth to the reform

process, not iniagining
that he would be oiit-llanked by the niajority of
(he class he

represented, the nomenklatura.
tnarginality of (he
Comtnunist Party. v\ hich the siieeess of Yeltsin
revealed to be no longer capable of being the
bearer of the popular project. The nomenklatura
will be the Ixturgeoisie of tomorrow, directly appropriating the means of production in the form
of private property. But it is not a question of soeial revolution; it is a political overthrow that
w ill demand radical
changes at the level of the
directing personnel, as (he ''.Sadatian
Neither did he understand the

counterrevolution" did in its time. For this

it will give rise to a stratum of nouveau
riche adventures, the dramatic collapse of the
reason

old nomenklatura, the
the national

cynical manipulation of
aspirations of (he diverse peoples of

the defunct union

—

all difficult

to a\

oid. It goes

without

saying that the Western powers, by
taking advantage of their power to extort concessions in exchange for financial aid. w ill sei/e
the chance to push back (he frontiers of Russia
to those of
sixteenth-century Muscovy, thus
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destroying
a

power on

any

hope that it might again become

the world

scene.

On Socialism
The

collapse of the Soviet system, although
it has been foreseeable fora long time, is certainly a major event of our epoch. All the reasoning
and schemes conceniing the future will certainly have to be rethought in light of the new conditions created by this event. But that is not the
object of this article. I therefore recall some of
my musings on this subject in Empire of Chaos
and The Geopolitics tf American llci>emony:
Does this collapse sliitilfy "the end tf
.socialism and (f Marxism" as it pleases
the dominant media to say attain and
attain, "the end tf history." the triumph
of a monolithic con.sensns that assures
the immortality of the capitalist spirit‘.' I
think that is rubbish even though, evidently. an era has come to a close.
The epoch tf .Socialism 1. coti.strneted in

the nineteenth century, came to an

Are the

end in

ill

1914 hccan.se the .social democratic par-

w

ties

dare

of the Second International became
overt accomplices in their national imperiaUsm. .lastly. Lenin declared this the
death knell <f Socialism I.
The Sociali.stn II which succeeded it. that

of the Third International and of
Leninism, is today dead in its tarn, after
a loiiii illness. In 1963 I wrote that the
pi ogress (f .socialism ret/nired a break
with Sovietism

as

radical

as

the break

that Lenin had made in 1914. It is

farther
.siitnificant that today the Soviet .system,
in its open switch to capitalism, allies it.self with the ‘‘anti-third-world" positions
I that is. anti- three fourths of humanity)
that

are

dominant in Western enitnre.

The death of the

son

does nirt resuscitate the

father. It is the task of the
ancestors.

grandson to follow his
Long live therefore the Socialism III

to come.

guidciines within which Socialism III
design itself drawn up yet? I believe so. and
to

advance

that I ha\'e draw

on

this terrain the three lessons

from my

thirty years ofcriticising the Soviet system and global capitalism: (i)
to put the dimension "do something new " ahead
of "catch up at any price": (ii) to accept that
global polarisation implies that "delinking" is
unavoidable, although its ways of proceeding
must constantly be reviewed in the light of the
constraints of general development: (iii) to
develop a systematic programme of action in the
direction of the reconstruction of a polycentric
world with open spaces for the autonomous
progress of its peoples.
These three conditions require an internationalism of the peoples of the planet capable
of combating the intemationalism of capital,
opening a perspective — be it a distant one —
on a socialism that can only be global if it is to
surv

n

ive.*
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PEACE IN

MOZAMBIQUE: TO OCTOBER I
Fcrnaiuto

Gonc^ alves
this moment. Firstly, beeause having
agreed on all the modalities of the ceasefire, ineluding constitutional guarantees, demanderl by
Renamo. it will be necessary for the Republican
Assembly to ratify all these decisions, so that
they become legal.

ROMK (T)IT.I) have been the

beginning of the
Joaquim Chissano e.xletided his
hand to his hitherto public enemy numlxT one.
and feeling that this gesture was insufficient,
leaned his breast against that of .Afonso
Dhlakama in a long embrace which for many
signified the closing of a black episode in the
history of post-inde|X'ndence .Mozambique.
Although Chissano and Dhhikama had not
decided upon a definitive silencing of weapons,
renewed hopes are now emerging th;it b\ October 1. Mozambique may once more li\e in

pear at

end. President

The l!N and the Peace Process
Then there is the role of the United Nations

in the

supervision of the agreements, which is
procedures, in which
the Mozambican President must formally
specify the request to the Secretary-General,
who in his turn will take it to the Security Gounsubmitted to bureaucratic

peace.
But is it realistic to believe that after 16 years
of

one

of the bloodiest confrontations

on

cil.

the
At

guerillas and regular soldiers
w ill obey the order for an immetliate ceasefire?
And there are also those who belong to neither
one

side

nor

the other, those for

w

hom the

con-

their survival

PAZ EM

President Joaquim

Chissano embraced Afonso

Dhlakama

ROMA

PODF.RÄ

sido

prinefpio do fim. O Presidente Joaquim
ate aqui inimigo publico numero um. e
iichando que isso nao bastassc. encosieu o scu peito ao de Afonso
Uhlakama. num longo abrayo que para muitos significou o encerramento de uma

piiginti

ter

negra na

ciar definitivo d;is

o

;i mao at) sen

Embora Chissano

e

l)i.slöri;i do Mogaitibiquc pos-independencia.

Dhlakama

nao se

tenham decidido sobre

o

silen-

renovadas esperanyas de que até
ao dia 1 de Outubro. Moijambique podera de novo viver em paz.
Mas sera realista acretiitar que tlepois de lb anos tie uma das mais
sangrentas confrontayoes no continente .Africano. guerrilheiros e
regulares irao obetlecer ortlens para o cessar-Ibgt) imediato? E os que nao
estao nem de um nem do outro lado, aqueles para quern o confiito ajwnas
criou as contliqoes favttraveis a sua sobrevivéncia, ;i custa do cano de
annas,

surgem ttgorti

anna.

Naturalmente que o proccsso

tie pacificaqao tie Mozambique vai ser
afigura ser.
l^rimeiro, porque tlepois tie acortladtis tttdas as modalidades do cessarfogo. iticluindo guarantias constiiudonais, exigidas pela Renamo. sera
neccssario que Asscmbleia da Republica ratifit|ue todas essas decisoes.
mais

complexo do

que nestc momentt) se

tlando-as fonna tie lei.

Sai’i:m Shi>i

i-:mbi-:k.

1992

w

hen the attentions of the

seem to

be

more

in the corridors of number

one

United Nations

I’laza. New York.

MOQAMBIQUE: ATE 1 DE OUTUBRO
Fernando

Chissano estendeu

a

Council

nict

merely created favourable conditions for
by the barrel of a gun.
Naturally the pacification of Mozambique
will be a more complex process than would ap¬

time

.Security
occupied with the conflicts in Jugoslavia and Somalia, and again w ith
the disputes with Saddam Flu.ssein in Iraq, it
vNould seem highly unlikely that the Mozambican question will obtain the neces.sary airing

African continent,

Gonsalves
Depoishit o papel das Nayoes Unidas na siqx’rvisao dos aeordos. papel
que obedece a um prtKcdimento burocnitico. cm que o Presitlenle
Moyambicano deve formalmente fomtular o petiido ao sccretario-geral.
que por sua vez levara a questao ä consitleraQao do Conselht) de
Seguranya.
Num momento em que as aten^oes dt) Conselho parecem estar mais
viradas para os contlitos na Jugoslavia e na Somalia, e ainda as disputas
com Saddam Hussein, no Iraque, parece pouco provavel que a quesiat)
Mogambicana ganhe o folego neecsstlrio nos corredores do Edificio
Numero I da Praya das Naijoes Unidas. em Nova lorque.
Haveni também necessitkide das duas partes quebrarem os preconceitos que guardam em relayao a cada uma, pennitindo assim a construqao
de um espirito de confiany'a. Neste capitulo é importante referir que tiois
anos apos o inicio das conversagoes em Roma, as duas delegayoes aintla
nao conseguiram criar um clima que nao sendt) de cordialitlatic. Ihes
permita falar como os linicos de quern paz em Moy'ambique depende.
Ha também necessidade da Renamo se transformar numa ft)i\a
polftica. com a capacitladc tie mobilizayao necessaria para giinhtir os
cttniyoes tie parte do eleitortidt). Essa transfonnayao de fort;a militar pant
forga polilica parece ser. de facto, o Calcanhar de Aquiles da Renamo.
esse
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It will also be necessary

tor the two parties to
preconceptions they have held
with regard to each other, thus allowing a spirit
of trust to be built up. In this context, it is important to recognise that two years after the
beginning of the Rome negotiations, the two delegations have not yet been able to create a climate
which, if not cordial, at least would permit each
side to speak as the two on w'hom peace in
Mozambique depends.
It is also necessary for Renamo to transfonn
itself into a political force, capable of the
mobilisation required to win the hearts of the
break with the

electorate. This transformation from

a

military

politictil force would appear to be the Achiltaking into account that the
group has never in all its life defined itself politically or ideologically, limiting itself to an empty
to a

les heel of Renamo.

"anti-marxist" rhetoric.
Will the Ccasetire Hold?

Perhaps

of the greatest tasks faced by
convincing its meti on
the ground that the war will end, and that many
of them will be demobilised, thus putting paid
to any hopes arising frotn promises of a better
Renamo

w

one

ill be that of

life,
in

including probably

ish to be

a

prophet of doom, but

a
long list of matby the delegations, some of

them well known

as

tion to which the

two

tinned to die in the outskirts of the Mozambican

Democratic Front (FUMO). in

capital, as though nothing were being done to al-

published in the independent

leviate the situation.

Mediafax.

Two

a

ntx'tunial attack

on

the

as

to whether the

to

w

ill not

a

a recent

article

newspaper

questions whether it will be

overcome

month and

fishing

possuch differences within a

half since

they

resolve them before. "If the

were not able to
sides believe

two

that the

signing of a Peace Accord is a possibility
month and a half, why htive they not already declared a truce?" questions the opposition leader. v\ho is presently residing in Portugal.
Some of these questions are legitimate, considering that Dhlakama. after the Gaborone
meeting on July 4 with Mugalx' and Masire.
declared that upon receiving certain political
and security assurances for the period following
the ceasefire, this could be signed in Rome
during his meeting with Chissano.
within

Rome Declara-

tion.

signed by the two opposing factions on
August 7. can possibly be implemented within
the few weeks that remain until October 1.

feito.

conOicting sides

agreement in two years." said

Arouca also

sible

village of Costa do Sol. about 15 kilometres
from the centre of Maputo.
On the night of August 12. Renamo murdered
another person in the town of Catembe. which
is separated from Maputo only by the Bay of the
same name, and other attacks were
reported
across the country by the local press.
Many observers in Maputo have expressed
reservations

an

.sensitive issues and in rela-

Domingos Arouca. leader of the United

days after the signing of the Declaration,
people and wounded

another 14 in

discussed

arrive at

the rebels killed four

a

Arouca

interroga ainda que se esses diferendos forem possiveis de sutneio, porque é que entao nao foi faito antes. ".Se os
lieligerentes acham possfvel a assinatura do Acordo de Paz. dentro dc mes
e meio. porque razao nao decretaram
ja as treguas?" interroga aquele lider
da oposigao. actualmente a residir em Portugal.
Algumas destas interrogaz'oes sao legitimas, tomando em conta que
Dhlakama. depois da reuniao de Gaborone, com os presidentes Mugabe
e -Masire. a 4 de Julho, declarou que sendo dadas guarantias
politicas e de
seguranza ä Renamo. no periodo apos o cessar-fogo. este poderia ser
perar em mes e

assinado

mesmo

Duas
em

em

semanas

Roma,

no encontro com

Chissano.

depois da assinatura da declarazao.

Roma continuam

sent

acordo sobre

o

as duas delegayoes
efectivo do proximo excrcito

nacional linico.

assinatura da delarayao. os rebeldes mataram quatro
pessoas e feriram outras 14. num ataque noctumo ä aldeia pesqueira da
Costa do Sol, acerca de 15 quilometrosdo centre da cidade de Maputo.
Na noite do dia 12 de .Agosto. a Renamo assassinou mais uma pessoa
na V'ila de Catembe,
separadti da cidade de Maputo apenas pela Baia ilo
mesmo nome. outros ataques foram sendo reportados ao longo do pais
pela imprensa local.

Maputo expressaram reservas quanto a posDeclaragao de Roma, assinada pelos dois beligerantes no
dia 7 de Agosto. vir a ser impicmentada dentro das poucas semanas que
a separam do dia 1 de Outubro.
em

sibilidade da

querendo. item desejando ser um profeta do mal. a verdade é que
existe uma longa lista de materiais a debater [telas delegayoes. algumas
delas de reconhecido melindre e em rclagao as quais as partes em conflito
nao lograram entender-se durante dois anos", disse Domingos Arouca,
lider da Frente Democratica Unida dc Mozambique (FUMO), num
recente artigo na publicazao independente Mediafax,
28

w

holding meetings in the grand hotel suites of
Rome and signing what may now be tenned the
"Rome Declaration", ordinary citizens con-

Dois dias apos a

"Nao

not

ters to be

arising

em conta que o grupo nunca cm toda a sua vida se definiu polftica
ideologicamente. limitando-se a retorica de um "anti-marxismo" vazio.
Talvez uma das tarefas mais importantes que a Renamo tera de realizar
sera a de convencer os seus homens no terreno, de que a guetra vai acabar,
e que muitos deles serao desniobilizados. fazendo dcsvanecer, assim,
esperanyas resultantes de promessas de uma vida meihor, e provavelmente com uma casa defronle do mar em Maputo.
As dificuldades que se colocam ä frente podem ser Julgados jrelo facto
de que enquanto Chissano e Dhlakama rcuniam-.se nas majestosas suites
de hoteis de Romti e assinavam o que podera agora set chantado de
"Declarayao de Roma", civis continuavam a morrernos airedores dacapital Mo^'ambicana. como se nada no sentido de contrariar essa tendencia

Muitos observadores

"I do

sea

may be judged by the
fact that while Chissano and Dhlakama were

The obstacles

tendo

a ser

house facing the

the truth is that there remains

e

estivesse

a

Maputo.

A Renamo aceitou

ja a ultima proposta da mediagao, tie um excrcito
24.000 homens. em vez dos 15.000 que defendia no inicio.
o Govemo reduziu a sua propcista inicitil de 50.000 para 3?
.i4.()(X) homens. (Depois de receber este artigo as duas partes concordarem
fomtado por
Por seu lado.

ao

luimero de 28.5CK)

Mas

Renamo

(editor)]

insistido. tantbém. que deve ter um numero maior
forgas terrestres, pant balanzar o facto de nao possuir
homens para a marinha e a foi'za aerea. que serao exclusivamentc
preenchidos por efectivos das foryas governamentais.
O Governo sente que a Renamo esta a tentar incorporar a maioria dos
a

de efectivos

seus

tent

nas

combatentes adiiltos, "oferecendo"

signitlcado

a

marinha.

uma anna

de poiico

quadro das forzas de defesa do pais.
Fontes militäres Mozambicanos indicant que elementos dos
faniigerados batalhocs de .JI e 32 das forzas armadas Sul-Africanas, cuja
dissolugao foi ordenada recentemente pelo Presidente Frederick De
Klerk, estao a ser estacionados ao longo da frontcira com Mozambique.
no
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Two weeks after the

signing of the Declaraclelcgations in Rome had still not
agreement on the strength of the new

lion, the two
reached

an

imled national army.

The Future
Renamo has

now

of the mediators, for

Army

accepted the latest proposal
an anny made upof 24.(XX)

instead of the 15.(XX) at first demanded. On

men,

its side, the Ciovernment reduced its initial

propirsal of 50.()()() to .7.2-,74.(X)0 men. |Shortly
after receiving this article the two parties agreed
on a final figure of 28,.50(1 (editor)].
But Renamo has also insisted that they must
have a greater number of soldiers in the terrestrial forces, in order to balance the fact that

they have

no men to place in the navy and
force, which would be entirely manned

airby

government forces.

President Frederick De Klerk had

recently ordered to be disbanded, are being deployed along
the border with Mozambique, apparently with
the intention of integrating the Mozambican nationals among them into Renamo.
Renamo would thus

feels that Renamo is trying
to incorporate the majority of its adult combatants. "giving up" the navy, which is anyway
of little significance among the country's
defence forces.

military

sources

indicate that

elements of the infamous .f| and .72 battalions

prepared,

apparently well
its complement within the new

as

Mozambican armed forces.
The

same

sources

African soldiers

n:i

.Seria
bem

to

What has

transpired from the Rome meeting

estes

elementos treinados

na

As

numa

s,\t‘t;\t SKt’l KMliER. 1992

operagao para

truce

with

some

violations than

a

continuation

tion, and the Renamo leader would have insisted

sentatives could

that his

resoii

in order

to save

the

meet-

ing from imminent collapse.
The Accord for the signing of the Declaration
was
only reached at 02.00 am on August 7. fol¬

seu numero nas novas

fontes indicanun. ainda. que

in Rome.

According to sources close to the negotiating
process. Chissano would have tried to peisiuade
Dhlakama to sign the truce, saying that better a

which the mediators and the goveniment repre-

forgas

militäres Sul-Africanos esfazer atravessar o Comandante
da Renamo na z.omi Sul. Mateus Ngonhatno. para o interior do Africa do
Sid. de onde foi transportado de aviao de Sukuza, no Parque Nacional de
Kiuger, para ;i capital Mahiw iana, Lilongwe, onde se juntou a Dhlakama.
antes de seguirem Juntos para Roma.
O i|ue transpirou da reuniao de Roma é que a propria Dcclarago foi o
ultimo reciirso a que os mediadores e os repre.sentantes do Govemo
tiverttm de recorrer pant saivtu' a reuniao de um colapso que era iminente.
(4 Acordo para a assimitura da Declaragao so foi conseguido as 02.00
horas ihi madrugada do dia 7 de Agosto, depois da intervengao de M ugabe,
cujo papel foi descrito por fontes proximas ao encontro como tendo
simplesmcntc sido o de evitar o colapso do encontro.
Depois de dar as guarantias que Dhlakama pretendia, Chissano exigiu
do lider rebelde que assinassem ali mesma uma tregua que perduraria ate
ä assinatura do acordo final de cessar-fogo.
"Dhlakama tiao aceitou a minha proposta de uma tregua militar até ser
assinado o acordo gcral de paz, para evitar mais mortes. alegando que isso
seria enganar o povo". disse o Presidente Mogambicano, nuni comicio no
dia 15 de ,^gosto em Maputo, especialmente convocado para explicar a
populagai' os desenvoh imentos de Roma,
Segundo fontes proximtis do prixtesso negocial. Chissano teria tentado
persLiadir e impressionar Dhlakama a assinar a tregua, dizendo-lhe que,
antes uma tregua e ter algumas violagoes. do que continuar com as
mesmas

tiveratn envolvidos

nients

of indiscriminate

Africa Jo Sul. e aparentemente

que a Renamo iria fazer o
Mtrgatnbique.

preparados,

tirmtidas tie

lowing Mugabe's intervention, whose role has
by sources close to the meeting
as simply having been to prevent the collapse of
the meeting.
Having conceded the assurances demanded
by Dhlakama. Chis.sanocalled forthe immediate
signing of a truce which would remain in force
until the signing of the final ceasefire.
"Dhlakama did not accept my proposal of a
military truce until the signing of the general
peace agreement, in order to prevent further
deaths, alleging that this would be to deceive the
people," stated the Mozambican President in a
rally held in Maputo on August 15. convened
specially to explain to the people the developbeen de.scribed

is that the Declaration itself is the last resort to

Renamo.

com

also stated that South
involved in

an operation
bring the Renamo Commandant of the
southern zone. Mateus Ngonhamo. into South
Africa, from where he was transported in a
Sukuza aircraft, from the Kruger National Park,
to the Malawian capital. Lilongwe, where he
joined Dhlakama before both proceeded to
were

aparentemente com o intuito de integrar os de nacionalidade Mt>gambicatia

these elements

use

trained in South Africa, and

Rome.

The government

Mozambican

of the South African defence forces, which

♦

men

killings of the civilian popula-

would not

probably would not

comply, and that they
obey.

agree to

Dhlakama's reservations

must

into account that the movement has

have taken
no

political

matanyas indiscriminadas
teria insistido que os seus

de populayoes civis. ao que o lidcrda Renamo
homens nao iriam cumprir. e que nao estavatri
provavelmente mesmo dispostos a obcdecer.
.As reservas de Dhlakama compreendem-se tendo em conta que o
movimento nao dispoe de um cstrutura politica f'oile que o pennita disputar com a Frelimo (o partido no poder) em pé de igualdade, nem com
as outras forgas
politicas existentes no pais, mesmo considerando que
estas enfrentam serias dificuldades de ordem financeira para levar a cabo
uma verdadeira actividade politica em todo o pais.
A Renamo possui apenas um instrumento para fazer valer as suas
ideias: a forga das annas. Faze-la prescindir des.se instrumento é o mesmo
que ditar o sett fim.
Certamente que no meio deste cetiario todo, interessa ä Renamo contitiuar a desgastar o Govemo. que assume ;i responsabilidade de defender
os

cidadaos

e seus

bens, bem

como

toda

a

infraestrulura economica do

pais, alvos preferidos da Renamo.
For outro lado, a Renatno tern a penetragao

das

suas zonas por outras

forgaspoliticas Mogambicanas, vendo nisso o perigo de se Ihe vira roubar
um potencial eleitorado. mantido durante estes anos todos sob a forga das
armas. Um cenario de paz em Mogambique abriria a
possibilidade das
pessoas se movitnentarem livremente, e levariamuitas pessoas que vivem
sob controle das rebeldes a regressarem as suas terras, vilas e aldeias controladas pelo Govemo.
Esta terd sido

das

que levou Dhlakama a rejeitar a ideia
abastecimento alimentar as populagocs sob
sen controlo. alegando que umti tal iniciativa seria aproveitada
pelos
servigos de contra-inteligéncia militär do Govemo para missoes de
espionagem.
uma

razoes

dos Corredores de Paz para o

Apesar de que o acordo dos Corredores da Paz foi assinado
cipios de Julho. em Roma, a Renamo ainda nao apresentou os

em pron-

seus rep-
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structure ot any

strength which would permit it
(the party in power) on
an equal footing, nor with
any other political forCCS. even though these are
encountering serious
linancial problems, so that serious political activity could take place throughout the whole
to

contend with Fr-elimo

country.
Rcnamo has

only one imstrument u ith whicdi
to promote hs ideas: force of arms. To make it
renounce this instrument is the same as
ordering
its death.

Mozambique: The Scenario
It is certain tliat in this scenario, it is in

Renamo's interest

to

continue to

wear

responsibility of
defending its citizens and their property. as well
the entire economic infrastructure, the

preferred laigets of Renamo.
On the other hand. Renamo’s

been penetrated
forces, and

sees

have

zones

potential electorate which has been maintained
all these years by fttree of arms. The scenario of
a
peaceful Mozambique opens up the possibility
of freedom of moxement. and would

many [leople now living
return to their home

mean

that

under rebel control
areas, tow'ns

and vil-

lages controlled by the government.
Tills

w

ould be

Dhlakama

to

one

of the

reasons

which led

reject the idea of Peace Corridors,

for the

supply of fixKi to the people under his
control, alleging that such an initiative would be

Com issao de

resentantes na

dado

Ciovenio como

a

as zonas

sob

sua

zones

outro

purposes of registration

minadas

M)

as

to

a

"While there is

government in power,

cord."
Tliis position as it materialises signifies in
practice, the existence of two states controlled
by the two forces involved in the anned confiict.
and retnoving from the other emerging parties
the right to intluence the electorate.

ocupagao. e que tanto

em

relayao

certain percentage of the vote
however
would pennit him to retuni to Maunde.
—

reputation

letting itself be unduly bound by obligations announced in public. But in this case, it is
almost impossible to find new reasons for tiot
signing the ceasefire.
Military sources in Mozambique are presently referrittg to movemejits of Renamo tow arils ;i
conceiuratioti of military forces in central zones
of Mozambique, having allegedly brought in
through Malawi "special forces", trained in
Kenya.
.According to analysts these infiltrations may
have the purpose of capturing some district
centres, as part of a strike in which within a few
moments of the ceasefire. Renamo
might extend

democnitically, it will be difficult to get
access there... otherwise
they would spoil our
image. This w ill be put in the General Peace Ac-

soberania

had any

ruins.

for

and electoral campaign-

tio new

never

Mozambique,

Past incidents confinn Renamo's

rx'cupies. and that

elected

negagao da Renamo aos protocolos por ela
movimento de Dhlakama reconhecera. logo que terhostilidades. a legitimidade do actual Gmcnio e a sua
sera uma

que o

even

ing.

os outros

lado.

em

now

genious. has

as a mercenary
w ho. in the sers ice of
Rhodesia ;ind South .Africa, reduced his country

the government, as well as other oppvisition parties, would only have access to these areas for

eleitorado.
Por

it

reinforce the idea that

to

ho is no

not

.Mozambican

openly stated that

w

village of his birth, somew hcie in the central
province of Sofala. as a respected opposition
politician, defeated in the democratic game, and

after the ceasefire. Renamo would continue to

partidos da oposigao terao acesso a essas zonas
apenas para questoes de registo e campanha elcitorais.
"Enquanto nao houver tomada de posse do novo Govemo. eleito
democraticamente. sera dificil ter acesso lä... pois senao vao denegrir a
nossa imagem. Isso sera posto no
acordo-geral de paz,"
Esta posigao. a materializar-se. significara. na pratica. a existencia de
dois cstados controlados pelas duas forgas envoi vidas no conflito annado.
retirando aos outros partidos emergentes o direito de influenciar o

assinados.

but

way.
on

to

ambition to become President of

of

interview broadcast

serves

Dhlakama.

amounts

an

were

held.

the

In

moxetnent

hostilities ended, the

This

beitig too costly given the small
food that can be transported in this

Implementagao do referido Acordo. e nao tern

administrar

are

as

television. Dhlakama

a negation of
protocols signed by it. if

recognise, as
legitimacy of the
present government and its sovereignty over the
entire country until general multi-party elections

rejected

de que esta

Renamo continuard
o

Dhlakaina's

soon as

small

interessada na sua implementagao. Nas
negiK'iagoes que o antecederam. a Renamo insistia em que os abastccimentos alimentares as populagiws civis nas suas zonas de ocupayao
deveriam ser feitos por via aerea. mas os doadores recusaram tal permissa. afimiando que os custos seriam muito maiores. em contraste corn as
exiguas quantidades de comida que se podem transportar de aviao.
Numa entrevista iransmitida pelo canal de televisao de M(X,'ambique,
Dhkikama dizia. abertamente. que mesmo depois do cessar-fogo. a
mostras

On the other hand, it would be
Renamo and the

control must be made h\ air. which the donors

administer the

by other Mozambican political
the peril of being robbed of a

would

by the militaiy counter-intelligence serof espionage.
Despite the fact that the agreement on Peace
Corridors was signed in Rome at the beginning
of July. Renatno has still not presented its representatives to the Cotnmission for the implementation of this agreement, and has not
demonstrated in any way that it is interested in
its implementation. In the negotiations which
preceded it. Rename insisted that the delivery of
food supplies to the civilian population under its
vices for purposes

down the

government, which has the
as

used

the

a

not

area

todo

o

utider its control.

♦

territorio nacional até ä realizagao tias

eleigoes gerais multipartidarias,
Isto

reforgar a ideia de que Dhlakama. que nao é nenhum genio.
ambigocs de vir a toniar-sc Presidente dc Mogambique. mas
alguma peaentagem cleitoral - por infima que seja - pcnnitira-lhe-a
regressar a Maunde. a sua aldeia natal, algures na Provincia Central de
Sofala. como um politico de oposigao respeitavel. derrotado no
jogo
democratico. e nao como um merccnario que ao servigo da Rodesia e da
Africa do Sul reduziu o seu pais a escombros.
Incidentes do passado provam repuiagao da Renamo de nao se fazer
vincular pelos compromissos assuniidos publicamente. Mas no caso vertente. sera quase impossixel encontram novos argunientos para nao assinar o cessar-fogo.
Fontes militates Mogambicanas referem-se actualmente a mo\ imentagoes da Renamt» visando a concentragao de electi\ os militäres em zonas
do centro de Mogtiinbique. tendo sido
aleg:idamentc introduzidas atraves
do Malawi, "forgas especiais" treinadas no Quenia.
Segundo analistas. estas infiltragoes poderao visar a conquisla dc algumas capitais distritais. como parte de um goljx’ de face em que a escasSOS moinentos do
cessar-fogo. a Renamo possa ampliar a area sob seu
so vein

nunca teve

controlo.

♦
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HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSE IN MALAWI
Amnesty Interiuitional
K\ TRAOKDINARV' upsurge

AN

ol public
being met with severe
repression. .Since mid-May 1992, the police

arrests followed a strike at the bank. Those

have conducted extensive searches of offices

fice. The entire computer

and

Electricity Supply Commission of Malawi in
Blantyre was arrested in May. consisting of at
least 10 people, including a woman detained
with her small baby. It is feared that the acting
manager of the section has been tortured. Many
of those arrested have a connection with communications or infonnation technology, apparently because they are believed to have used
office machines to duplicate and transmit promulti-party leaflets,

dissent in

Malawi is

looking for the
sources
pro-multi-party
literature which now circidates widely within
the country. At least dozens and probably
hundreds of people have been arrested and many
arc still detained without charge. Often the
reason for their detention is simply that they
work in an office where opposition leallets are
believed to have been photocopied, or are active
members of church congregations where the
government's human rights record has been
private homes. They

are
and distributors of the

detained are believed to have been suspected of
having anti-government dtx'uments in their ofsection of the

('hakufwa Chihana
Trade union official Chakufwa Chihana

.April 1992 after a conference of exiled opposition griwps had delegated him to organise a multi-party conference within Malaw i.
The authorities defied repeated nilings by a
judge to pnnluce him before the High Ctxirt.
Finally, in July, he was chaiged and released on
bail on charges of possessing seditious publications. Four days later he was rearrested and is
apparently to face new sedition charges. The behaviour of the authorities in the Chakufwa

Chihana
to

abide

case displays a continuing reluctance
by the decisions of the courts and the

rule of law.

criticised.

Dissenting Opinion

Offending Documents
The

multi-party movement is the first public
expression of dissent since the mid-1960s.
Malawi is a one-party state, ruled by the Malawi
Congress Party (MCP). The Life-President of
both party and country is Dr H. Kamuzu Banda,
who is believed to be aged in his 90s. Much
political power is wielded by the Minister of

One of the

offending documents is a pastoral
by the country's
Roman Catholic bishops. The letter criticised
aspects of the government's human rights record
and advocated greater popular participation in
the government of the country. The government
has declared the pastoral letter a seditious publication. making possession of it a criminal offence. Chichiri and Maula. the main prisons in
the leading towns of Blantyre and Lilongw-e
respectively, are leported to be severely overletter issued in March this year

crowded because of the recent

w ave

State in the President's Office. John Tembo.

only
form of political opposition strictly
prohibited, but almost any form of dissenting
opinion is likely to be harshly repressed. Forexample, people arc often imprisoned because of
unguarded remarks made in private and overheard by party or police informers. Religious
freedom only exists within strictly defined
is any

recently released prisoner has described
prisoners being kept in a cell five metres by
four metres, with one prisoner dying there on
average every two nights.
285

Many of those arrested recently are alleged to
have been tortured. Amnesty International has
received reports of beatings and electric shocks.
including one case of a women who was stripped
naked, beaten and poked with an electric cattle
prod. There are also repeated accounts from
l.ilongwe. Blantyre and Zomba of detainees
being forced to clear human excrement out of
cells with their bare hands.

Targets

Those arrested in recent months include at
least 20

Malawi

employees of the National Bank of
in Blantyre. picked up in late May. The

S.Ai’iAt Si:i''n:Mtti;K. 1992

ho

hostess". Cecilia Tamanda Kadzamira. Not

of arrests.

Inside the Prisons

w

is also the uncle of President Banda’s “official

One

(ioverniiient

was

arrested in

Dr H. kamuzu Banda's government

does not

tolerate any form of disssenting opinion

limits: Jehovah's Witnesses, whose members
refuse

to join the ruling party, are banned and
other denominations have attracted repression in
recent

Members of church

congregations have been

L'rgets for arrest where it is believed that critical
opinions ha\'e been expressed. Two presbyterian
church elders from Mzuzu

were

heki without

charge from April to July. apparent ly on the basis
of sennons preached in their church. Dozens of
Jehovah's Witnesses are reported to have been
detained. Their church is banned because of
their conscientious refusal to become members

of the ruling single party, the Malawi Congress
Party,

months for

criticising abuse of power.

There is

frequent discrimination on ethnic
grounds, in favour of Chewa-speakers from the
Central Region — the home area of both I’resident Banda and John Tembo
and against
Tumbuka speakers from the Northern Region in
particular. The Malaw ian Government has so far
resisted calls both from within the country and
from a number of foreign governments to introduce a multi-party political system. In June
1992, elections were held for the single-party
parliament. The government claimed that more
—
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than 80 percent of the electorate
participated in
the poll; the exiled opposition claimed that the
turn-out

which

At least three
surance

40 percent or less, an estimate
endorsed by foreign dipkrmats in

was

was

Arrests of Office V\orkers and Others
In the weeks
or

leading up to the election,
possibly hundreds of suspected

government opponents were arrested and
detained without charge. Many of those arrested
office

employees suspected of having used
faxes and photocopiers to receive,
copy and
transmit pro-multi-party literature. Since before
the Roman Catholic bishops’ pastoral letter in
March 1992, anonymous leaflets have been circulated criticising the one-party system and
government human rights violations. Those arrested are apparently suspected of
circulating
are

such documents,

as well as the pastoral letter itopposition groups in Zambia have
also been sending fax messages at random into
the country. The police appear to have used this
as a pretext for
harassing people with access to
a fax machine. In some instances it
appears that
anti-government literature has been circulated
by agents provocateurs in order to pretext for ar-

self. Exiled

Intertec

Mabasa of Olivetti; and

son

of

have been transferred to Zomba Prison,

presumably because of

severe

Chichiri. Those detained

are

overcrowding at
believed to have

suspected of having anti-government

One of those anested in

May

was

Krishna

.Achutan. director of Rank Xerox office
machine company. The reason for his imprisonment was

to the

apparently that he gave an interview
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)

British

about the

case

of his father-in-law. who had been

detained without

charge for more than 12 years.
police Special Branch took him
home in Blantyre on the morning of

Officers of the
from his

May 16.
Krishna Achutan is married

to

Mbumba. the

daughter of Aleke Banda, the fomier secretarygeneral of the ruling MCP. At the time of his arrest and detention in

1980. Aleke Banda

was

owned by the ruling party and chaired by

pany

international
Jack Chiutsi.

a

senior executive officer in the

Registry of Lands in Blantyre, was arrested in
May. Simon Pandule. director of a small market
research company, was arrested in May at
Blantyre's Shelter Club, apparently after being
overheard speaking in favour of a multi-party
system. Mr O. Mkandawire, a senior manager
of the Tobacco Association of Malawi,

was ar-

rested in
he had

which

Blantyre in mid-May. Only days earlier
received a letter delivered to him by hand
was

believed

to

leaflets appear

contain

pro-multi-party
anti-government
to have been distributed by

literature. As in other

cases,

agents provocateurs. He

was

released without

charge in June.
Ismael Khani.

a

businessman from Mzuzu in

northern Malawi, was arrested at the Mzuzu

section at the Electricity
Supply Commission of Malawi (ESCOM) in
Blantyre was arrested between May 20 to 27
1992, consisting of at least 10 people. They ineluded (Jrey Nkungula. the systems manager,
and Grey Nyenje. the acting manager of the
computer section. The latter is feared to have
been tortured. According to some reports he may
have died in custody. (loria (iadaina. another
computer section employee, was arrested with
her small baby and taken to Chichiri Prison,
where conditions are unsanitary and over-

tion

crowded.

National Bank

.^2

(ieorgc I'haka. who

telecommunications company.
The Case of Krishna Achulan
a

managing director of Press Holdings Ltd, a com-

documents in their office.
The entire computer

ho

Contracting (Central .Africa); Miss

works for

President Banda. The apparent reason for Aleke
Banda's arrest w as that he had criticised the
payof a large "unsecured loan" from Press
Holdings into President Banda's personal aement

count.

Among those arrested were at least 20
employees of the National Bank of Malawi in
Blantyre, picked up in late May. The arrests followed a strike by workers at the bank from
May
18 to 20, a bank employee named Mitinda is
reported to have been arrested. On May 22,
1992, Winfrey Yonam Mphande was arrested
with about 18 more bank employees picked up
on about
May 28. They are believed to have been
taken to Chichiri Prison in Blantyre. Some, ineluding Winfrey Mphande, are since believed to

w

work for Business Machines; Mrs Mitinda of

the first week of June. One. (ierald Banda, is

rests.

been

reported to include: Mr and Mrs .Soman je

the

Margaret Marango Banda, a former
broadcaster and prominent lay member of the
Anglican Church who was detained without
charge between 1988 and 1991. Amnesty International adopted her as a prisoner of conscience.
Gerald Banda appears to have been arrested
specifically because he is the son of Margaret
Marango Banda, after being stopped at a police
roadblock. He w as later released w ithout charge,
Ms Kondwani Mtawali and Ignatius
kanyenganibeta were apparently detained on suspicion
of possessing pro-multi-party literature. Earlier,
in the third week of May. police had
attempted
to arrest Kennedy M.sonda. a senior executive
of Old Mutual. They arrested his brother by mistake, giving Kennedy Msonda the chance to fiee
the country. His brother was later released.

Lilongwe.

dozens

employees of Old Mutual InCompany in Blantyre were tirrested in

Club

on May 10.
apparently because he was
suspected of having made remarks in favour of
a
multi-party system. C'harles Kabuzi Mkandawire. who works for Marie Stopes International, a family planning organisation, was arrested at his Blantyre home on about May 22.
Apparently he was suspected of having a copy
of the bishops' pastoral letter or other multiparty literature.

a

It is notable that many of those arrested have
connection with communications or infomia-

technology. As well

the member of the
computer section, they are
as

dent

(Aleke Banda is

—

the

name

Banda, who

is

not related to the Presi-

common

in Malawi). Aleke

adopted by Amnesty International as a prisoner of eonseienee, was
finally
released from Mpyupyu Prison on July 10 1992.
In

was

most cases,

however, it is unclear whether

there is

even

ment.

The Preservation of Public

this

Oimsy legal basis for imprisonSecurity

Regulations,

allow for indefinite deten-

tion without trial
anyone

deemed

However, in

a

by presidential order of
threat to national security.
speech on Independence Day.
a

July 6. President Banda stated that only II
people were held as political prisoners —
presumably referring to those formerly detained
on an indefinite basis underthe
Regulations. The
Regulations allow the police to detain someone
for up to 28 days if they suspect that there may
be a basis for them being detained under a
presidential order. However, many of those arrested have been held for
so

longer than 28 days,

their detention would appear to

be unlaw ful.

Although there has been a significant increase in political aiTests in recent months, such
cases are not just a recent
phenomenon. For example. .Shubert Nyirongo from Riimphi in the
Northern Region was arrested in February 1992
after

casual remark in

in fax our
w ithout
charge at Mzuzu Prison. S.C. Mwanza. the Disof a

a

a

groeerx' store

multi-party system. He is still held
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irict Commissioner for Ntcheu.

CODESRIA

Vacancy Announcement
The Council for the

Development of Social
(CODESRIA),
based in Dakar, invites applications from experienced African social scientists for the post
of Deputy Executive Secretary in charge of
Science Research in Africa

Publications.
The Members of the Executive Secretariat
work

as a

team, of which each member may

be

setting up and managing research
programmes and projects (including the writing of research and funding proposals, and
coordinating, evaluating and writing reports of
research programmes), editing and publishing, and promoting working relations within the
social science community in Africa and elsewhere, as well as administration within the
secretariat office.
Qualifications
Candidates must have acquired post-graduate
qualifications in any of the social sciences and
be fully fluent in English and French; have significant experience in social science research
and training, as well as research programme
management, supervision and reporting; have

December 1990 because he

was

arrested in

suspected of
favouring a multi-party system. He is held
without charge in Maula Prison. In January
1992, three youths from Karonga. Daniel
was

Phakati. Martin Mbewe and Felix Beieke

Nwakikunga. were arrested after performing a
play which was regarded as politically subversive. Felix Nwakikunga was later released but
Daniel Phakati and Martin Mbewe
to

are

believed

have remained in detention.

Legal Repression
In the

past, the general climate of intimida-

tion and fear has deterred

lawyers from applying to the courts in castes of unlawful detention.
Malawi has two parallel judicial systems. The
conventional system, with the High Court and
Court of Appeal at the apex, generally conforms
to international standards of judicial independence and fair trial. However, the few political

cases

which have

come to

trial have been

heard

The level of remuneration shall be dependent
on the experience and qualifications of sue-

by "traditional" courts, where judges are
directly answerable to the Life-President, the accused are not allowed legal representation and
sometimes may not even call witnesses in their
defence, and nomial rules of procedure and
evidence are disregarded. All capital cases are
heard by the "traditional courts" and Amnesty
International is currently awtire of 45 prisoners

cessful

under sentence of death after unfair trials.

made

substantial contribution to the production of social scientific knowledge in Africa;
a

have experience in publishing,
tribution of publications.

editing and dis-

Conditions of Service

applicants, and shall be comparable
in other international
organisations, in the region of US dollars
25,000-32,605 basic salary per annum.
Settlement allowance, tax exemption, post-adjustment allowance, school allowance and
contribution to pension and health schemes
are also provided.
The initial contract will be for a period of three
years, with the possibility of renewal once.
Mode of Application
Applicants should send a letter ot application
and provide detailed curriculum vitae, describing the content of their training and work experience; arrange for three references, ot
which at least two must be from people in
with that ot similar posts

countries other than the

one

in which the ap-

plicant is a citizen and/or presently resides:
provide 3-4 samples of their published work as
well as samples of publications they have
edited.
All references

are

to be sealed and sent direct-

ly to CODESRIA by the referees.
Communications should be sealed, marked

"Application", and addressed to;
The President, Executive
CODESRIA

Committee,

Box 3304, Dakar/Senegal
Closing Date
The closing date for applications is 31 October
1992. Applications received after this date will
not be considered.
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Chakufwa Chihana’s

was

believed to be the

first

political case to come before the High Court
since the I96()s. The government's attitude to
the court's

rulings is thus an important test of its
that it respects the rule of law. In
practice, the authorities failed repeatedly to
produce Chakufwa Chihana in court, denied him
basic human rights of access to legal council and
family, held him unlawfully for more than three
months and then, when he was at last lawfully
charged and released, they promptly rearrested
him. Thus at every stage the behaviour of the
authorities has been in open defiance of the
authority of the courts and the rule of law'.
it should be added that the charges against
Chakufwa Chihana. which each carry a maximum penalty of five years' imprisonment, do not
constitute recognisably criminal offences, since
they relate solely to his non-violent advocacy of
a multi-party political system. Amnesty International regards Chakufwa Chihana as a prisoner
of conscience and is calling for his immediate
release and the withdraw al of all charges against

assurances

him.

Di.ssent in the
Students at the
among

L'niversity

University of Malawi were
the first to endorse publicly the criticisms

♦

of the government

made by the Roman Catholic
bishops. In March there were demonstrations at
ait three branches of the university: Chancellor
College in Zomba, Blantyre Polytechnic attd
Bunda Agricultural Col lege near Li:k)ngwe. The
government has for marry years been wary of the
threat of criticism from within the academic

community. In 1983 four students were detained
w ithout
chairge for a year on suspicion of organising a political party.
Jack Mapanje. head of the English department at Chancellor College, was detained
without charge or explanation from' 1987 to
1991. as was former English lecturer. Blaise
Machila. between 1988 and 1991. Four students
were

expelled from Chancellor College in 1989

for their contributions to
which

a

student newsletter

regarded as subversive. In 1991. a
lecturer in the law department was detained for
a few days after he had written to the
press
criticising a law which forbids women from
wearing trixisers.
was

é

amnesty
international

A demonstration

by Chancellor College stugreeted with cautious
tolerance on the part of the police, possibly because of the presence of a lorry-load of soldiers
who shouted their support for the students and
the Roman Catholic bishops.
The government reacted to a further
demonstration the following day by closing the
college. When it reopened in late April it was
promptly clo.sed again after a further student
protest. Students retuming to the college are
being required to sign an undertaking not to
engage in political activity.
In Blantyre on March 17. police responded to
a student demonstration by raiding donnitaries
at the polytechnic, and arresting up to 75 students, many of whom may have played no part
in the protests. Amnesty International received
reports of severe heatings of students at Chichiri
pri.son, and Chilomoni and Ndirande police
posts. Two student union officials. Samuel
dents

on

May 15

was

Mkandawire and Kenneth (lovati,

were

also

alleged to have been tortured by having their
genitals squeezed. There were persistent reports
that six people including students, were tortured
to death in police custody and their bodies later
delivered to Blantyre city mortuary, where they
remained unidentified for several weeks.
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Amnesty Inlcmational lias not been

establish the identities of the six

or

were

released. Twelve students arrested

.March 17.

on

later

including Samuel Mkandawire and Kenneth
w ere charged w ith public order offences
arising out of the demonstration and released on
bail. Their case has not yet been tried. An initial
hearing of the ca.se was postponed, apparently

Govati.

because Samuel Mkandawire

pear

was

Amnesty International’s Recommendations

how

they died. Most of those arrested

unfit to ap-

bectiuse of torture.

Amnesty International has welcomed a number of steps taken by the Malawian Government to
improve respect for human rights, notably the release of uncharged political detainees — possibly more than 60 since the beginning of 1992 — and the opening of prisons to inspection by
the International Committee of the Red Cross. The announcement by President Banda of the
creation of a review tribunal chaired by a High Court judge to review the cases of remaining administrative detainees is also a welcome reform. However. Amnesty International considers that
these steps fall far short of what is required to guarantee respect for human rights. In particular.
Amnesty International is calling on the Malawian Government:
to release all prisoners of conscience, that is all those imprisoned tor their non-violent political. religious or other beliefs:
to lift legal restrictions on the Jehovah's Witnesses and on independent political or trade union
bodies, in order that their members or adherents should not face imprisonment:
to ensure that all those arrested tor political reasons are charged with recognisably criminal
offences and brought to trial promptly and fairly;
to repeal those provisions of the Penal Code and the Preservation of Public Security Regulations creating offences such as publishing information “harmful to the good name of Malawi",
which serve to make the non-violent expression of conscientiously-held views a crime or allow
•

The Keuction of the International

Community

•

The situation in Malaw i has been of serious

human

rights organisations for many
years. However, it is only relatively recently that
these concerns have found an echo in the public
attitudes of gov ernments w Inch have significant
bilateral relations with .Malaw i. Representations
from the European Community governments
and the United States appear to ha\e played a
pan in securing the release of nearly RO political
concern to

detainees in

•

•

for indefinite detention w'tnojt trial:
•

and

impartial court, to release prisoners of conscience, including Orton and Vera Chirwa,
opposition Malawi Freedom Movement, who are serving sentences imposed
by the "traditional courts", and to commute the sentences of < Ifacing the death penalleaders of the

IfWI. in December I9dl. these

joint demarche to the
calling for the release of
political detainees, inspection of the country 's
prisons by the Inteniational Committee of the
RcM Cross (ICRC). freedom of expression and
progress towards a multi-party political system.
Developments since December IWI show
governments made a

ty;

.Malaw ian authorities,

that the Malaw ian Government is

not

Chakufwa Chihana's case

place
In

w

hich

was

were

a number of political
released — [wssibly as many as

.sO. In June 1992

eight detainees were released
from Mikuyu Prison, including Machipisa Munthali. w ho had been held for 27 years, and Danny
(Goodluck) Mhango. detained in apparent
reprisal for the writings of his exiled journalist
brother. In his Independence Day speech on July
6 1992. President Banda slated that the government held only 11 political detainees and announced that

a

tribunal chaired

by

a

High Court

judge woidd review their cases in future. The
figure of 11 detainees presumably referred to
those held under indefinite presidential detention orders, although this is impossible to ascertain with certainty since there is no legal requirement that the names of detainees be published.
Later the same week a further nine long-temi
detainees
known

.24

were

was

released, of whom the best

Aleke Banda,

a

to issue clear

public instructions forbidding tort-.m» x. vn jei, inhuman or degrading treatment
punishment by police c: prison offic:.-' ^
to ensure that all death; “ cirstody art promptly investigated by an independent judicial
authority as provided bv
-■ !“quests Act:
to ensure that the cm,::!.; as and practices in Malawian prisons are brought into line with the
provisions of »'le United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, for
ex.ample
forbidding the use of corporal punishment, leg-irons and the dark cell":
to establish an independent judicial commission of inquiry into the cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment of prisoners, notably in the "hard-core programme" whereby prisoners at
Nsanje and Dzeleka Prisons are severely beaten, chained naked to the ground and denied
food (described in detail in Amnesty International's March 1992 report. Malawi: Prison Conor

•

•

•

ditions. Cruel Punishment and Detention Without Trial);
•

to establish an

independent judicial commission of inquiry into the deaths of more than 40
people at the hands of law enforcement officials in the course of disturbances in Blantyre on
May 6 to 7, 1992.

due to take

May 6.
January 1992

on

detainees

•

indifferent

international

opinion. It has agreed to ICRC
inspection of its prisons and has stated that \ isits
are to begin in August 1W2. On the other hand,
the gosermnent continues to refuse access to
human rights numitoring organisations. Amnest\ International w'as not given pemiission to visit
the country to attend the High Court hearing of
to

to abolish the powers of the traditional courts" to try political and capital offences, to guarantee that all those charged vv;: i such offences have their cases heard before an independent

former secretary-

general of the .MCP. .Also released were
Sikweyu Banda, detained since 1979
because he was suspected of sending intomiation to exiled government opponents, and Ow en

Tukukani

Jumo.
another

fonner driver who had worked tor

a

disgraced MCP secretary-general, also

held since 1979. .Ml these releases

are

welcome.

However, the claim that the Malawian Govern-

only holding eleven detainees is exlight of the scores — if not

ment was

traordinarx in the
hundreds

—

dent Banda's

arrested in the weeks before Presi-

speech. Only one or two appear to
charged with ain offence.
When the consultative group of Malawi's
principal aid donors met in Paris on May 11.
1992. to review the government's human rights
record, they also took into considertition the
threats against the Roman Catholic bishops and
other critics of the government's human rights
record and the killing of more than 40
have Ix'en

demonstrators in

Blantyre.

authorities' defiance of the
of Chakufw

a

as

w'ell

courts over

as
the

the
case

Chihana. The consultative group

decided to

suspend all non-humanitarian
development aid to Malaw i for six months conditional upon the government making significant improvements in respect for human
rights.
.Amnesty International takes no position tm
this decision to suspend aid to Malawi and make
its resumption conditional tipon human rights
improvements. .Asa matter of general policy, the
organisation neither advocates nor opposes
sanctions or embargoes of development aid or
investment to countries w here human rights are
violated. However. .Amnesty International is
concerned that all governments which have
bilateral relatitvns with Mtilawi should press the
authorities there to take immediate steps to end
human rights violations as set out below.*
.S.Vl’K.VI .SHITItMliliK. 1992
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SOUTH AFRICA FILE
C()NFERP:NCE on south AFRICA: which way forward?
Chcrlv Hendricks
.SOI ITILKN .M-'RK'.A Political

Series (SALES) Trust, in

Economy

conjunction with the

Association of African Political Science

five-day conference on South
Africa: Which Way E'orwaid'.’, at the Ritz Hotel
in ('ape Town, from August 18 to 22. 1992. The
conference was attended by approximately 100
persons consisting of South African scholars, a
delegation from AAPS continental and adelegation from the regional network of SALES.
Amongst the prominent persons at the conference were. Pallo Jordan. Dikgting Moseneke.
Richtird Dudley. Mamphela Rainphela. Morley
(A.M'S). held

objective research, there was honest research.
Secondly, that they must be independent but not

the

irresponsible.

serted that ihe government
w as not tibout to negotiate

Vincent noted that certain

a

concepts have become household expressions,
even w ithin circles of people hardly describable

itsell'out of pow er and

us

right wing. Majority rule, for example, acornconception of democracy becomes ‘group
domination', minority veto becomes ‘the
protection of minorities’. Similarly. White access to rtpportunilies is referred to as 'merit'

tion movement to dissolve

mon

itself

whilst for Blacks it is ‘affirmative action'. From
tik.' delilxu'ations at the conference, it was clear

Nkosi. Mu.xe Nkondo. Neville Alexaniler. Sam

that there

Nohitshungu. Bernard Magubane. Abdoulaye
Bathily, Peter Anyang' Nyong'o. Ciilbert

added

Muitcmia and Walter Kamba.
The Liiliire of South .M'rica
I he conference

was

intended to launch AAPS

and SALES in South Africa, to mobilise African

academics and to

organise research and publica-

tions centred atxtund South African themes. It at-

tempted to capture the transition that is unfolding in South Africa, by analysing and discussing
the political and constitutional process, the land
question, stx ial development, gender and the international context. It provided the opportunity
for African scholars to present
search,

to

rlebtite

on

theiron-going re-

the future of South Africa

develop African scholarship. This is seen
interventionist step on the part of
SAPES/A APS. It serves to aililress the legacy of

and to
as a

necessary

Bantu education which has meant

is

virtually

synonymous

sities. It also

ser\ es to counter

dencies that has

that academia

with White univermainstream ten-

pervtided. and sometimes

hegemonised. academia in South Africa.
At the ofllcial opening on the 18th. Vincent
Maphai gave a welcoming speech. Ibbo Mandaza introduced S.VPES and Alxloulaye Bathily
introduced AAPS. Vincent Maphai (chairperson
of SALES (South Africa)

remarketl that inferior

suppression of independent
critical thought by the state and mtiny educational institutions, are largely responsible fortheculture of self-censorship that has come to characterise intellectuals in the Black community.
Those who were courageous know first-hand
education and the

w

hat

costs

had to be carried for

a

critical inde-

pendent mind. He stated that the cornerstones of
the success of African scholars are firstly, that
their integrity and credibility should remain
beyond reproach — that although there was no

S.M'KM ,SKI’I [:MBHR. 1992

questionable key

impasse. Conimeiitiiig
tlie prohlems. he as-

on

complex mix of people which
diversity of opinions and debate
w hich w as prevalent during the conference. 1 he
mix consisted of academics and practitioners,
persons with different ideological tendencies,
pragmatists and persons from the rest of the
region, males and females, the young and elderly scholars.
There were 24 papers presented at the conference. The papers comprised a range of
theoretical, empirical and policy orientated
w;is a

the

to

studies.
The Political Process

panel dealing w ith the political process,
pessimistic view of the future of South
Africa could be discerned from the panelists.
Vincent Maphai's paper analysed the period
1990 to (he present. He noted that both the ruling
National Party and the ANC believed that the
country had reached a stalemate but that this perception was not shared by the grassroots. This
led to the latter view ing negotiations as capitulation. He also argued that the .ANC was at a disadvantage from the beginning of the negotiations process. It was forced into a terrain it understood least against a powerful, manipulative
and experienced player, the NP w hich. as a result
took the initiative, thereby reducing the .ANC' to
a reactive agent. He concluded by stating that,
In the

a

definite

in the short term, if aconstitutional settlement
reached, the resultant government
a

is

is likely to lx-

de facto coalition with constraints on the

amount

of restructuring

it

may

Kehia Shubane's paper

undertake.

it

was

tance

so

that it could

Ei

un-

remained unaccounted for.

dealing with the constitutional process.
major differences
in the pioposal put forward by the government
and the .VNC with regard to itxtal government.
He argued th;it the major difference relates to a
federal versus a unitary state, the latter being
proposed by the .\NC. fhe NB's proposals, furthermore, advocate greater weight to Ihe votes
of property owners and rate payers. It also
proposes the establishment of neighbourhood
councils which could acquire autonomous

certain local matters, a mechanism
designed to protect ‘minority domination'.
power over

Policy Options
Bethuel Setai. Patrick Ncubc and

Nicky Mor-

which highlighted the
and proposed possible
policy options. Patrick noted that there is a
problem of popular demands on limited available resources. Basic to the argument of his
paper is that hard political decisions w ill have
to be made by a popularly elected government.
Nicky Morgan, looking at the infonnal sector. argued that participation w ithin this sector is
not only consistent with racial economic

gan presented papers
economic status quo

stratification, but reinforces those patterns.

It
precludes Blacks from challenging White husiness for they are not able to exploit their internal opportunities, unless deliberate efforts are
made to strengthen this sector.
The Land

racial and democratic state

of

da and that it forced the

time for the libera-

Tho/amile Botha outlined the

and

political agengovernment to negotiate

I

N

tliat

In

dealt with the

the

hH

dergo a process of
‘ideological purification'.
In the discussion, people pointed to the hick
of an analysis of resistance in the papers, fhere
w as a definite
gtip in the presentation as HernartI
Magubane's paper ended in 1910 whilst Kehia
and Vincent's paix'is dealt with the current
periotl. Thus. 80 years of repression ami resis-

strengths and weaknesses of the liberation
movements. He contended that the major
strengths of the movement were that it sueceeded in placing its rhetoric of a unitary, nonon

p''

Question, (iender and Politics

The

panels on the land question and gentler
politics highlighted the need for more re-

search in these
that there is
race,

a

areas.

Desiree Lewis contended

need to

class and

have centralised

explain the power nexus
gender as mainstream critics
Western. White

or

miildle-
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.

Sam

Nolutshungu argued that South Africa,

in the international context, was trying to assert
its interest in the world from the very fact of its

dependence

the West which it accepted
even sought to augment.
This illustrated that within a dependent relationship a whole range of bargaining relationships
could exi.st that provided scope for the gaining
and exercise of power. Furthemiore, he conon

whole-heartedly and

tended that South Africa's

foreign policy owed

success

in the field of

deal to the fact that
it was a White state that was being defended for
which the public in the dominant countries had
a great deal of
sympathy. A Black-skinned
government is not likely to attract either as much
investors’ confidence or popular sympathy from
a great

the West.
At the

Patrick Ncuhe

addressing the conference, with Paul Jourdan and Bethuel Setai in the hack-

ground
class

experiences, projecting their First world
experiences as the norm, thereby marginalising
Black or working class women. She questioned
tenns such as "womanism" and “motherism”

stating that they tend to deny the significance of
gender and implicitly or explicitly give priority
to national and racial solidarity. Lulu
Gwagwa
akso pointed to the need for more policy oriented
researe'h in relation to

.Social

gender issues.

showed how education in Kwa Zulu is

being
parly-political views, especially those of Inkantha. The paper gave a
detailed description of how Inkantha has sueceeded in gaining, through a system of
patronage and coercion, control over the
used to propagate

schools in Kwa Zulu and the consequent strug-

gles which have emerged in challenging this
status

quo.

Job

Development

In the

panel on social development, attention
paid to the education crisis, the health sector and human
resource planning.
Blade
Nzimandegave an illuminating paper on the impact of violence in Natal on education. He
was

Mokogoro argued that the civil ser\ ice is
excessively politicised on a party-political basis
and that it needed to be subjected to a prix'ess of
rationalisation, reorientation and retraining.
There

that

was

more

also

a

need for aflimiative action

Blacks and

women

so

could be incor-

closing session, reports on the
workshops held during the conference to determine research priorities for South Africa, were
given. It was decided that seven projects would
be embarked upon. These projects would deal
with the following themes:
1.
State and Democracy
2.
Perspective on Constitutionalism
3.

The

Economics

of

Transition

to

DemtK'racy
4.

The Land Question

5.

Gender and Polities

6.

Social

7.

International Issues

Policy

A book containing some of the papers
presented at the conference will be published in
January 1993.
The conference proved to be successful in
drawing together a range of African people to

debate the future of South Africa and
in and promote

to

engage

further research. ♦

porated into the civil .service.
] Clieiiy Hendricks is

a

Political Scientist and

i Secretary of SAFES South Afriea
I

MONOGRAPHS NOW AVAILABE
The Structural Adjustment

Programme in Zambia: Lessons from Experience — Allast Mwanza
Adjustment Programme in Malawi: A Case of Successful Adjustment?— Ben Kaluwa
Structural Adjustment in a Socialist Country: The Case of Tanzania — Ibrahim Shao
Zimbabwe’s Structural Adjustment Programme: The First Year Experience — Phineas Kadenge
The Structural

Enquiries to:
SAFES Books
95 Flarare Street

P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant
Flarare
Phone:726060
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Shadrack B.O. Giitto
KCOLOGICAI-

AND

environmental

problems in Africa are mainly social, although
many of their manifestations are classified as
“natural". Thus the common impression one
gets about Africa is that it is prone to environmental catastrophes and disasters that are natural
where the concept
and not people-made
"people-made" is used to denote acts and omissions by conscious and able-bodied human
beings.
Rain and Sun
When

heavy rains fall, flooding disasters are
are followed by long

declared. When these
sunny

periods, there is drought disaster. Hunger

and starvation hit millions of human and other

natural lives in

heavy rain and strong sunny
periods. Siltation along rivers, soil erosion, even
desertification, are recorded. Why the plentiful
waters during the rainy seasons are not harnessed and controlled

.so as to

contributions.
When the World Commission

and

Development

say

on

Environ-

that, "... economics

and

ecology must be completely integrated in
decision-making and law-making processes not
just to protect the environment, but also to
protect and promote development" (WCED:
1987, 37) for Africa, they should have stressed
that good politics is a precondition for their
recommendation to be of any use. There is underdevelopment of productive capacity in Africa
but this is not so simply because of “natural"
factors. Even where the potential capacity exists
or is attained, it still requires responsible politics
to make people take and defend positive initiatives.
But Africa’s

ecological and environmental
only those associated with rain
and sun. The management of rain is in reality the
problems

are not

S.M’IM SKPI
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rural

as

well

as

in urban centres. Poor and op-

pres.sed people who

are

the largest majority in

Africa's urban centres do not have

access

to

enough clean w ater. Yet their numbers are swelling and will continue to swell. In rural areas, ineluding rural Bantustans in apartheid South
Africa, where the majority of Africa’s populations are concentrated, it is many times worse.
Huge foreign debts are incurred in the name of
the people by greedy and irresponsible
politicians and bureaucrats for so-called rural
water projects which, because they do not involve the people in planning and implementation. become “white-elephants" (Tlierkildsen:

majority to

and vegetation for fuel, furdepleting production activities
such as overgrazing. As the former chief justice
of Zimbabwe once remarked, mere punitive
legal sanctions cannot resolve such obvious social dangers to ecological balance and the environment;

The

caught between two
and
the need to do justice to society as well as
to the offender
What does a magistrate do when he has
been informed that the man appearing
before him has nothing to eat... The hard
fact is that most people we deal with are
poor pea.sant farmers... They have to eat.
They are in need of food. They need
firewood and everything else. They break
laws, which in any event, they do not
courts

Pollution

know

Equally problematic in the area of water is the
actual pollution, by the oppressed social groups,
because they are denied adequate sanitation and
by profit-hungry industrialists and state
enterprises. Eor example, Kafue River in Zambia is choking with industrial effluents from the
plant of Nitrogen Chemical of Zambia (fertilizer). Kafue Textiles of Zambia and Bata Shoe

coastal

towns

others (Sunday
pollution along the

and cities in Africa from sewage

discharges, industrial effluents, oil spillage by
oil tankers and similar pollutants, is escalating
(Bryceson et al: 1990. 3-1.3). And even worse is
to be expected if the plan by big industrialists to
make the sea the main dumping site, is allowed
to

continue (Sullivan: 1991.7).
.Social

perhaps
leading ecological and environmental problems facing Africa. They are partly the
result of our inability to manage water resources
which can be utilised to grow vegetation cover
to the soil. However, the greatest danger to trees,
grass and other vegetation, is direct destructive
utilisation by locals and foreigners
mainly
major economic interests from the West. Some
of the best trees in Africa are plundered for tintber. a lot which are used in Europe (Science
Africa. Nov 1990. 22). Extreme degrees of social inequality and deprivation force the poor
some

of the

are

understand...

cannot

240.
Yet

find that

costly good intentions
develop electricity and irrigation are
sabotaged by non-accountable w'long scientific
we

even

to

assessments

Inequality and .lustice

Deforestation and desertification

or

succeeded in encouraging
hungry people to starve to death in order
to pre.serve wild animals. People will not
stop cutting trees to get firewood if there
is nothing else to makefile with.
To succeed in the conservation of our
natural resources, we must plan for rural
economic growth.
The rural population nui.st be removed
from its depressing environment. There
must be something to burn instead of
felled trees. (Dumbutshena: I9H5. 22Laws

among

News. Jan 13, 1991). Marine

arc

needs: the need to preserve resources

1988. 16-18).

Company Tannery,

use trees

niture and other

minimise their

negative effects during the rainy seasons and to
help mitigate the effects of drought, is hardly put
in the forefront. The reality is that a true private
investor would certainly rather put his or her
money in contracts for the supply of drought or
Hood relief business rather than worry about
devising measures for short or long term control
and management of rain water. Here we see how
ecological problems associated with rain and
sun are in reality political, as they require political action that can then provide the space for
economic, legal, and other fonns of scientific

meni

management of water. We have more than
enough water in Africa and yet Africa lacks
clean drinking, washing and cooking water, in

and advice from Western consult-

ancles linked to

development assistance finanwas the case, for example,
with regard to the Stiegler Gorge's multipuipose
dam project in Tanzania (Havnevik: 1988, .10.^309) This goes on despite, and in reality within
the context of official policies to incorporate
ecological and environmental considerations in
financing of development projects (Harboe:
1989). In the area of ecological and environmental problems connected with animals or game,
Africa is becoming a real disaster area, particularly when looked at in the context of human
rights. Africa is famous for its wildlife, thanks
to past social practices of the indigenous people

cial institutions. This
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such

as the Maasai in Kenya and Tanzania
(Parkipiiny: 1983, 182-184).

About Wildlife And "Poachers"
Africa's economic and trade relations with

Europe and

some parts

of Asia before the 2()th

century, however, set a trend of plunder and
much destruction of Africa's game or

animals. The

ivory trade

was as

wild
infamous as the

slave trade. With colonisation and the dislocation of the African

phase in the
introduced. Sports
“professional" hunting was intromasses, a new

destruction of game was

hunting

or

duced and resiricted

to

the colonial invaders

—

the

European men. Commercial tourism, which
by itself need not be a problem, became a
problem to the local people whose natural
habitat

were

transformed into restricted animal

reservations. Thus, where

antagonistic relations
people and wildlife were not
pronounced before, colonialism has made it very
antagonistic and neocolwiialism has continued
between the

to

make matters

worse.

Illustrations of the chaos in

policies adopted
Kenya and Zimbabwe will underscore the point 1 am
making here. In Zimbabwe,
because of racially discriminatory land policies
used by the colonialists and whose basic features
;uid used in

have

on

human rights

been altered since

independence in
poaching is a problem. The
criminals who organise and sponsor poaching
hire the poor and deprived to carry out their mission. Instead of dealing with the.se spon.sors and
those who operate the markets for game
products, the political regime not only concentrates its legal and coercive machinery on the
poor but does so with utter contempt of human
life. The security forces are specifically trained
not

Pic: USIS

Ecological and environmental problems have serious implications

1980. international

and ordered

to

"shoot and kill"

charge and try these

—

not to arrest,

operatives in courts of
a very low
estimate of up to 25 of these "poachers" were
murdered by state security forces while only a
relatively small number were taken to court
(Mclvor: 1989, 20-22), In 1990. 14 people were
reported dead (The Herald, Nov 6. 1990.1). The
irony of it is that human rights groups which are
outspoken on other forms of human rights violations in Zimbabwe, hardly ever mention this
type of degenerate way of dealing with conflicts
which have deep rooted social and historical
origins.
same,

if not

worse.

Under

Presidential Decree issued in 1988.

we

timated from

newspaper

38

published official

had

a

es-

murdered every

were

forces

on

month by state security
suspicion that they were "poachers"

much

as

the

Kenyan Somalis in Kenya's Norprovinces (Survival Inter-

theastem and Eastern

national Information Document

1990; Kaif

(Kaif Newsletter. September. 1989). Here too,

Newsletter. December 1989).

the voices of human

Kenya, the masses who are forced
unhealthy slums, were confronted w ith
massive police and military violence in 1990 of
a scale
surpassing the brutalities the people suffered in the hands of the colonial regime. Literally. over I(X) 000 people in Muoroto. Kabagare
and Kangemi slums lost all that they had worked
so hard to own. hundreds were
injured and

rights groups were conspicuously absent. And the killings have continned to this day. No wonder then that the masses begin to view their lives as
being valued less
than those of animals, plants and vegetation.
Neocolonialism and State \ iolence

mere

law. Between 198,3 and 1989 alone,

Kenya is the

reports, that up to an average of 16 ptxrr people

The neocolonial

capitalist official policies of
against the masses in the face of
ecological and environmental disasters in Africa
are not confined to areas of
supposed concent
for "protection" or wildlife alone. The policies
are generalised to other sectors w here the mas.state

violence

ses are seen to

be

some

fonn of a social nuisatice.

Bulldozer-and-guns policies of w hich the apartregime in South Africa has worldwide
fame, is used routinely in Keny a. Zimbabwe and
many other .African countries. The urban poor

heid

and rural poor are pritne targets. The Barabaig
pastoral peasants in Tanzania hat e been under
.state terror (Lane and Pretty : 1990. 117-125;
News from Africa Watch. 12 March 1990)

In Nairobi.

to

live in

scores

lost their lives.

In Zimbabwe, the patterns

of state violence
against the disposed are the same. Famous cases
such

as

The Commissioner of Police Versus

Rensford and

Messenger of Court. Gweru
for the 'squatter"
problem — as the official policy regards the
agrarian and peasant questions. As if Africa does
not have enough social and health problems associated with ecological and environmental
ones, another new and very dangerous front has
recently come to light — the dumping of toxic
(1984)

waste

are

monuments

from the industrial North.

as

S.4PEM September. 1992
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The

international standards but these

ment

Dumping of Toxic Waste

Dangerous and prohibited drugs, including
pesticides, have always been heaped on the continent. Toxic waste dumping can never be justified on the ground that they may have some
minimal positive use value the way dangerous
drugs are sometimes "justified". They are imported to Africa clandestinely under the
authority of criminal and unscrupulous political
leaders and powerful state bureaucrats who are
paid handsome commissions for their part in endangering the ecology and environment of their
respective countries and those of the neighbouring ones. It was estimated that in the two years
between 1986 and 1988.

more

than 3.6 million

of waste

shipments from industrialised
actually dumped in underwith Africa getting a
developed countries
tons

countries

6.

mitigate the generalised impairment of the

7.

are not

istence of international conventions such
Basel Convention (1989) (Mailafia:

as

the

1990),

although not prohibiting such transfers,
regulate and control this practice by the
captains of transnational industries. The sad
thing is that the local legal systems controlled by
which,

does

crooks have been demobilised

same

been able to

or

Shoot-to-Kill and December 1989 On the
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SOCIAL
MOVEMENTS

THE STATE/STUDENT CONFLICT IN ZIMBABWE
Lloyd M. Sachikonye
IT HAS been often said that

drought of 1991-92 did

time in

bates the

a week is a long
is almost an eternity. A
year ago we reported in this column on the palpable euphoria amongst the bourgeoisie and
their ideologues in Zimbabwe. There existed

politics;

a year

much unabashed and uncritical fanfare about the

economic structural

(ESAP)
week
new

at

adjustment

programme

that time. We observed that hardly a

passed by without

shares

on

some company
the stock market.

floating

Trade liberalisation

opened the floodgates for
including .speculative importation of non-essential goods. The advocates of
ESAP who had a monopoly of space in the
all sorts of import.s,

newspapers and of time on the radio and
television network were exultant. As they in-

sisted, the economy

would be in a better shape
by 1995. the deficits would be no more while
Jobs would be plentiful, the country awash with
foreign investment and most citizens would be
a

little richer.

later, the

economy is in its worst
indefiendence. Hardly a week
passes by without a company retrenching
workers. Companies are going to the wall; small
doldrums since

and medium-sized

enterprises have been particularly hit by the astronomical interest rates.
Stock market shares have tumbled.

Even

or-

ganised interest lobbies such

as the Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries (CZl) admit that

ESAP should be revised, at least

as

far

as

the

stringent monetary policy strangulating industry
is concerned. President Mugabe is also belatedly perplexed by the internal contradictions of
ESAP; the IMF
backed monetary pttlicy is
choking instead of spurring growth. Living
standards amongst the working and middle classes plummet while prices and inflation shoot in
the context of de-regulation.
The severe
-

40

not cause but exacer-

economic crisis.

The State Versus Students

This is the broad

context

in which conflict be-

university students and the Zimbabwe
state flared again this year, in May and June. Although clashes between them have become an
annual political ritual since 1988. this year's
confrontation related directly to the impact of
ESAP on students as a distinct social group. As
an editorial in the student
magazine. Focus, latween

mented:

ESAP has

severely affected the student. His
allowance has been heavily eroded by
inflation. Few. if any. will manage to buy
textbooks this year. For students staying off
campus they also have to bear the agony of
everyone else... ESAP tends to mean "Especially Students Are Prone to Suffering" (Focus. Vol.
meagre

fice at the edge of the central square. These city
demonstrations had followed clashes with

police

on

the

campus

following

a

siege of the

campus.
In an apparent concession to an outraged
public opinion, student demonstrations in the
city were allowed. Then came the fateful
Thursday on May 28 w hen a student demonstration became ugly and violent: vehicles and other
property were damaged and by-standers
roughed up. Some 40 .students were arrested, the
Students' Representative Council (SRC)
suspended and the grants of both the arrested and
SRC members withdrawn. Further student

demonstrations in downtown Harare

were

then

banned.
The Issues
What conclusions

can

we

draw

from this

sity of Zimbabwe in .May centred around the size

protracted conflict between the students and the
state in which the latter appeared to have secured
an
advantage, however temporaiy ? Does the
recent phase mark a qualitatively new phase be-

of their allowances

tween

1.1992).
The student

The Current Economic Crisis
A year

current

boycott of classes at the L'niver-

pay-out' as it is often
living in university
residence complained that after other deductions. they had barely ZS200 per term with
which to buy text-books, hand-out material, for
photo-copying and for personal expenses. In a
context of an inllationary rate of above .55 percent and continuous price increases, students
were keenly feeling the pinch as a consequence
or

called. Most students

of eroded grants.
The main

plank of students' demands was
by 45 perby the state
which triggered the student strike which lasted
several weeks. For several days, downtown
that the grants should be increased
cent. It w as largely the slow response

Harare witnessed student demonstrations
characterised
marches to the

by singing, placard waving and
Ministry of Higher Education of¬

We

the student
can

dents and

movement

and the state?

obserse that the clashes between
state

stu-

authorities between 1990 and

1992 revolved around issues which

feet students. The
Amendment and the

directly afLhiiversity of Zimbabwe
Higher Education Council

Acts of 1990 curtailed academic freedom ;iikI

university autonomy. Specifically, the University Amendment Act conferred power tt> the
Vice-Chancellor to sack any student, lecturer or
worker without any obligation to provide
reasonable justification, introduced a disciplinary system for staff and stmlents that did not
posse.ss any legal safeguards to ensure that justice w as done and made the appointment of the
Vice-Chancellor and certain key officials of the
university's administrative structure a government prerogative.
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Tcacliing staff and students were unanimous
condemning the undermining by the state of a
major corporate civil society institution in Zimbabw'c. A number of teaching staff resigned from
the university in opposition to the increased state
control of the university. Ironically, it was to
ilcfuse the recent contlict over grants that some
provisions of the Amendment Act were invoked
against the students leading to a counter student
challenge in legal courts against those
provisions. As the Dean of the Faculty of Law,
Kempton Makamure argued recently:
in

'The staff

are so

alienated from the students

that

they are prepared to use the UZ Amendment
Act against them. This is a dangerous position.
Today it will be used against students. But
tomorrow it will be u.sed against academic staff."
The seeds of

polarisation between some staff
certainly sown during the
recent conllict. It has the effect of weakening the
cohesion of the university against legislation
which erodes its autonomy. The financial
leverage of the state over the university has been
strengthened further by "disciplinarian powers"
which can be invoked against expressions of
anti students

were

Pic: Ziana

Placard-wielding university students

The Student Movement

—

academic freedom and democratic protest.

although students still spoke
forcefully on national and international issues,
the focus on domestic campus issues might limit
their attention to introspective concerns. The
condemnat ion of ESAP and handling of the food
situation in the context of the current drought
Furthermore,

was

subordinated to the issue of their grants.

Certainly, the capacity of the student movement
to undertake a sustained campaign against a parlicular state policy appears to be somewhat
limited.
Another

conllict

aspect that emerged as critical in the
that of public relations: neither state

was

authorities

nor

students could afford to alienate

public opinion for long. The base of public
goodwill for student demonstrations in
downtown Harare began to dwindle following
the violence in which non-students reportedly
also participated in. The exploitation of those
disturbances in the city centre by state
authorities was obvious. The credibility of
students' opposition to specific state policies and
the projection of their pailicular grievances rest
on a coherent critique and their fimi but disciplined expression through demonstrations and
other forms of protest. That capacity had been
well demonstrated in the 1991 demonstrations

against the UZ Amendment Act.

sang

and danced during the demonstration

Its Limitations

They have let past democratic victories go to
They became disrespectful of
university staff. When there was good purpose
to do so. they did not discuss with the Association of University Teachers (AUT). That is one
reason
why the Senate was alienated form the
students this time round. The student leadership
failed to control the hooligan element. If they
want to be taken as legitimate political operators
they must put their house in order.
It may not be the objective of most students
to become ‘political operators' but many would
have been reflecting on the outcome of the
recent contl ict. There is certainly room for more
sophisticated approaches. Such approaches lie
in establishing a coherent network and joint
campaigns between students in the three universities and other tertiary institutions of learning.
It also lies in creating linkages with those classes
the working and peasant classes — whose
plight they constantly highlight in their critique
of state policies. To some extent, it can be said
that ESAPhas had some "levelling effect". Students have seen their material privileges
dwindle and graduate unemployment is no
longer an uncommon phenomenon. At least on
one level, they share a common interest with
these social classes in seeking a more equitable

their heads.
In

sum,

what

dent movement

were

the limitations of the stu-

during the May-June 1992

demonstration and how

can

these be

overcome

in its future

struggles'? We will draw upon the
analysis by students themselves and some teach-

“’S staff. First, it is the opinion ot some students
that the capacity for intellectual atialysis atid
ideological clarity on the part of the student
leadership in the recent crisis was limited. The
objective of the student strike became submerged in the confusion surrounding the organisation of the demonstrations. There was
something akin to nostalgia for the days of the
Mutambara "regime" in 1988-89 when sustained student protests directly led to the establishment of the Sandura Commission into mini¬
sterial

shady deals and other levels of conup-

tion. Second, petty differences between students
over their ethnic and class background undermined cohesion within the student

body. Issues
relating to whether one came from a Shona or
Ndebele background, from the middle class ora

"strictly rural background" (SRB) did not reflect
well

on a

otherwise

student movement committed to

an

progressive agenda. Third, students
developed elaborate alliances and
strategies to sustain their struggles against
specific state policies. .As the Dean of Law we
quoted above explained:
had not

—

social and economic order.
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THEORISING ABOUT GENDER IN SOUTH
AFRICA
Desiree Lewis

FEMINIST THEORY is concentrated

on

androcentric

interpretations and the patriarchal
status vCi'Bo, with conflicts among feminists
taking a definrte second place to the concern
w ith
uniting women in the face of their oppression under patriarchy. Recently, however, and
especially in the United States, controversy
among feminists has acquired a new intensity,
with influential theorists like Gayatfi Spivak
(1987) andTrinh T, Miniidta (1989) challenging
the limitations of dominanJ feminist piaradigims.
Their criticisms stem mainly from sensitivity
to ways in which race and class overlap with
gendered experience. Feminists concerned with
the relativity of gender argue that contrasts like
'women' and 'man' cannot exist independently
of racial, class or regional affiliations: the
gendered social subject is never simply ‘woman’
or ‘man’, but always ‘Black woman’, ‘White
man’, ‘First-world middle-class woman’, and so
on.

The power nexus of race, class and gender has
been adequately explained by mainstream

not

paradigms. Developed mainly in First-world
and by middle-class critics, these have
tended to be both oppositional (antagonistic to
the patriaa'hal status quo and androcentric interpretations) and accommodative (perpetuating
contexts

views about non-Westem

‘others’).

Mainstream critics have centralised Western,
White

or

middle-class

experiences, projecting

the circumstances of non-Westem, Black

or

working-class women as aberrant or marginal.
Black, working-world women are somehow
seen as

deviant

or

inferior, and it is assumed that

first-world situations

provide norms for defining
and understanding gender politics. Other
women have therefore been silenced as subjects
with the power to speak or interpret, as subjects
with the right and need to develop a self-centred
vision of their experience.

Reconceptualising Terms

Dealing comprehensively with Black
women’s experiences, then, requires some
preliminary reconceptualisation of terms that
are often taken for granted in gender analysis
and women's studies. Although all women

42

might be oppressed as gendered subjects, their
subjection is shaped by distinct patriarchal
structures.

‘Gender'cannot be isolated

as a

dis-

entity; it is a variable modified by odier
forms ofprivilegeorpowerlhat affect individual
experience and identity. ‘Woman', ‘man*,
‘gender’ and 'patriarchy' arc therefore conteictbound categories and must be further qualified
by concepts (for example. Black. White, working-class etc) denoting status and power.
Just as the social category, 'woman' is vari
able, so are women’s struggles and perceptioas
of their personal experiences. Since women of
different class or racial backgrounds do not
shtu'e the same history of oppression, they inevitably define their struggles and goals differently. Because of this, relatively ‘feminist
politics’ becomes extremely difficult to
'measi»e’, and the danger of an inappropriate
appliczKion of a priori models of behaviour is always present. A more sensitive investigative approach would show how gender relations are affected by other power struggles and would also
explore the perceptions of gendered subjects
creet

themselves.

Gender Studies in South ,\frica
In South Africa, where feminist theory has
only recently become academically visible,
debates about feminism and power are largely
undeveloped and have often been actively
resisted. The main obstacle to their development
is that disputes have usually taken the form of
racial antagonisms, with Black women objecting to their misrepresentation by White
feminists. Because racially separatist politics
as early as the 1970s and the first wave of neomarxist scholarship in South Africa — were discredited as false consciousness and political
reaction, all oppositional politics bearing traces
of racial consciousness have

unfortunate resurgence

come to

be

seen as

of primodialism or as
politically and academically suspect.
Underestimating the significance and com¬
plexityofracial oppression inhibits the development of a dynamic feminist practice. Such a
practice could involve more than an 'opposition
to patriarchy’; could ensure that subjects like
an

‘women's studies' would give way to ‘gender
studies'; and would mean that feminist theory'
would no longer simply be ‘something to do
with women's emancipation', but a multi-disciplinary' interest in constmctions of gender in
different contexts and situations. In this context
of growth and the breaking down of boundaries
between disciplines, retreats into spurious constructs of sisterhood and the deliberate curtailment of complexity and difference are both
politically shortsighted and theoretically im-

poverishing.
The critique of dominant feminism can pose
far-reaching challenge to establishing theories
and traditions. Relativising gender identity and
.struggles does not simply mean that another
theoretical strand is appended to an existing
tradition, but that the tradition itself is interrogated. The contextualising of gender, if taken
to its logical conclusion, leads to a reassessment
of established theories, seminal texts, courses
and what are often seen as the ‘basics’ of
feminism and gender studies. The issues raised
in this paper, then, are intended as a starting
point for considering how feminist discussion
could substantively accommodate the different
interests, levels and concerns of a diversity of
a

women.

Theory and .Misrepre.sentation in South
Africa
At the centre of theoretical debates about

gender in South Africa is the question of the
status of Black women in political struggles. It
is generally acknowledged that, since the 19,‘iOs.
with the first

wave

of concerted resistance to

apartheid law.s. Black women’s political behaviour manifested

an

increase in racial and

class consciousness. Feminist consciousness,

however, has been

.seen as vacillating, unclearly articulated and — according to some commentators
undeveloped (See Walker; 1982
—

and Hassim:

The

1991).

reason

for these tentative and

pessimis-

tic views stems from the complex intertwining
of race, class and gender. In contexts where op-

pression takes a variety of fonns. and where the
subjection of individuals derives from different
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and exploitation, it becomes
extremely difficult to specify any single fonn of
oppression as dominant. It also becomes very
easy to conclude that gender struggles — because they are so bound up with other political
struggles — are vague or absent.
Unlike many women's organisations in the

One of the most

First world. Black women's movements in

narratives of

relations of power

South Africa
race

rarely evolved independently of

and class mobilisation. The situation is not

peculiar to South Africa: it is

a

trend in other

Third-world and African contexts marked

by
oppression. Never
articulated as opposition to

colonial, racial and class

dynamic unionists in South
played a central
role in the founding of COSATU. Diana Russel's
Lives of Courage (1989) includes the tesAfrica is Emma Mashinini. who

timonies of

women

activists who assumed the

as male activists in the
197()s and I98()s. while the autobiographical

same

responsibilities

women like Poppie Nongema (Die
Swerfjare van Poppie Nongema). Sindiwe
Magona (To My Children's Children) and Ellen
Kuzwayo (Call Me Woman) identify the significance of women's participation in public and
political affairs.

♦

Critics,

depending on their political affiliainteiposed the situation differently:
‘womanisni' a tenn coined both by Nigerian
feminist Chikwenye Ogunyemi (1985) and by
Alice Walker (1984). extols the image of the
.strong and active female figure. 'Motherism'. a
term defined by American sociologists and
recently deployed locally (see Julia Wells: 1991)
interrogates the double bind in which women

tion. have

bear the burdens of

men.

but receive

nition for it. Both these terms
broad patterns

are at

no

recog-

the center of

of thinking on gender and

w'oinen

originating in or
patriarchal power or ideology, women's movements have usually sprung from and fiKused on
racial or class oppression.
Women's

political activity, then, has often

located in

been

a

masculinist Tiational'

liberatory struggle and perceived as part of its
history. As shall be shown, however, it would be

misleading to conclude that gender oppression
was

never

an

issue for Black South African

that women's

political mobilisation
struggle focused exclusively on race/class
oppression.
One of the most noteworthy and frequently
cited responses among women between the
I95()s and I97()s pivots on their assumption of
women, or

and

'masculine' roles

as

breadwinners, union,

or

political activists. Entering a public world and
assuming roles conventionally associated with
men. many Black women combined involvement in masculine and public affairs with more
conventional feminine roles

as

mothers and

Women

wives.
The

or

racial backgrounds do not share the

same

history of oppression

Family

family is an important site for exploring
dynamic. In her study of township family
dynamics. Catherine Campbell noted that
The

this

women as

of different class

mothers have tended to

assume

the

positions of authority conventionally held by

patriarchs:
It is mothers who often take the

major responsibility for managing the scarce resources available to most working-class families. It is
mothers who take care of family members in
times of crisis
such as sickness, unemployment. old age. detention and soon... It is mothers
that form the emotional nexus of the family.
They mediate ties of loyalty that exist between
family members. It is mothers who coordinate
family decision-making — and mediate between members in the day-to-day business of
living (1990:6).
A similar trend toward empowerment has occurred among women w'orkers and activists.
—
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As has been shown, however, female

em-

has been ambiguous. Campbell, for
example, identifies the limitations on women's
status as strong or 'masculinised' mothers:
"Their power is exercised strictly within the
traditional patriamhal structures. These locate
women's functions within the areas of nurturing
and protecting others, and does not generalise
powennent

from

in the home to

women

world" (1990:

women

in the

10-11). Thus, liberation from

conventional

domesticity and the apparent
authority in the family, in the workplace and as
political activists does not seem to radically
challenge conventional patriarchal relations and
ideology: Women usually retain a subordinate
position in relation to men. and the ideology of
culture in which women's de facto empowerment occurs

locentric.

has remained

emphatically phal-

in

politics. They consequently provide a useful
appraising influential ways of interpreting gender in South African politics.

basis for

‘VVonianisni’ and Power Relations
"Womanism' has
theoretical and

a

more

range of applications in
'common-sensical' com-

mentary on gender and feminism. Frequently

adopted by Black women on the offensive
against eurocentric feminist discourses, it has
tended to deny the significance of gender and
implicitly or explicitly given priority to national and racial solidarity. Conventional definitions
of male authority and female inferiorit\ have
been naturalised, and

w'omen

in their

conven-

tional

supportive roles are enjoined to assist
men's struggles against White oppression.
While it would be misleading to categori.se
womanism too strictly, these trends are at its
core.
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Although the term was coined outside South
Africa, many local commentators draw on its

and class battles, with critics

behaviour. It is therefore ironic that Hassim

evasion of gender

begins her argument by deploring the hegemony

central thesis and

gle in national liberatory rhetoric. However,
most critics of the supportive roles of Black
women are heavily eurocentric and
implicitly
set up inappropriate goals and
strategies for

acknow
so

proposals. Ellen Kuzwayo has
ledged indebtedness to the concept and

have many women

filiated

to

within organisations afgroupings in the national liberatory

movements.

The Black Consciousness Move-

in the

ment

early 1970s

'womanist’ in the
'motherhood

sense

of

avowedly
advocating that

was

|be directed] towards the fulfil-

of the Black

people’s social, cultural,
political aspirations (Rambally.
1977: 109). Many of the ANC Women's
League’s pronouncements on women’s role in
politics have endorsed womanist claims in
focusing on women’s nurturing vis-a-vis Black
mem

economic and

men

other

women.

This perpetuates the inadequacies of
mainstream feminism: a distinct group is singled
out

normative, while other

as

symptomatic of the very iniquities that feminism
contests, since women’s legitimate position is
defined as one of self-sacrifice, nurturing and
supportiveness; the material and emotional oppresiveness of this position is ignored. The
central flaw of womanist thinking is why
race/class politics needs to be separated from
gender oppression, and why the entire network
of oppressive power relations fails to be seen as
the target of resistance.
Tile rhetoric of womanism is
cause

of its focus

women

on

persuasive be-

images of strong Black

and its dellant engagement

with White

racism. But the evidence of Black women’s

strengths

can be ambiguous: women are often
involved in public struggles so that assumptions

about their passivity

and subordinancy appear to
be subverted, while an inferior and supportive
status is prescribed for them and their independence is strictly regulated. It is the contradiction between women’s frequently powerful roles
and their inferior

statuses

that womanism often

tie attempt to acknowledge that other women exhibit self-control and self-knowledge in the
ways they act. that they are not simply
of men or of patriarchal ideology.

‘Motherism’ has also been coined in the US
and has

recently been applied by local critics to
women's politics around the pass laws (Julia
Wells: 1991). 'Motherism’ has been used

as a

per-

ceived need to assist

race

men

in male-centred

pawns

A recent and influential example of this
approach is Shireen Hassim’s Where Have all the

Women Gone? Gender and Politics in South

African Debates (1991). Hassim

judiciously

of male-centred

struggles have been strutby the androcentric codes of
the national liberatory' movement and goes on to
explore how women have covertly resisted this
entrapment by adopting ’strategies of exit’
(1991:6). Manyanos and self-help groups are
cited as typical examples of these exit strategies.
Where Hassim’s argument becomes strained
and heavily prescriptive, however, is in hereon-

analysis. Her

own

view per-

petuates another form of hegemonic
that occludes

important details and

thinking

events.

One way to recover such details and evenis
would be to stress the different and
interlocking

circumstances
ment

surrounding women’s involve-

in male-centered

struggles. While there is
compliance with and acceptance of patriarchal authority, further research could uncover the complex ways in
which women complicatedly negotiate for
power and political leverage. While it would appear that Black South African women have consistently accepted entrenched male-dominated
spaces, or have been complicit with the gender
biases of the national liberatory movement,
there have, as shall be shown, been signs of
women having distinct
agendas that are not
evidence of women’s

reconcilable with men's.
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SADC TO BOOST CULTURAL INDUSTRIES
Stephen J. Chifnnyise

THK RECENT establishment of the

Development Community
(SADC) has created tremendous potential for viable cultural industries in the region. Culture is
one of the most marketable products which are
Southern African

in constant demand if well

prioritised in the

programmes of a people. Indeed,
cultural industries in the Community have the

development

tellectual materials for radio, television and

tablishment of viable cultural
each country
cause

products in
of the Community mainly be-

of free movements of the citizens of the

print media in the SADC.
•

Creation of

that

brings together
national arts and
in the SADC.
Regional cooperation and collective action in
cultural prtxiuction is not possible when the
people of the SADC do not know each other.
Funds will have to be put aside to enable all
a structure

leaders of grassroots and
cultural organisations

Community across their national boundaries.
Work permit regulations have to be reviewed
just the regulations on the extemalisations of
funds earned from artistic perfomiances and
exhibitions.
a structure that will bring
together state cultural institutions in the

capacity to

use natural and human resources
whose transfer across the borders is not only in-

Creation of

expensive but can be done by the ordinary
people in the Community using their grassroots

SADC in order to collaborate in the creation

tions within the

and dissemination of cultural

methods of interaction and

and infomial structures.

Creating

a

Conducive Environment for

Cultural Development
Tliere
be used

are a

number of instruments which

to ensure

can

that culture becomes the most

commodity in the SADC and to
promote the capacity of culture to influence the
economic development of the member states as
well as the well-heing of their people. The following are some of the actions which can be
adopted as instruments for bringing about an environment for viable cultural development in the
available

SADC:
•

Re-organisation of all institutions and organisations responsible for the distribution
and marketing of cultural products in the
SADC in order to merge them and improve
their capability. Tlie re-organisation will also
entail the review of existing national custom
and duty practices that make it difficult for
cross-border distribution and marketing of
cultural products such as films, books,
videos, records, cassettes and other works of

countries within the
Community whose import duty on cultural
products is punitive because these products
are considered as luxury items while in other
countries punitive import duty is used to keep
foreign cultural products out.
Relaxing cross-border travel regulations to
art.

•

There

are

many

enable cultural workers, artists and arts consumers to

travel

easily to different cultural

fe.stivals in different countries of the Com-

munity. The European Economic Community is an excellent example in this regard
where the “festivisation” of Europe has
created tremendous opportunities for the es-
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products.
When properly linked these cultural institutions will be able to devise practical and efficient means of exchanging artistic groups
and organisations of performance tours and
of ptxrling resources needed in the creation
and dissemination of artistic products.
Collaboration among state cultural institutions will also

ensure

the effective

use

of the

existing technical infrastructure needed in
the production and dissemination of cultural
products. The future development of the
cinematographic infrastructure, film production centres, film studio factories for the

production of musical instruments, book
publishing facilities, and television networks
will have to be based

on

collaboration and

cooperative plans devised formally within
the parameters of the SADC.
Harmonisation of training programmes in the
field of arts and culture in the region. Any significant growth of a profitable cultural industry will depend on the existence of effective training programmes that produce ar-

and techtraining
reduces indifference and ig-

tists, arts managers, arts promoters
nical specialists. A cohesive
programme
norance of each other’s cultural

re-inforces

common

heritage and
which

cultural practices

promote common programmes

for cultural

consumption.
Re-orientation of

mass

communication in-

stitutions in the SADC in order to enable

prioritise the promotion of intraregional cultural activities as well as to feature more dominantly commercial cultural
product items produced in the SADC. This
re-orientation may require the examination
of trade practices in cultural products and in-

leaders of national arts and cultural associa-

Community to devise
co-operation in
organising activities of amateur and professional artistic groups, regional competitions
and regional festivals.
•

Creation of a structure that can examine ways
of hannonising national legislation in force
in member states of SADC

relating to literary

and artistic property, and in particular conventions for the protection of literary and artistic works and the
of

protection of the rights

performers.

Cultural

Cooperation Programmes

Previous programmes of action in the area of
cultural cooperation in the region were mainly
based on country programmes with a regional

dimension. In many cases

cultural cooperation

programmes were designed on the basis of national needs and aspirations and were then ex-

panded to include other countries in the region.
The type of programmes designed also tended
to be of a short term nature and did not include

the commercial and industrial dimension.

Many

of the programmes devised and implemented
within the regional context were initiated by

private and non-govemmental cultural organisations. The concept of the Southern African
Development Community has created an opportunity for government and non-govemmental
cultural structures to collaborate in order to

devise effective
which

are

with the

regional cultural

well funded and which

programmes
consistent

are

objectives of the Community.

South Africa, SADC and Cultural

them to

Cooperation
of South Africa becoming a
exciting becau.se
country has. despite its political problems,

The prospect

member of SADC is most
that

created

a

favourable climate for viable cultural
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industries as can be exemplified by its music industry. South Africa has a well developed
marketing structure for a variety of cultural

products and has a good number of very experienced managers of different cultural
enterprises. South Africa will bring into the
Community some highly developed infrastructure that will enable the region to compete
favourably with Western countries in the
production of cultural products.
It is

interesting to note that already. South
African artists are exploiting the new lease of
cultural links

to

broaden the horizon of African

performing art forms and has attracted

many ar¬

tists from north of the

Limpopo who are bringing to South Africa a wide diversity of Africa's
performing arts heritage into the commercial
field. The new products with this rich diversity
are then exported to the rest of the world
through
very competent marketing strategies.
Conclusion
Within the concept of the Southern African
Development Community, a consolidation of

cultural collaboration should
lishment of beneficial
al

arts

and cultural

together financial

contacts

see

the estab-

with intemation-

regional centre in the Community, the member
states could easily mould solid and viable links
with the international arts cultural organisations.
It should now be possible for member states of
SADC to finance programmes which aim at establishing centres in the region for artists to participate in international cultural events and for
joint programmes which enhance their chances
of participating in financially demanding international cultural events such

as

festivals,

workshops, seminars and training

program-

mes.*

organisations. By pooling
and establishing a

resources
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WOMEN AND AIDS
Positive Women: Voice

Darien

of Women Living With Aids, Edited by Andrea Rudd and

Taylor, Second Story Press, Toronto, Canada, 1992
Reviewed

THIS ANTHOLOGY brings together diverse
experiences of women who are either living with
AIDS or are HIV positive. Central to the
problematique of AIDS and HIV positive
patients are issues of sexuality, sexual abuse,
violence, alcoholism, rape, healthiness and unhealthiness, reproductive rights, power, control,

life and death. The voices of women in this collection express some
conflicts which
fronted with
Human

of those contradictions and

women,

the world

over, are con-

they deal with AIDS and the
Immunodetlciency Virus (HIV).
as

These voices

are

as

presented in the text. The

diverse

as

women are

ferent social, economic, cultural,

the

cases

from dif-

political and

by Ruth Meena.

feeling by some of them, for having been
responsible for the infection. They blame drug
addiction, sexual promiscuity, and unsafe sexual
practices. But women are also angry with the
medical professionals for taking fatalistic and
victimology approaches when dealing with
them. They are angry with the negative attitudes
of the society against them. They are also angry
with the slow progress or lack of progress in the
search for a lasting solution to this problem.
They are also angry with the lack of proper infonnation and knowledge on AIDS and the virus
which causes AIDS. Finally, they are angry with
lack of support from the community.
strong

The anger

have, however, gets
positive approach to the
problematique of AIDS and its virus. The colwhich

women

geographical locations. They have a diversity of
experiences which includes: heterosexual relations, drug addicts, alcoholic cases, individuals

transformed into

who have suffered various forms of sexual

detemiination to deal with the AIDS

abuses

including child abuse. Some are from
well-positioned middle class backgrounds, and
yet others are from a variety of religious creeds.
Educational levels and professional experiences
and skills levels

are

as

varied

presented. These diversities
publication a handbook for

are
us

as

the

cases

what make this

(women) all.

Feeling of Anger
Despite the diversity of these experiences and
backgrounds, there is a uniting force which runs
through all the experiences which
are voiced in the text. There is anger being
expressed by all the women. In the first place,
women are angry with themselves; there is a

f
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a

lective voices of the

women

in the text express a

problem
positively. These women are detemiined to use
their experiences to transfonn the society. They
have a detemiination to fight the death penalty
which is imposed by the virus and endorsed by
the medical professionals. They are determined
to fight the anxiety and fear which the death sentence brings to the lives of the " victims",
through changed patterns of living. They are
determined to transfonn the victimised positions
they have been put. into positive activist positions, by providing support to the network of fellow women who are facing the challenge of
living with AIDS. They have a determination to
re-defme healthiness and unhealthiness. They
want to use their experiences to provide

knowledge and information which will
strengthen women who are living with AIDS as
well as those who have erroneously thought that
AIDS is a problem of the "other" women. Finally, they are determined to create space for themselves within the feminist

movement as

well

as

in the mainstream

knowledge, by challenging
the invisibility of their experiences in AIDS infonnation and by providing .space for their views
in the literary world.
All the

women seem to have gone through
major phases. First, the period when they
were not yet infected. Regardless of the life
style which individuals lead, none of the women

three

considered herself to have been

a

victim. All of

them therefore

experienced traumatic effects
first made aware that they had
the HIV virus. They all had problems of who to
infonn, how, and what were the possible consequences. Some feared losing their jobs, friends,
spouses and other intimate relatives. They were
when

they

were

also worried about the fate of their children for
those who had young
were

children, while others
ability to reproduce.

worried about their

Women and

Underdevelopment

The text is intended to

provide a forum for
living with the AIDS virus and those
facing the challenge of AIDS, to share their experiences with other women. While the production of this text might have made it possible for
a minority of women living with the AIDS virus
to share their experiences, and while this publication might stimulate other women facing a
women
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similar

challenge into taking

positive acmajority
likely to have the ability to

tion. the truth of the
of

women are not

create

matter

some

is that the

such space.

Underdevelopment and poverty will continue
the majority of women from the Third
World countries from sharing their experiences

feminists from Third World countries

for women living
with AIDS and its virus to have their experiences shared as part of their
struggle for their
emancipation.

to exclude

with the rest of the world. While

women

from

all walks of life and from all socio-economic

backgrounds are potentially "victims" of AIDS,
in reality, AIDS, as is with other health-related
problems, remains a poor women’s burden. This
is an aspect which the text does not adequately
address. The text is therefore challenging

to

facilitate the creation of .space

Analysis
No formal structure is

adopted in the writing.

The book is neither divided into thematic
divisions

contributors

grouped according to geographical locations. This gives the text
a peculiarly interesting format. The editors introduce the individuals and an attempt is made
to

nor are

contextualise the location of the individual

and themes which individuals

are grappling with
introductory' note to each presentation. The
style is simple and readable. The poetic voices,
photographs and artistic drawings add flavour to
as an

the

style and break the monotony of the

naira-

tives.

Although the editors are attempting to reach
who are living with AIDS and its virus,

women

the text is useful

to

all of

and

us, women

men.

and

particularly from this subcontinent where
there is still a paucity of information, particularly from the very people who have been affected
by the AIDS problem. ♦

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ANGOLAN

ECONOMY

Angola: Entre

P re sente

Futuro, by Jose Manuel
Zenha Rela, Lisbon, 1991.
o

Reviewed
THE AUTHOR of this book is

by Anne Derges

Portuguese
lecturer who lived in Angola for 35 years, and
holds a chair in Angolan Economy.
His study of the Angolan economy is intended
the

as a

contribution

Angolan

to

a

the reconstruction of

The author pays special
attention to the rural economy, and questions
such as what should be produced (for Angola
cannot

economy.

live forever

on

its oil and diamonds), the

types of agro-industry which must be developed
in order to

the cities which

long

the

huge influx of people to
occurred during the 16-years-

reverse

war.

Rela also deals with the development of
larger industries such as fishing, forestry and
hydro-electricity, for which Angola has a great
potential. Areas less suitable for agriculture may
be devoted to such industries, and also the
minerals which

industry, such
and

adjunct of the petroleum
phosphates, plaster, potassium

are an

as

so on.

Besides the

e o

development of industry and
agriculture, Rela has suggestions for the
recuperation of the infrastructure, urban reor-

ganisation, the services such as health, education, technical and professional training and so
on. He ends the study with a chapter on the role
of the state and the need for a national plan.
The book is long (494 pages) but is written
succinctly and clearly — in many parts in the
form of numbered points. Rela does not attempt
to go into the historical background or the
reasons for Angola’s
present economic and social situation, but concentrates on putting forward practical suggestions for the recovery of
the Angolan economy.
The attempt to deal with every single aspect
of Angolan economic and social life in a mere
500 pages or so is rather an ambitious one to say
the least, and the resultant study is therefore
rather sketchy and superficial. Agriculture, for
example, is dealt with in ten pages. The book is
useful however, as a general overview of the
situation and the problems to be dealt with in a
country where the economy has suffered an almost total collapse, although whether the solutions it offers can be seriously considered, is
another question. ♦
Anne

Derges is the Senior Documentalisi at

the SAFES Trust Library and Documentation

SAFES BOOKS
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Bookworld (Zambia)
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Kingstons* (Zambia)
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Southern African Literature
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Compiled bv Thomas Deve
LESOTHO

WORKSHOP ON THE INFORMAL

Dr

Guy C.Z. Mhone, the head of the Economic Policy Division (EPD)
accompanying Dr Mandaza to Lesotho to attend a meeting on the Lesotho book project (coinciding with the Informal Sector Workshop) intended to commemorate the country's 25 years
of independence. In addition to recognising the importance of independence to the Lesotho people, the researchers for the book. Development Crisis in Post-Colonial Lesotho, to be edited by Khabele Matlosa.
intend to harness the emerging and growing debate on Lesotho’s
development process since independence by focusing on the themes:
State, Society and Politics; The Economy; Legal Policy: Social Policy;
Labour Movement and Gender Relations in Development.
at

SECTOR IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
SAPES TRUST in

conjunction with the Economics Department of the
University of Lesotho will be holding a two-day workshop at
the Maseru Cabans in Lesotho from September 16-18, 1992, focusing
on the Infonnal Sector in Southern Africa and the second phase of the
Debt and Structural Adjustment project.
The conference is expected to bring all researchers under the SAPES
network on Debt and Structural Adjustment and the Infonnal Sector
from Lesotho. Zimbabwe, Zambia. Malawi, Mozambique. Tanzania and
Angola.
Over the past three decades, the concept of the Infonnal Sector has
generated a substantial body of literature based on numerous surveys,
on the basis of which a number of policies and project ideas have been
recommended and attempted in Africa and other developing countries.
This is a good moment to take stock of whatever achievements that may
be asscK'iated with the concept by critically evaluating policies engendered by the concept.
The Debt and Structural Adjustment Project enters its second phase
and it is hoped that the Lesotho conference will offer more opportunities
to debate policy issues and research agenda, the economic crisis and
development policy, leading to the evaluation of some proposals in the
proposed country strategies. The second phase of the project will consolidate the dissemination of infonnation on the debt crisis, sensitising
the public and lobbying for re-negotiation of debt.
National

BOOK NEWS

SAPES Trust, will be

NEW CHALLENGES FOR AFRICA
PROFESSOR SAMIR Amin from the Third World Forum
SAPES Trust

on a

came to

ten-day visiting fellowship. He held several meetings

and consultations with SARIPS members of the Research and Publications Committee with

regard to joint and collaborative work between
.sphere of publications

the Third World Forum and SAPES Trust in the
and future conferences.
In addition to visits to the

Bulawayo All-Africa Trade Fair and Vicmeetings with
research fellows at the University of Zimbabwe from the Institute of
Development Studies. Law Faculty. Economics Department and the
Political Science and Administrative Studies Department.

toria Falls (which he calls Zambezi Falls), he held several

He addres.sed the African Association of Political Science (Zimbabwe

Chapter) and the SAPES Forum on September 7 and 8, 1992. respectively, on the subject. Challenges for Africa in the Post-Cold War Era.
In both meetings chaired by Dr Mandaza. the Executive Director of
SAPES Trust. Samir Amin stimulated

a

lot of debate when he offered

the concept

THE EXECUTIVE Director of SAPES Trust will be

attending a meetthe book projects under the State and Democracy .series for two
countries, Mozambique and Lesotho between September 16-20. 1992.
ing

on

MOZAMBIQUE
Mozambique meeting will be focussing on the chapter contributions
to the book. The Pol itical Economy of Mozambique Since Independence
edited by Loius Antonio Covance and Roberto Tibana. The book is organised around the following themes:
i)
Mozambique's Economic and Political History
ii)
The Economy and Political Economy of Development

The

iii)

Stx'ial Structure, Political and Social Movements

iv)

Policies and Strategies for Human Resources Development

V)

The State, Power and Democracy

vi)

WarandF’eace

SAPEM SEPTEMBER, 1992

of a National Popular Alliance as an alternative to the diallenges that have been put forward to Africa in particular, and the Third
World in general, by the developed world in the form of Structural Adjustment Programmes,
He argued that free market proponents have failed to salvage
capitalism out of its ever-developing crisis. Because of the inherent contradictions in the capitalist system, Samir Amin noted that socialism will
remain

a

viable alternative, but not in the

near

future.

The National

Popular Alliance, it was argued, must usher in a new
type of democracy that is able to regulate forces that will lead to
socialism, and avoid the pitfalls of radicals who masquerade as
democrats, but only engaging themselves in petty democratic struggles
involving plural-partyism with no perspectives to change the world.
Both meetings were very successful in tenns of the questions raised
and the active involvement of progressive forces on the left in the debate.
The seminar which was held at SAPES Trust head office. No. 4 Deary
49
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Avenue, attracted the diplomatic community and non-govemmental organisations representatives who sought more enlightmeni on the TINA
(There is No Alternative) syndrome and proposed front which a number
of people argued had been tried elsewhere in the past.
Finally, the challenge for Africa is to adopt new forms of organisation as the continent is entering a new era vis-a-vis the developing crisis
of capitalism. With the fall of the Soviet Union, lessons must be drawn
from the Chinese left wing critique of the Soviet road to "socialism".
This type of analysis will also enhance our understanding of the national liberation movement in Southern Africa as it was inextricably fused
to the bi-polar world of capitalism championed by the West and
socialism whose bastions in the East are fast di.sintegrating.

tory. Boston University. 226 Bay State Road. Boston. MA02215. Phone
617 353 2.551; Fax 617 .353 2.556.
South

Africa: Which Way Forward?
conjunction with the African Association of Political
Sciaice (AAPS) successfully organised a five-day (August 18-22) conference in Cape Town. South Africa, around the theme South Africa:
Which Way Forward?
A full report on the conference by Chery l Hendricks has been included
in this issue of SAPEM under the column South Africa File. Here is a
full list of the participants:
SAPES Trust in

African Association of Poiiticai Science (AAPS) Continental
NAME
ORGANISATION
1

Abdoulaye Bathily
2 Tony Gingyera Pincwa
3 Peter Anyang' Nyong'o

CONFERENCE BRIEFS

Centre for Basic Research

4 Gilbert Mudenda

THE COLLEGE of Arts and Sciences, Department of Political Science
al the Northeastern University is calling for papers (either the short or

long version) for the 1993 annual Social Science History Association
Conference in Baltimore. MD. November 4-7. Tho.se interested should
Hall 303. Northeastern

5

Mapopa Chipeta

6 Victor Tonchi

7

8

Ray Russon
Joyce Kazembe

Executive Committe Members of the Regional SAPES Trust and A.APS Continental,
50

Senegal
Uganda
Kenya
Zambia

SAPES Network

Eileen L.

.McDonagh. Department of Political Science. Meserve
University, Boston. MA.02115. Phone 617 495
8140; Fax 617 495 8422; and Philip J. Ethington. Department of His¬
contact

COUNTRY

SAPES Trust

Zimbabwe

Faculty of Economics and
Management Sciences,
University of Namibia
University of Witwatersrand

Swaziland

SAPES Trust

Zimbabwe

Namibia

with the hosts, SAPES South .Afriea
SAPEM SEPTEMBER. 1992
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9 Mafa

Sejanamane

10 Sam
11

Nolutshungu

Patricia McFadden

Dept of Political Science, National
University of Lesotho
Dept of Political Science,
University of Rochester
Centre for African Family Studies

12 Ruth Meena

SAFES Trust

13

Centre for

Elpheus Manghezi

27

14 Prof Walter Kamba

Foundation for Research

Lesotho

28 HWVilakazi
29 Nolulamo

USA

30

Gwagwa
Ngila Michael Muendane

Development
Dept of Sociology, University of Zululand
BESG (Built Environment Support Group)
Africa Books

Kenya

31

KKPrah

Zimbabwe

32 Dennis Thokozani Nkosi

Development

Research

Bongwe Njobe

33
Denmark

34

Zimbabwe

35

Cheryl Hendricks
Dikgang Masor>eke
Morley Nkosi

Dept of Sociology. University of Western Cape
Political Science Dept
SAPES (South Africa)
PAC
Nafcoc Head Office

15 Alie Fataar

AAPS

Zimbabwe

36 Glen Sonward Thomas

Land Commission

16 Marcus Balintulo

University of the West Indies
Dept of History, University of

Trinidad

37

Dev Bank of Southern Africa

Zambia
ZIDS

17 Sam

Chipungu

18 Bernard
19 Sam

Magubane
Moyo

Mosebjane Malatsi

38 Neville Alexander

Hewssa Trust and Wosa

Zambia

39

University of Western Cape

USA

40

Zimbabwe

41

Nqusa Leuta Mahao
Ivy Matsere
Julius E Nyangoro

♦

Education Dev Trust
Univ of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill African/Afro-

I

I
I

f

21

22
23
24

Seohai Santho

Syne M. Chikove
Tiyanjana Maluwa
Lloyd J. Ching'ambo

Politics

Department, National
University of Lesotho

42 Thozamile Botha

Univ of Western

Lesotho

43 Bethuel Setai

World Bank of South Africa,

SAPES Trust

Zimbabwe

44

University of Botswana

Botswana

45

SAPES Trust

Zimbabwe

46

South Africa

Civaj Rassool
Vincent Maphai
Mojankunyane Gumbi

Cape

Sapes South Africa
History Department, Univ of Western Cape
SAPES (South Africa)
Advocate's Chambers

47 Blade Nzimande

Education

48 Pallo Jordan

AN C

Projects Unit, University of Natal

25 Paul Jourdan

National Union of Mineworkers

49 Patrick Ncube

U C T, School of Economics

26 Yvonne Muthien

Centre for Soc. & Dev. Studies,

50 Xoliswa

University of Natal

51

University of Transkei
New Unity Movement

Mayisela
RO Dudley

1
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♦
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i.in

52 T M J Leeuw

Univ of

53 James Marsh

WOSA

54 Mzukisi Madlavu

Institute of Social and Economic Research,

Cape Town, Dept of Religious Studies

Rhodes

University

56 Africa Mathafhe

Rand African

57

Wits Rural

61

Dombo R J

University
Facility
Faculty of Arts, University of Fort Flare
University of Transkei
Centre for Policy Studies
University of fhe North

62

Masiphula Mbongwa

Dev Bank of Southern Africa

59

Essy Letsoalo
Sipho Buthelezi
Vuyisile DIova

60 Khela Thubar>e

63 Bernie A

NEWS FROM THE LDC

Univerity of Fort Flare

Khoapa

64 B Mlambo

Univ of Durban. Westville

65 Teboho Makenete

Independent/Observer/status
University of Transkei
University of Forf Hare
Dept of Political Science,

66 Thoahtane Thoahlane

67 Namhia

University of N, Carolina, USA; Rosemary' Jommo Nairobi. Kenya;
Samir Amin. Third World Forum. Dakar. Senegal; Fernando Goncalves,
Maputo. Mozambique; John R. Herzog; His Excellency Ali Halimeh,
PLO Ambassador; Hann Hemian, Embassy of Finland; Wang Xubo,
Chinese Embassy; Alfred Kamuzonde and Richard Chidowore of
S.ARDC; Mosibudi Mangena. BCM(Azania); Carlos Lopes, His Excellency Issam Mahboub. Ambassador of Iraq; Magda Pavitt; Hevina Dashwood; Ireen Dubel and Opa Kapijimpanga, HIVOS.

PAC

55 Molefe Mafole

58

nffBnr

TS^TIIlF

Dyantyi

68 Kiru Naidoo

THE LIBR.ARY and Documentation Centre has

begun to receive adjournals and newspapers by means of exchange for the SAPEM
magazine. Recently the collection policy of the LDC has been more
clearly defined so that we do not waste resources in the duplication of
other libraries' materials. Emphasis will be placed on the following subject areas; Peace and Security. Regional Cooperation (including of
course SADC. PTA and SACU), Gender. AIDS. Structural Adjustment.
Debt, the Informal Sector. The State. Democracy, Human Rights and Intemational Relations. A new research project of SAPES; Information
and Development, will also be supported by the LDC.
The workshop on networking announced last month has been
postponed until early in 199.3. because of funding. Tlie LDC has however
been making some headway with local networking by reconstituting the
defunct Micro CDS-ISIS User Group. (Micro CDS-ISIS is a library
database softw are package used by many libraries in the region and elsewhere). Interest has also been expre.ssed in reviving the Thesaurus
Group, w ith the establishment of new libraries in Zimbabwe. We hope
ditional

Univ of Durban, Westville
69 Pearl

Macro Education

Maphoshe

Policy Unit, University of

Durban, Westville
70 Siza

UNISA

Magubane

VISITORS TO SAPES TRUST
DURINfJ THE month of

August. SAPES Trust was honoured by visits
by a number of scholars, academics and memhers of the diplomatic community, coming either to familiarise themselves with SAPES Trust or research at the LDC and attending the
rejuvenated seminar series.
These included David Johnson and Horace Campbell from the
diaspora; D.C. Mavhaire, Parliament of Zimbabwe; Julius Nyang'oro,
to

its central secretariat

to

do this before the end of the year. ♦

SOUTHERN AFRICA PRINTING AND PUBLISHING HOUSE (PVT) LTD
95 Harare Street, Phone; 726060
SAPES

Fax; 732735/726060
Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.

Telex; 26464 AAPS. P.O. Box MP 111, Mount

BOCKS

TYPESETTING AND ORIGINATION
ATTENTION TO ALL OUR NEW AND OLD CUSTOMERS !!!

happy to announce that we have installed Apple Macintosh Desktop Publishing
Computers and are able to offer you speedy service to all your printing requirements.
\Ne

are

requirements : Origination, Typesetting,
Negatives, Positives and Finished Artwork.
Rugare Rukuni or Dick Masaia on 726060 or call at 95 Harare Street.

For all your printing
Phone

PRINT
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SAFES BOOKS
FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS 1992
STATE AND DEMOCRACY SERIES

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa — New Expanded Edition — issa Shivji
Gilbert Mudenda
Development Crisis in Post-Colonial Lesotho — Edited by Khabele Matlosa
The Political Economy of Mozambique since Independence — Edited by Loius Antonio Covance and Roberto Tibana
The Political Economy of Malawi at the Crossroads — Edited by Guy Mhone

Zambia: The End of an Era— Edited by

REGIONAL CO-OPERATION SERIES
Southern Africa in the 1980s: Problems and

Prospects of Regional Co-operation Vol 1 — Edited by Ibbo Mandaza
Vol 2 — Edited by Ibbo Mandaza

Southern Africa in the 1990s: Problems and Prospects of Regional Co-operation
SADCC: Transport and Communications Sector— Edited by Sindiso Ngwenya
SADCC: Food

SADCC:

Policy and Agriculture — Edited by Richard Mkandawire and Khabele Matlosa
Mining Sector— Edited by Paul Jourdan

PUBLIC POLICY SERIES

Management Training Institutions in Developing
Countries: Proposed Criteria for Institutional
Effectiveness— John Mw Makumbe

NOW OUT!

ECONOMIC POLICY SERIES
Debt and Structural Adjustment
Edited

in Southern Africa —

by Allast Mwanza

POLITICS OF THE

SOUTHERN AFRICA PhD THESES
SERIES
The State,

Agribusiness and Peasant Production in
Lloyd Sachikonye
The Organisation of Afrioan Unity and the Zimbabwe
Crisis: A Case Study in OAU Attempts at Collective
Liberation: 1963-1977—Witness Mangwende

Zimbabwe

—

NATIONAL PURSE

Education and Politics in Namibia: Past Trends and
Future

Public

Prospects — Elizabeth Amukugo

Industrialisation and Dependency in Southern Africa:
The Case of Botswana and SADCC — Balefi Tsie

Race, Colour and Class In Southern Africa
Mandaza

—

Zimbabwe

Ibbo

(co-published by Zed Books and SAFES
The Politics of the National Purse is

Books)
GENDER SERIES
Theoretical and

Conceptual Issues of Gender in
by Ruth Meena

Southern Africa— Edited

Politics of Sexual Violence in Southern Africa
Edited

Budgeting As Public policy In

—

by Ruth Meena

presently the only available study of
public budgeting in Zimbabwe which is both comprehensive and detailed
from a public point of view. The book provides thought-provoking
suggestions for improving the budgetary process in Zmbabwe. This is done
against the background of a critical review of public budgeting in “developed”
and “developing" countries, offering the reader a basis for assessing the
Zimbabwean experience within a broader context.

OTHER TITLES
In Search of An Alternative: A Collection of Essays on

Revolutionary Theory— Archie Mafeje
Militarism and New Frontiers in Southern Africa
Edited

by Horace Campbell

—

This readable

study should prove useful to a broad spectrum of researchers
in, and students of, public policy and public finance disciplines in the social
sciences; as well as to policy makers and bureaucrats involved i^public

budgeting in and outside the public sector...

ALL ENQUIRIES TO:

SAPPHO (Pvt) Ltd, Tel.: 726060
or SAPES
Trust, P.O. Box MP111, Mount Pleasant,
Harare, Zimbabwe, Tel.: 727875, Fax: 732735,

Jonathan N. Moyo is a lecturer in the Department of Political and
Administrative Studies at the University of Zimbabwe.

Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

Sapem September, 1992
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ESSAY COMPETITION
in honour of

WALTER RODNEY
I 000 words minimum

Essays to be written in English
1st PRIZE

Roundtrip ticket to Britain for those
in Africa

Roundtrip ticket to Zimbabwe for
Europe
Roundtrip ticket to the Ridgeway
House, Georgetown, Guyana, for

those in

those in the USA

1. ”The AUentio Slave Vade
not only the most horrific

wai

2nd PRIZE
Two volumes of NESCO General His

tory of Africa

I
I

period in modern history it
wat alto the beginning of
today's underdevelopment of
Afrioo.* Diecuti with
reference to Wilier Rodney's
worke in thic area.

2, Welter Rodney wai not juat

Send essays to:

Southern Africa Political and
Economic

Monthly

RO. Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe

Tel: 727875

Fax; 732733

Africa World Review
18

Pilgrimage Street

London SE1 ST 4LL
United

Kingdom

Tel (017)

407-6958

Dept, of African American Studies
200 Sims V

Sycruse.N.Y. 13244

a

diatinguiihed academic but
a political activist and

aocialiit. Of what relevance
are hit works, life and political
praoticce to the etruggle for
democracy, eocial profreis
and economic transformation
in the Caribbean or Africa

today.
3. 'Hiitory ia not just a record
of the deed! and acti of Kinfa,

Emperors, Queens and their
aoldiera, but a atruggle of
people and ideaa.* Diaeuaa
with reference to Witter

Rodney'a philoaophy and
underatanding of African
hiatory.
4, 'Afrioana (eapeoially
youtha) muat learn new akilla.'
Answer with reference to the
skills needed to meet the

ehallengea of the twenty firat
century.
5. What were the forma of
reaiatance adopted by African
women

during the period of

alavery and what leaaona can
we learn form these episodes
for the emancipation of men
and

women.

U.S.A

dJVnalyzc the importance of
multiracialism in the

The

Rodneyite

development of democracy

1857 3rd St N.W.

Washington DC 20(K)1
U.S.A.

Entries due

October 15, 1992
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&
ECONOMIC
P.O.Box

MONTHLY

MP111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe,

Tel.: 726060

727875

We wish to announce that

the Southern

Africa Political and

Economic
is

Monthly

celebrating its Fifth Anninversary in
October 1992.

Southern

Africa Political and Economic
Monthly

is

a

regional magazine that focuses on regional
economic and

political events

ANNIVER^SARY
To wish

a

happy birthday, please contact
Ruth Chinamo

Advertising Department
on

726060

bringing Southern Äfrica together

*■,

V
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THE REAL AERICA
Zambia is

of Africa's top

one

This is attributed

tourist destinations.

tbe existence of

outstanding
and tranquillity
prevailing in the country and friendly Zambians
who are a "go ahead" and warm people.
to

natural attractions, tbe peace

Certainly, Zambia has
natural

heritage of

cvciy

great

the wealth of its wildlife
everv-

and

nature

be proud of its
\

roaming the vast sanetuaries and
to

preserve

the tranquillity

of such tourist "gems" which form

the basis of Zambia's
tourist market

to

waterfalls, rivers and lakes, and

effort has been made

unspoilt

right

particular appeal

to

the world

today.

Tourism is

playing a significant role in projecting the
image of Zambia to overseas countries, and is now

attracting a much wider circle of visitors from all
world who visit Zambia for its natural

completely unspoilt wildlife

over

the

beauty and its

areas.

Zambia is the

birthplace of

Zaire and the

Zambezi, the latter threading its w'ay for

two great

African rivers, the

1

2 500 km to the Indian Ocean

Zambia's

route two

of

outstanding features, the majestic and world

famous Victoria Falls and the

smmiT

embracing cn
vast

man-made lake of

Kariba.
A visit

to

Zambia is very e.xciting

and

an

adventure that is

I

unforgettable. But what of the country itself and where
these unique attractions that combine to offer the

are

holiday of a lifetime?
For the

answer to

this and other

questions about Zambia,
contact

anyone

of our

ZAMBIA NATIONAL
TOURIST BOARD offices.

LuMka

-

Head Office

Tel: 229087/8/9

Chipata

USA New i/ork

Italy Ftoma

Tel; 21456

Tel; 212 308-2155/152/171

Tel; 06-3213696/310307/

Fax; 225174 Tlx; 2A 41780

United

Fax; 001 212 758 1319

3212405/3213805

South Africa

Germany Bonn

London

Tlx; 405884

Tlx; 611421 Zambia

Johannesburg

Tel; 0228 376811/378971

Tel; 71-589-6343-344/655

Livingstone

Australia

Tel; 622 9206/7

Fax; 0049 228379536

Fax; 004471 581 1353

Tel; 321404/5

Tel; 2312172

Fax 622 6239

Tlx; 885511 Bosa D

Tlx; 28956

Tlx; ZA 24210

Tlx; 0716179

Tlx; 488367

Kingdom

Sydney

I

i

MANNESMANN
Harfiticiiiii 8k Bmun

1984-1992

APRIL 1992

CORPORATE

Harlmanii & Braun
PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

YEARS

• Transmitters
•

Temperature, pressure, differential
pressure, flow, level and electrical
variables.

•

Years almost

8 day

to

Analysis

the

Gas and

liquid
Systems
Design and engineering,
installation, ciimmissioning

• Process Control

when Hartmann

& Braun announced their

acquisition of Process
Control

• Recorders

Multipoint and line

Instrumentation

• Panel Meters

(PCI) in South Africa.
Taken

at

a

time

when

other

major instrument
suppliers were at risk of
starting a “Chinese
Auction” in their haste to
divest themselves of South
African

investments, it

caused

several

hasty decision”
was the categoric statement by Joseph Felder,
a

President of Hartmann &
Braun AG, but part of a
worldwide strategy to

satisfy the wishes of all customers

to

have

the

security, both technically
and financially, of dealing
direct with the manufacturer

8

of their

equipment.

Years later and Hartmann

boast

&

Braun

can

order book 4

an

times that of the first year
of operation and an order

backlog that includes
major projects that would
read like

a

WHO’S WHO

of South African Contracts

for grabs in thé last 1-3
In this period a company historically tied to the
up

years.

Power Generation Indus-

try was able to follow the
lead of their principals into

major industries including
Chemical, Petrochemical,

Mining and others.
The initial stated policy
“facilitate a technology

• Controllers

returned leaving behind a
well trained local operation fully self sufficient.

•

COMPANY MISSION

Operating divisions
functioning at Hartmann
& Braun

To

SALES
Motto: First in the field
Without the installed base

supply users and potential users of H&B
equipment the long term financial and technical
security by dealing directly with the manufacturer
of the users equipment.

enjoyed by many other
companies, due in essence
to

and markets

were

identi-

PRODUCTION

Diagnostic Centre is

rest

resorting to that old
faithful of import tariff
protection.

bistory now, but it follov/ed

logically on the electronic
laboratory and pressure gas
lectively these are second to

& Braun. In 1984
the company was awarded
the SHELL DESIGN

none

has assured that
tinned stream

con-

of either

enhanced

products
entering the South

new or
are

a

African

market.

Pre-

viously

Hartmann &
Braun’s products have carried the tags “expensive,
difficult
man

to use” or

"Gerdocumentation

have

meters

now

been

mann

AWARD for the innova-

live design of the meter. In
addition though, an extensive and growing range of
measuring transducers are
added to the production
line. Utilising the well
established H&B design,

only”. However, these
statements clearly reflect
the inadequacy of most

local manufacture is
undertaken without sacrificing any quality when

agency agreements.
Sales and support

compared to the

overseas

product,

was successful,
much so that today all

international company
documentation is of a high

degree.

ported product, while con-

expatriate personnel have

The official opening of the

has to be achieved with-

lenge facing this division is
maintain cost efiective
production, always in
comparison with the im-

so

change rate variation. This

of local inflation and

out

transfer, of not only documentation and technical
information but also of

personnel”

ex-

the important
investment in equipment,
was

Motto; Meiers above the

of a
competitive and lechnically advanced product is
a reality and as befits a true

to

transfer

manufactured by Hart-

as

Paul

von

Zeuncr

Financial Director:
Klaus Borger

M

taining the cost increases

The R&D programme
of Hartmann & Braun AG

well

Managing Director:

Stallcy
Sales:

Jager

Manager S;ystems:

Over 1,1 million panel

as

Telefax (Oil) 672-6239
Telex 4-25990

B

Slocking and
support policies to suit.

fled

Tdet^one (011)472-1340

N dc

60 other

agencies handled
by PCI, the growth in
market share was part of
a well developed marketing strategy. Key products

Cnr Yaron Rd & Grenville Avc.
Lea Glen. Rorida
PO Box 5912, Johanncsbuig 2000

Manage r

of at least

was one

OFFICES

Manager Pmj ecus:

the fact that Hartmann

& Braun

Training

Johannesburg:

are:

raised

eyebrows.
“Not

Analogue and Digital

The

biggest single chal-

SERVICES

calibration facilities. Colin the Process Control

Industry.

sents the culmination of 7
yc^rs of effort. To the
that

extent

it

provides
trained engineers and
technicians to undertake
all aspects of project exe-

cution, it has
successful
of several
With

in

now seen

Durban:
5 Buro Cenire, Cnr Garth Rd Sl
Buro Crescent, Mayville, Durban
PO Box 30141, Mavvilic 4058

Telcphimc (031)28-5174
Telefax (031)28-8225
Branch Manager: Ken Hall

Cape Town
lA Parin Road.
Parow Industria 7500
POBox 12163, Parow

PROIF'C^T

lVlArNAUill.MlLrN 1

With major strategic

projects ”in house” the 5
project managers control
heartbeat of each one
ensure that Hartmann &
ca"

the

commissioning
key projects.

deliver what
contracted to

Projects undertaken

I™’,!'™”
Goldfields. Eskom, Mossgas, Sasol and Iscor have
install^
It
is
good
Challenged
the collective
that this “man’
individual talents
39 systems and
of 4Ö0 process

Valley

7503

Telephone (021) (931-9238
Telefax <021)932 -9145

Philip Heyns

Port Elirabelh
4 Adderrlcy Arcade, 697 Main Street.
PtHt El izabeth 6001

Telephone (041);54-6381
Telefax (041) 54- 2924
Branch Manager: Pat Richards

Wdkom
18 Central Place,

Rk'bcecksUd. Weikom.
POBox 1616, Weikom 9460

Telephone (0171) 84481
Telefax (0171)84379
Branch

Manager Jivhn Higgins

some

excess

.

stations

proof

•

,

investment

11

j

•

was

•

,

worth-

while.

As

Rooyen

Branch Manager:

In terms of technology

transferred to South Africa, this department repre-

van

services

depart”rent the parallel
activity
to achieve a
technology
a

of
this team but the rewards
of handing over successful

Vaal

Triangle
SIk>p 12. Deiliu.s

Road

Colosseum Building SW5. Vanderbijipark
PO Btvx 4098. Vanderbijipark 1900

Telephone (016) 822300
Telefax (016) 821 983
Branch Manager Theuns

Kruger

installations have served to
spur
one

them on to the next
waiting in the wings.

A

IHO^

ENGINEERING
Truck & Trailer

Body Builders

Day to Day Contractors, Welding
Specialist, Pipe Fabncating, Structural
Engineers.

No Job
Too S~Tall

OUR SERVICE IS

SECOND TO NONE

or

r.O. BOX ST

oo

Big

215, SOLTTTERTON.

HARARE, ZIMBAB^CT
TELEPHONE:- 63212 / 64452
TELEX:- 26346 TRIENG JOP

